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SUMMARY 

This report describes the initia! steps of t~e design of a modem. It 

is to be used within an industrial data network, called MAP (the 

Manufacturing Auatomation Protocol). The top-down design method is 

applied to the design of this modem. 

The first step in this strategy of design is the overall specification 

of the object to be designed: the modem. In the second step a block 

diagram of the modem is derived. Specification of the interfaces and 

the functions of the individual blocks of this diagram completes the 

second design step. 

Elaboration of the individual blocks is the next step in the design 

procedure. Those blocks which transfarm analog to digital signals, the 

data detection and the clock recovery block, are the most complicated 

of all. The main body of this thesis will be devoted to the design of 

these blocks. 

Two different methods of implementation are available and analysis has 

to show which one fits best the requirements. One method is used in 

the Motorola MAP modem, the MC68194. The other is proposed by Philips. 

By means of simulation models these methods are to be compared with 

each other. 

The important part in both methods, a phase locked loop (PLL), asks 

for a careful design. As in both methods the phase difference between 

input and feedback output is denoted by pulses, the corresponding 

PLL's have a sampled nature. This indicates that they are not 

unconditionally stable. By means of discrete-time analysis the 

stability conditions can be derived. The sampled nature of the PLL's 

also introduces an overlaad limit, another design problem. By amply 

respecting both limits, the PLL's can be designed with conventional 

(s-domain) techniques. 
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Comparison is based on the assumption that there are no disturbances 

within the clock recovery and data detection blocks and that there is 

only a limited set of disturbances outside these blocks. These 

disturbances are: a bandpass filter, a non-ideal limiter and three 

sorts of noise that can appear on the communication cable (impulse 

noise, RF noise and DC noise). 

Simulations under ideal conditions, i.e. no disturbances at all, show 

the validity of both theoretical models that are used to design the 

methods (especially the PLL's). Both models used are valid according 

to the simulation results. Simulations under non-ideal conditlans show 

that the Motorola clock recovery is quite vulnerable for large 

disturbances as contrasted with the Philips clock recovery. In 

accordance with these results, it can be concluded that the Philips 

metbod fits best the requirements. 
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CHAPTER 1 lNTRODUCTION 

Communication is rapidly becoming a key factor in our society. We 

learn by communicating; we grow and achieve our goals by 

communicating. Manufacturing companies worldwide are faced with many 

problems: sluggish economies, high labour costs, high inventories, 

quality- and cost-conscious consumers and confusing technologies. 

Communication will be a part of the solution of their problems. 

To optimize manufacturing, much automation equipment has been 

installed. However, without proper communication, this equipment can't 

be put to full use. The Manufacturing Automation Protocol (MAP) offers 

such a solution. Standardized communication protoeals will enable 

devices of different make to communicate. 

Philips has joined the MAP market. The Philips Components division has 

started a strategie project that should result in an IC-based MAP 

interface. A modem circuit is an important part of this interface. 

This chapter offers some background information on MAP and introduces 

the problem that is considered in this report: the design of the modem 

for MAP. 

1n the. ;h.;,u~é''th centur:, U!.~ sl:eam-enL',:,-;o. h1ItiRted :C! Yr.:we of 

manufac.t,.:.riü~ \;echanize.th·,.,, :,ïhenevel. 'fH.':,;.::; ibl.;, t:he lil:.~ ï.".t:l<~ power of: 

decAde or-
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Factory automation 

Nowadays, the computer -in all its possible farms- has entered all 

levels of the (modern) factory. Intelligent machines can be found in 

the office -embodied by large mainframes for finance control and 

accountancy and by personal computers for word processing-, at the 

research & design department -embodied by CAD/CAM workstations- and on 

the factory floor, embodied by customized computers for the control of 

robots and other machines. 

However, it has appeared to be very difficult to put this large amount 

of intelligent equipment to full use. It is a very tedious and costly 

task to enable all factory computers and intelligent devices to 

communicate. Generally, communication between devices of the same make 

offers no problems. Every manufacturer will supply some sart of 

network, with which the devices of its make can be interconnected. 

Contrary to this, devices of different make can in general only be 

interconnected by means of specially designed interfaces, the 

so-called "custom interfaces". These custom interfacescan be very 

expensive and complex. 

Enabling all intelligent devices in the factory to communicate with 

each other brings the "factory of the future" within reach. Various 

manufacturing strategies could be applied then. Flexible 

manufacturing, dynamic quality control, Just-in-Time inventory 

control, Computer Aided Engineering, it would all become possible. 

The data network MAP 

General Motors, the worlds largest manufacturer, is a very large user 

of automation equipment. In 1985, GM used some 40,000 intelligent 

devices in its various factories. In 1990, GM expects this number to 

be increased by 500%. Hence, it is of no surprise that GM already 

considered the communication problem some years ago. Three 

alternatives exist: 

1- Buy all automation equipment from one and the same manufacturer. 

2- Apply custom interfaces. 
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3- Propose a standard industrial data network, to which devices of 

different make can be connected and push it to international 

acceptance (in which case all automation equipment will become 

compatible). 

The first alternative is undesirable for a number of reasons. There 

isn't a single manufacturer that offers the complete range of 

automation products to be used. Devices of other make could be better 

for the job, so a non-optimal solution would be possible at best. And, 

last but not least, it is very dangerous to have only one supplier for 

reasons of dependency and vulnerability. The second alternative is 

also undesirable. Custom interfaces are very time-consuming and 

expensive (up to 50% of all automation costs). These considerations 

pushed GM to the third alternative. It resulted in the proposal of the 

MANUFACTURING AUTOMATION PROTOCOL (MAP) 

GM has fully committed ltself to this standard. lt has declared that 

in the future only MAP-compatible equipment will be bought. This fact, 

combin~d with the fact that GM is a user and not a vendor, has greatly 

enlarged the changes of MAP co be accepted as an international 

standard. And so, th<; market expect~_tions for HAP-compatible products 

look very good (Fig.l-1). 

Tl.ere ls ouly or:e , f. Mi-' • prr•ducts of dlf2erent fabrication should be 

u!:.-lto to :~c:::~.munt<.'-at.n with .1<.;r:h other. Th!:<: is n::;t as strange as it 

r;ounds. ~'ro::;h~:tL> of difftre.\t make ca1' d~_t..:·er, tt'î hmg .:..<; tho= standard 

has not ma\.u:ted 
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300 

MAP IS READY TO SURGE 

SHIPMENTS TOFACTORlES 
(S MILLIONS) 

0 MAP NETWORKS 

• PROPRIETARY NETWORKS 

Figure 1-1 MAP market expectations [2, page 45] 

The MAP foundations 

GM wanted to raise a communications network for manufacturing 

automation, which would enable all possible intelligent devices to 

communicate with each other without expensive custom interfaces. The 

communication protocol had to be based on generally accepted 

standards. Therefore, GM based its Manufacturing Automation Protocol 

on the OSI (Open Systems Interconnection) reference model of the ISO 

(International Standards Organization). Fig.l-2 gives a nice 

explanation of this model. 

An existing standard was chosen for every layer of this model. If this 

was not possible, GM proposedan interim standard. This approach was 

chosen by GM to minimize the time and effort needed to get MAP 

accepted (to define a new standard on which "everyone" agrees 
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Figure 1-2 The ISO OSI model (Referenc.e unkno\<m] 
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is very time-consuming). MAP 3.0, the present-day version of MAP, is 

based on the standards that are shown in Table 1-1. 

Table 1-1 MAP 3.0 in conneetion with the ISO OS! model 

Layer MAP version 3.0 

7- Application CASE ISO DIS 8649/2, 8650/2 
FTAM phase 2 ISO DIS 8571 
MMS ISO DIS 9506 
Network Management ISO DP 9595/9596 
Directory Services ISO DP 9594: 
Kernel and Object Management 

6- Presentation Kernel ISO DIS 8822, 8823 
ASN.l ISO DIS 8824, 8825 

5- Session Session ISO DIS 8326, 8327 
Kernel, Duplex, Resynchronyze 

4- Transport Transport Class 4 ISO 8072, 8073 

3- Network Connectionless ISO 8348 ADD 1, 
ISO DIS 8473 
Addressing ISO 8348 DAD2 
Internal Organization ISO 8648 
ES-IS Routing ISO DP 9542 

2- Data Link MAG Token Passing Bus IEEE 802.4 
LLC class 1 IEEE 802.2 (MAP) 
LLC class 3 IEEE 802.2 (MAP/EPA) 

1- Physical Braadband IEEE 802.4 
Carrierband IEEE 802.4 

Because of the special working conditions of the factory floor, it is 

nat possible to use an existing LAN (Logica! Area Network) instead of 

MAP. These LAN's, like Ethernet, have proven themselves in laboratory, 

office and computer room environments. The factory floor however 

imposes quite different demands upon a communications network. The 

network must be able to withstand the harsh conditions of the factory. 

Moreover, it must be fast and the access-time must be predictable, 

i.e. every device must be able to gain access to the network within a 

predictable period of time. 
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The "MAPped" factory 

The implementation of a MAP-network shows different levels, as 

indicated in Fig.l-3. 

Figure 1-3 An example of a "MAPped" factory [1, Fig. 6-3] 

The upper level, the cable covering the whole factory, can be 

eonsidered as the net~mrk backbone. At the second level, called the 

cell level, the network connects the intelligent dev ices that a1·e 

situated in a specifir. rE-gi::m of the factory e.g. a production line. 

1:'!. third le·..:el colll!atmication link is to c0nnect, for example, a single 

CNC (Computer Numerical C'ontr.olle:t) •11:!. ':h the devie;ns which it 

c~atrols. as &3m0 r0tots ,sensors and sequancers. 

Ea·:h le .. h:;,.s iV; own d.·:-Jl~and:~ Fcr th:: :_;'i"''d. lc/el, a h.;:ondbar;.d c.able 

is th.t>· 111\>i'f!iUID. thllt fi_t.s b~St, OeCaUSA Of ,:he fact t.h<!t: th:i.S 

conmi'Un.tcc:::lê'· ~~.,h1 ac'..c:.ry :!hou:.à 'tie ~s:a:üf' for s:r:•'..'!l;:a~.· 'J~· 

a ca~~lr. to tia.:..>poi.·t more. th;.n ,m..., sie:;aa1. J.t a th1.:, rr~ l,iiü~ 

terminology this cable: is called a carri.::rbnnd c..able. The 

communication at the third level, being part of direct proce~:s 

control, will have to be real-time. 
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MAP meets the different needs by offering different options. For the 

first level, there is Broadband MAP, for the second level, there is 

Carrierband MAP and for the third level there is MAP/EPA (or MiniMAP). 

Fig.l-4 shows the different options in conneetion to the different 

levels of a MAP network. The possibilities mentioned in the foregoing 

are more or less embedded in MAP 3.0. 

Broadband MAP 

r 

sequencer 

L Carrierband MAP/EPA 

Figure 1-4 MAP network structure 

MAP/EPA (EPA: Enhanced Performance Architecture) is a reduced version 

of full MAP, as is shown in Fig.l-5. MAP/EPA is only defined for the 

layers 1, 2 and 7 and thus results in much faster implementations 

enabling real-time operation. 
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layer 7 

layer 6 

layer 5 

layer 4 

layer 3 

layer 2 

layer 1 

MAP 
(normal applications) 

MAP/EPA 
(time-critical applications) 

application 

presentation A 

session 

transport 

network V 

LLC 1 LLC 3 
data link - - - - - - - - - -

MAC 

physical 

Figure 1-5 MAP versus MAP/EPA 

A fourth level can be denoted in certain applications. An example is 

shown in Fig.l-4, as is denoted by the andreled part: a PLG 

(Programmable Logic Controller) with a number of sensors. For this 

level of communication, MAP could be used as well: an adapted version 

of ~~P. being called Fieldbus. However, the definition of a standard 

for this version will take another two yea:rs fo~ S1..!:Ce. 

dJ:.e a lart,t.. nu.m;:;er nf othc.:;,~ m.::mufact.nre '' Ph"",Hps i....:nnp,,nents have 

d8cideà tu eHtPr the l-11\P market. r:rospects \o·ere seen for IC ·based 

J nterf aces 

Since the IC··based interface is to be MAi?-compatihle, it has to match 

the lSO OSI reference model. This model has e layered structl.tre (see 

Fig.l-2). 'fhis means that each layer offers certain service~ to the 
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higher layers, shielding those layers from the details of how the 

affered services are actually implemented. The modem is the 

implementation of the Physical Layer. It acts as the conneetion to the 

communication channel (the medium). It eneodes the symbols of the 

higher layer (the MAC Sublayer) into line symbols that can be 

transmitted over the medium (and vice versa). So, the MAC Sublayer 

uses the Physical Layer to communicate with its corresponding MAC 

Sublayer at the destination. 

The Token Passing Bus methad 

The Medium Access Control (MAC) Sublayer, which is to be a part of the 

Philips MAP interface, is based on the Token Passing Bus methad as 

defined in IEEE 802.4 [3]. IntheTaken Passing Bus methad the 

stations are connected by a transmission bus medium forming a logical 

ring. The station which holds the taken has control over the medium 

for a specified time. Stations which are not a memher of the logical 

ring can only respond to polls or requests for acknowledgment. See 

Fig.l-6. 

1 

Figure 1-6 Logical ring on physical bus 

Taken Bus has been selected for MAP because of its deterministic 

properties. This means that to every station the right to transmit is 

assigned within a specific length of time. This way MAP meets the 

demands of predictable access-time. Token Bus also makes it easy to 

add new stations. New stations may be added relatively 

indiscriminately, with the location in the network having no influence 

on the station location in the logical ring. 
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The Physical Layer implementation (the modem) 

The Physical Layer is also specified by IEEE 802.4 [3]. It offers two 

options regarding the medium the modem is to be connected to: 

* braadband coax 

* carrierband coax 

Because of the expected market volume, Philips Components have limited 

themselves to the carrierband option. Two different modulation methods 

are specified for this medium: 

* phase-continuous frequency shift keying (FSK) 

* phase-coherent frequency shift keying (FSK) 

FSK is a modulation metbod where information is impressed on a carrier 

by shifting the frequency of the transmitted signal to one of a small 

set of frequencies. In case of phase-coherent FSK, transitions between 

the two signal frequencies take place at zero crossings of the carrier 

waveform only. In case of phase-continuous FSK, transitions between 

the two frequencies are accomplished by a continuous change of 

frequency. This Philips MAP modem is deC:icated te use the phase 

coherent FSK modulation methodl. 

To guarantee ,a gcod :iPsign, a systematic design approach has to be 

:J:lopted. Top--do,;'n dnslgn f g s·,ll;'h < s:;scematic desigr. approach. It "ls a 

ste~·by-step design meth~1. 

each block by a number of smaller blocks. etc. The .:it-.,sir;n procedure 

--~--·-------

It shoutd be noted thet Signetics, a full subsiciiary of Phllip~, has implemente~ 
the phase-continuous version by a two·IC modem, the NESOCO and the NE5081. 
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ends when the level of physical blocks has been reached. Finally, the 

system can he built and tested. Fig.l-7 shows an example of the 

top-down design process. 

the complete system 

... 
_,.._ 

A 

t c 
I 

B 

Figure 1-7 An example of a three-step top-down design process 

The specification of the modem is the first step in the top-down 

design process. The modem is specified in Chapter 2. The modem can he 

considered as a large block described by its interfaces and its 

functions. According to the design strategy, the design procedure can 

praeeed by definition of smaller blocks, which together match the 

larger block. The modem block diagram is considered in Chapter 3, 

together with the definition of the interfaces and functions of the 

smaller blocks. 
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The third design step applies to the development of the individual 

blocks. It is essential that the part of the modem, that is expected 

to be the "critica!" part (concerning speed of operation, difficulty 

of implementation, etc.), is to be developed first. The core of the 

receiver, the data detection and clock recovery part, turns out to be 

the most critica! part. Chapter 4 to 6 consider the design of this 

part. 
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CHAPTER 2 MODEM SPECIFICATIONS 

The Physical Layer (the modem) must provide an interface between the 

MAG Sublayer (from now on called controller) and the communication 

medium, a single-channel phase-coherent FSK bus. The modem has to 

convert the MAG symbols into line signals that can be transported by 

the medium without irreducible signa! degradation. Here the modem must 

support two different symbol speeds (data rates): 5 Mb/s and 

10 Mb/s. The operating frequency range at these speeds is defined as 

2-15 MHz for a 5 Mb/s data rate and 4-30 MHz fora 10 Mb/s data rate. 

The specifications are presented in this chapter and have been derived 

from IEEE 802.4 [3]. 

A certain entity can sufficiently be described by its communication 

with the outside and the things to be done in the inside. Thus the 

modem can be described by its interfaces and its functions. 

3.1 THE MODEM INTERFACES 

In Fig.2-1, the modem with its interfaces to the controller and the 

medium is shown. In the following these interfaces will be described. 

controller 
L-------~.--------~ 

the modem-controller interface 

~;,_e_m ______ ~ 
the modem-medium interface r-Vl --~ f----

medium 

Figure 2-1 The modem interfaces 
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2.1.1 TBE INTERFACE BETREEN MODEMAND CONtROLLER 

Chapter 10 of the IEEE 802.4 draft H standard [3] describes the 

interface between Data Terminal Equipment (DTE) and Data Communication 

Equipment (DCE) used in Token Bus Local Area Networks. The interface 

between the modem and the controller is based on this DTE-DCE 

interface. An important design consideration for the modem is the 

compliance with existing implementations [4]. So, the MAP modem must 

also be able to operate with the Siemens SAB 82510 Token Bus 

Controller and the Motorola MC 68824 Token-Passing Bus Controller. 

Transfer of information between modem and controller can be denoted by 

two communication channels, as shown in Fig.2-2, 

request channel V 
11 

modem 

6. 
11 

indication channel 

Figure 2-2 Communication between modem and controller 

Data information as well as station wanagement ~_rformation r::an be 

communicated over these cbannelr:. Because of tLis fect, r:vro different 

'-~::.mmunication modes mu.st b1.:- :iistin;r,u sheè: t:he so called MAc; mode 

ince data het•.reen MAG .. uhlay&t and i 1hystci'll Ltyer is der.oted by tf.AC 

symbols- and tl,e sttltion wanagemeut mode, 

'I'he rcquf''!jt c.::bt:tn.1:d tra:u;port '!4 inhnl\a~ v. '::h~ ~·:.è·l ', ·· .er to th•~ 

mod.P.;n (see also r'ig. $). 'This transporL .:.lsu in :.ludus dm.ing 

lnformation. 
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2 

3 

The information to be communicated on the request channel: 

(1) MAG information 

silence means silence or no signal 
non data is used in start- and end delimiter and only appears in 
pairs 

pad_idle is a part of the preamble, that proceeds a frame to 
provide a training signal for receivers and/or a separation 
between successive frames. A pad idle sequence is made up of 
alternating ones and zeros2 -

one denotes the binary "1" 
zero denotes the binary "0" 

(2) Station management information 

reset commands the modem control to initialize the modem, disable 
the transmitter, enable loopback mode and reset the pad_idle 
toggle at "1". Reset will override the execution of any previous 
command. 

disable_loopback commands the modem control to disable loopback 
enable transmitter commands the modem control to enable the 
transmitter 

idle indicates inactivity of the request channel 

(3) Timing information 

transmit clock is used to synchronize requests and is supplied by 
the modem 

return clock is derived from transmit_clock by the controller to 
synchronize the transmission of requests to the modem3 

Request channel realization: 

Request channel circuit definition 

The request channel circuits carry signals from the controller to the 

modem. The circuits used are: 

Translation of the sequence of pad_idle symbols into alternating ones and zeros 
shall take place by means of a toggle switch. This toggle is reset to "1" when the 
modem receives any other MAC symbol or the reset command from the controller. 

The return_clock is used to surmount possible delays in the transmit_clock route 
from modem to controller and back. In everyday use, delay will be negligible and 
return_clock will be derived from transmit_clock by a simpte conneetion between the 
corresponding pins of the modem. 
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TXSYMO f 
TXSYMl 
TXSYM2 

TXSYM3 

TXCLK 

RETURNCLK 

provide encoded transmit symbols or management 
information 

selects either MAC mode or management mode 

transmit clock supplied by the modem 
(the frequency is equal to the data rate) 
derived from TXCLK 

Channel mode selection 

The request channel provides two modes of operation: the MAC mode for 

transmitting data, and the management mode for sending management 

requests. The TXSYM3 circuit is used to select the operating mode. 

Data or management information is sent to the modem by encoding it on 

TXSYMO, TXSYMl and TXSYM2. In MAC mode (TXSYM3-"l") TXSYMO, TXSYMl and 

TXSYM2 contain one of the five possible MAC symbols. The coding scheme 

is shown in Table 2-1. 

Table 2-1 Coding of the request channel in MAC mode 

TXSYM3 TXSYM2 TXSYMl TXSYMO 

stlence 1 1 1 x 
non data 1 1 0 x 
pad_idle 1 0 1 x 
one 1 0 0 1 
zeto 1 0 0 0 

·Lî mt~.tu.gement modi'~ (TXSYii3-"0") r..<SYMO, T.XSYM1. and TXSYM2 contain one 

o{ the püssible station managemant requests. The encoding scheme of 

managemE:nt information is sh:::-vn ir, Tab]~ ?-2 

T:ible 2-2 Coding of t:he reque~t c!1.::~.nncl in management mode 

reset 
disable_loopback 
enable transmitter 
idle 

*see section 2.1.1.3 
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TXSYM3 

0 
0 
0 
0 
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2.1.1.2 THE INDICATION CHANNEL 

The indication channel transports information from the modem to the 

controller (see Fig.2-2). This transport includes timing information. 

The information to be communicated on the indication channel: 

(1) MAG information4 

sitenee 
non data 
bad_signal is received, to denote that a line signal is received 
that does not match one of the MAG symbols 

one 
zero 

(2) Station management information 

ack indicates an acknowledgement to a controller request 
nak indicates a negative acknowledgement to a controller request 
idle indicates that the indication channel is inactive, or that the 
modem is busy processing a request 

physical_layer_error indicates a modem fault 

(3) Timing information 

receive clock is used to synchronize indications 

Indication channel implementation 

Indication channel circuit definition 

The indication channel circuits carry signals from the modem to the 

controller. The circuits used are: 

provide encoded receive symbols or 
management information 

indicates either MAC mode or management mode 

receive clock supplied by the modem 
(the frequency is equal to the data rate) 

4 No pad_idle has to besent to the controller, because of the fact that the modem 
can't make any distinction between pad_idle and alternating ones and zeros. 
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Channel mode selection 

The indication channel also provides two modes of operation: the MAC 

mode for reporting received data, and management mode for sending 

management information. The RXSYM3 circuit is used to select the 

operating mode. Data or management information is sent to the 

controller by encoding it on RXSYMO, RXSYMl and RXSYM2. In MAC mode 

(RXSYM3-" 1") RXSYMO, RXSYM1 and RXSYM2 contain one of the fi ve 

possible symbols. The coding scheme is shown in Table 2-3. The 

notation t.b.f. denotes that the corresponding bit is to be fixed in 

the design, but that it doesnotmatter whether it is a "1" or a "0". 

Table 2-3 Coding of indication channel in MAC mode 

RXSYM3 RXSYM2 RXSYM1 RXSYMO 

silence 1 1 1 t.b.f. 
non data 1 1 0 t.b.f. 
bad_signal 1 0 1 t.b.f. 
zero 1 0 0 0 
one 1 0 0 1 

In management mode (RXSYM3-"0") RXSYMO, RXSYMl and RXSYM2 contain one 

ct the possible station management indications. The coding scheme of 

management information is shown in Tab!.e 2-4. 

rable 2·4 Coding c;,f the ind.cation channel in management rr.ode 
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2.1.1.3 THE MODEM-CONTROLLER INTERFACE PROTOCOLS 

Transfer of information is always synchronized with a clock signal. 

The request channel uses the return_clock as synchronization signal 

whereas the indication channel uses the receive clock. 

For MAC mode: 

Request channel 

The controller indicates by TXSYM3-"l" that data information will be 

sent to the modem (to be decoded and transmitted on the single-channel 

medium). The controller then sends the MAG symbols, with one MAG 

symbol per clock period. 

Indication channel 

The modem indicates by RXSYM3-"l" that it has received information 

from the medium and will send this data information to the controller, 

one MAG symbol per clock period. It may be noted that TXSYM3 and 

RXSYM3 are "1" in normal operation and will only be changed in 

management mode operation. 

Full duplex operation 

Since the medium is a single channel, no full duplex operation is 

expected as far as the medium is concerned. However, for test purposes 

a loopback will be implemented in the modem thus enabling to receive 

what is transmitted. Therefore, request and indication channel have to 

be able to operate simultaneously in MAG mode. 

For station management mode: 

Initiating management mode 

In normal operation the management mode is always initiated by the 

controller. The controller indicates TXSYM3-"0" and starts management 

operation. The modem then enters management mode indicating this by 
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RXSYM3-"0" and starts execution of the controller command(s). 

However, there is one situation in which the modem initiates 

management mode. When an error (for example: jabber-inhibit) occurs in 

the modem the response physical_error is generated after indication 

RXSYM3-"0". This error indication shall be helduntil cleared by a 

reset command. 

Handshake principle 

Communication in station management mode is based on the handshake 

principle, as defined by the following rules: 

1- Controller commands must be held until receiving the response (ack 

or nak) except for idle. This command may be exited without waiting 

for the idle indication. A nak to a reset is not allowed and 

indicates an error. 

2- Modem responses can be: 

*an ack, a nak or an idle in response to a disable_loopback, an 

enable_transmitter or a reset (nak not allowed) within 32 clock 

periods. An idle response will be given if the command is not 

completed within 3 seconds. If idle is reported for longer than 

this period, the controller may asswne a service failure. \Jhen 

responding te one of these commands, RXS\110 is always "1" (see 

Table 2-4). 

*a nak with RXSYMO="J" in response to a serlal SM start bit (idle 

COli.l:.'Tand with TXSYMO-'C") '::o indi.:.:at'.l that the modern dnes not 

ZU!JpCL: ,c;":,:oial SM. d.;.t.;;;J.. Thi~~ situatJ.:)n only occuJ:.'s when the modsm 

js. t.nt.;;t'fa~ed toa contn.!let· that S'lpp~rts ser!.ai SN data. 

5.!1.tl &LJ_tä.;jJ 'D . .m~na~E,/lliill~:-. d~!":i! 

.. >Jodea· and cc.•·c.o0ll"'t' w:-.,1 '..!.Q,l. ~upport st-rL:ü SM iata. TL• ..:art howevr"r 

bG intel:fu.caó t(. (,;;:(.;l,,Uf:;S t~·,c:;: dû SUJ•r'·- o.':.i'.'l SH !1B.ti. 
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2.1.1.4 ELECTRICAL CHAR4CTERISTICS 

The electrical characteristics of the request and the indication 

channel are specified in paragraph 10.4 of IEEE 802.4 [3]. Several 

options are offered. Since no design choices could be made here (in 

conneetion with the controller design), there may be referred to 

[3, Paragraph 10.4]. 

2.1.2 THE INTERFACE BETWEEN MODEMAND MEDIUM 

Modemand medium have to be interfacedas shown in Fig.2-3. 

modem 

reception ~ ~ transmission 

drop cable 

Figure 2-3 Interface between modem and medium 

The modem signals are intended to operate satisfactorily over a 75 0 

single-channel coaxial cable medium. This medium consists of a 

bidirectional trunk cable (the main communication channel of the MAP 

data network), drop cables (the conneetion between trunk and connected 

modems) and non-directional impedance matching taps (networks to 

conneet drop cable with trunk). 

The data rate 

The standard data rates for the modem are 5 Mb/s and 10 Mb/s. The 

permitted toleranee for each signaling rate is ±0.01\. 
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AC-coupling 

The transmitter as well as the receiver must be AC-coupled to the 

center conductor of the drop cable. The AC-coupling guarantees maximum 

proteetion for the data network and connected stations. The breakdown 

voltage of the AC-coupling must be at least 500 V AC rms. The shield 

of the coaxial cable has to be connected to chassis ground, and the DC 

impedance of that conneetion shall be less than 0.10. 

Line signal representation 

The communication medium is intended to transfer MAC symbols from one 

station to the others. The MAC symbols are represented on the medium 

by three different line signals: (L), (H) and (off). The represen

tation of these line signals is shown in Fig.2-4. The fact that (L) 

and (H) can be of either polarity is denoted by dots in Fig.2-4. 

l!. line signal 

.. . , ·-
4---- off ~.~ H 

, .............. . . 
\ 

v ~~----------~ 

~ MAC symbol period 

L --!> 

Figure 2-4 Representation of line signals 

The li.M. signals nre d~scr.tbed. as fr"11ows (s~e Fig. 11): 

time 

( 1) h: en <1: •. ,:;!:: bP ::-epres:<.mt;~:~ élS a fu) 1 pe:ri.r;' cf a sf;;,naJ., starting 

bl:.d ~.1dL:..; wi.th zero ampLw.de and wit::-" d.P. p•riod ecp1a!. to half 

the MAC t :nbol per:i.Jd. So thf'; frequm.cy of the (H) si5anl is 

(2) An ·:L/ mt.st be represented by half a f'·:.:·tod cf a signul wit:'l zero 

amplitude at beginning and end. The p.:Jriod of this signal is equal 

to the MAC period; the signaling frequency ~quals the data rate. 

The phasc of the representing half cycle char.ges after e:ach (L). 
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(3) An (off) must be represented by no signal for a period equal to 

one half of the MAC symbol period. 

The relationship between data rate and signaling frequency is 

summarized in Table 2-5. 

Table 2-5 Relationship between data rate and signal frequency 

Data Rate 
(Mb/s) 

5 
10 

Some additional remarks: 

(L) frequency 
(MHz) 

5.0 
10.0 

(H) frequency 
(MHz) 

10.0 
20.0 

- In Fig. 11, (L) and (H) are represented by perfect sinusoidal 

signals. Chapter 12 of 802.4 H allows a transmitted wave shape 

anywhere between a square-like wave and a sinusoidal wave. This 

greatly simplifies the implementation of the transmitter, but does 

create higher harmonies in the case of a square-like wave (2.2.2). 

Transition from (off) to (H) or (L) or vice versa does not have to 

take place instantaneously at the moment of transition. A period 

of transition is allowed to be 2 MAC symbol periods. 

2.2 THE MODEM FUNCTIONS 

It is the primary function of the modem to enable the MAC layer or 

controller to communicate with other MAC layers that are connected to 

the medium. The modem has to be able to transmit and receive MAC 

symbols. Physical layer management and failsafe functions are added to 

this primary function. 
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2.2.1 TRANSMISSION OF MAC SYMBOLS 

MAC symbols received from the controller have to be converted into the 

line signals (off), (H) and (L), described in the previous section. 

These line signals, then, can be impressed on the medium. 

Line signal coding 

Three line signals represent the MAC symbols. Since there are five 

different MAC symbols, each of these MAC symbols must be coded into a 

pair of line signals. Fig.2-5 shows the coding and the corresponding 

line representations. 

sitenee (off off) 

pad_idle (L L)(H H) 

non data (H L)(L H) 

4ero (H H) 

one : .\.. L) 

~ /\ rv \7\J 

f\f'\d\J 
-t+.-y-1~-. +-

\ ' I \,/ 

Figure 2 'l L:ne eoding and signat <-Dl~esentatio:' 

5 The MAC symbols ped_idle .'lnd non_date alwets occvr in p3i rs. 
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Modulation method 

(L) and (H) are periodic wave signals with a frequency once or twice 

the MAC symbol rate. The MAC symbols are to be modulated on a carrier. 

The modulation method to be used is phase-coherent FSK. (L) is the 

low-frequent FSK signal and (H) the high-frequent FSK signal. 

Transition, for example, from (L) to (H) has to take place at the 

zero-crossing of the (L) signal, as shown in Fig.2-6. 

line signal 

time 

zero crossing: transition from (L) to (H) 

Figure 2-6 Phase coherence in phase-coherent FSK 

line signal form 

As mentioned before, the (L) and (H) signal forms do nothave to match 

with perfect sinusoidal wave signals. It appears that (L) and (H) can 

also be slewrate limited square waves, as shown by Fig.2-7. 

d 

l.OAr+-

o.BA-t--J±:e~::?t.•· ,__..;..;.;...._.;;.;..;~ 

O.SA-+--~~~-~ 

1.0A.-+-- ~~~-'-'-~--.......... ~-~--~-1--1 

a 

5 Mbitsis 10 Mbitsis 

a b c d a b c d 

(L) 102 98 7.5 35 51 49 3.75 17.5 

(H) 52 48 7.5 17.5 26 24 3.75 8.75 
v&lues in nanoaeconds 

Figure 2-7 Acceptable line signal forms [3, Fig.l2-4] 
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This figure shows that the signal rise time (10% to 90% peak-to-peak 

signal amplitude) and the signal fall time (90% to 10% signal 

amplitude) must be no 1ess than 15 ns for 5 Mb/s data rate and no less 

than 7.5 ns for 10 Mb/s. Rise and fall times shall be nogreater than 

70 ns for 5 MHz, nogreater than 35 ns for 10 MHz and nogreater than 

17.5 ns for 20 MHz. In addition, the rise and fall times for all (H)'s 

resp. all (L)'s are to be within 10% of each other6. 

Output levels 

The signal output level must be between +63 dB7 and +66 dB. The 

fundamental frequency power when transmitting continuous (L) symbols 

must be within 1 dB of the fundamental frequency power when 

transmitting (H) symbols. The maximum varianee between any two (L) or 

any two (H) symbols measured within one transmission shall be at most 

0.5 dB. The leakage transmitter-off output signal is not to be any 

more than -20 dB in the operating frequency range. 

Power speetral characteristics of the transmitted signal 

The speetral envelope of both signaling frequencies must be such that 

the harmonie content relativa to the rms transmitted power is as 

follows: 

2nd and 3rd ha.rmonic at least 10 dB below che fund. frequency power 

4th and 5th harmonie at least 15 dB below the fu.nd. frequency power 

6th anè 7th harmonie at least 20 d.S belo11.' the fund. frequency power 

dll higher harmoni~s at least 25 dB below t~he fund. frequency power 

IdL:imiru_r_ turn-on and turn-Q.tf tirnes 

The t!:'ansmltt:tr ii!U~t :1e able to tu-..:n on (go :,etwe.en sil.;:pce <,t,d full 

signal powe :: ,. ~.n two ur 1 ass MAC symbol. per.tü .s. !-iereby. the silence 

leve] î.s d<.mot:.d by +·4 dB. The tr:s.nsmi tter hs!, to turn ·d':f (go between 

6 TG meet this specificatlons, the slew rate s~o1tid not exceed 1i% uf the ncminal MAC 

symbol period 

7 The indication d!l 1s used throughout t~is report to înc!icc.te t.u vr>i.'lo! of the 
corrt~sponding sig:uol compared to a 1 mV rms sigr.3l on & 75:1 nble. 
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Additionally, the transmitter-off level (see specification of output 

levels) must be reached within eight or less MAC symbol periods. 

Phase jitter 

The maximum jitter in the period of any (L) or (H) is not allowed to 

be more than ±1% of the MAC symbol period. Additionally, the jitter at 

the zero crossings in the middle of any (H) shall be no more than ±1% 

of the MAC symbol period. 

2.2.2 RECEPTION OF LINE SIGNALS 

The line signals (off), (L) and (H) have to be converted into 

corresponding MAC symbols, that have to be sent to the controller. In 

order to be able to perfarm this transfer, the receiver also has to 

extract the clock signal out of the sequence of (L) and (H). 

Clock recovery 

The receive clock is reeavered with the aid of the preamble of the 

frame to be received. The preamble, that is made up of pad_idle 

symbols, offers the receiver the possibility tobring its own clock in 

phase with the incoming signal. The preamble of this incoming signal 

must have had a length of at least 6 actets of pad_idle symbols at the 

moment of transmission. It is expected that some of the initial 

pad_idle symbols may be "lost in transit" between the transmitter and 

the receiver. 

The period of the clock that has been reeavered must stay within 90 to 

210 percent of the nominal MAC symbol period. After synchronization, 

this shall be within 90 to 110 percent. 

line signal decading 

The line signal decading is the inverse process of the encoding 

described in the previous section 2.2.1. There is one exception. The 

pad idle line signal combinations do not have to be decoded as 

pad_idle symbols. Since a pad_idle sequence actually is a row of 
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alternating ones and zeros, this sequence can be decoded as the 

corresponding MAC symbols for one and zero. Whenever a line signal 

sequence is received for which the encoding process has no inverse, a 

bad_signal MAC symbol must be decoded. lt should be noted that the 

line signal can be of either polarity. So, the receiver has to be able 

to receive and decode signals of either polarity. 

Receiver blanking 

The receiver must recognize the end of each transmission (frame), 

denoted by the frame-end-delimiter and report silence or blanking to 

the controller for a period thereafter. So regardless of the line 

signals that are being received, the receiver has to decode them as 

silence symbols. The length of the period of silence is at least 24 

but no more than 32 MAC symbols. Four symbols between end of end

delimiter and blanking period may be undefined. After the blanking 

period, the line signals have to be decoded as the corresponding MAG 

symbols. The above is shown in Fig.2-8 [3, Fig.l2-5]. 

~>-:::=a-----
received signal envelope 

. un- -·1·- l 
:nd_~·~:it:J defined L s!h:l 

<l- l,. -{> I l 
<r-·-··-· :;. ·,~ :n --.v 1 

NAC !:;)liJ.Oi':ll pariods 

as rece i vc/, 

Tw~ differ~ttt *"rnw rates can be distinguished. The detecced error 

n~.te denotes tl"w error-s that are reported as bad __ signal exch;sive of 

preamble and thë four bits following the last: end delimiter of a 

transmiss ion. l'his error rate shall be 10··8 or lower. The undetected 
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error rate denotes the errors that, in the contrary, are not reported 

as such by the modem. This error rate shall be lo-9 or lower. 

Receiver sensitivity 

The receiver must be able to detect incoming line signals with an 

input level range from +10 dB to +66 dB. The maximum noise power at 

the input can be expected to be -10 dB. 

Minimum receiver-off level (silence) 

Silence must be detected when the receiver is going below +4 dB. This 

must take place within 2 MAC symbol times (to prevent the modem from 

detecting reflections on the medium as non-silence to the controller). 

2.2.3 THE JABBER INHIBIT FUNCTION 

To proteet the local area network from most faults in a station, the 

station must possess a possibility to disable transmission on the 

local area network. Therefore each station shall contain a jabber 

inhibit function, a "watchdog" on the transmitter. If the station does 

not turn off its transmitter after a certain time, then the 

transmitter output is to be automatically disabled for at least the 

remaioder of that transmission. 

Continuous transmission is allowed for one-half second ±25 \. If a 

transmission is in excess of this duration, the jabber inhibit 

function will inhibit any further transmission. 

If the jabber inhibit function is forced to disable transmission, this 

event will be reported to the controller. The modem is to enter 

management mode and must send a physical_error symbol to the 

controller. 
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2.2.4 THE MODEM MANAGEMENT FYNCTIONS 

The modem management functions include: 

1) enabling/disabling a loopback point for test purposes 

2) enabling/disabling the transmitter output 

Enabling the loopback point results in reception of the signals that 

are transmitted by the transmitter of the same modem. So the MAC 

symbols are directed back to the controller and the operation of the 

modem can be tested. If the loopback mode is selected, both 

transmitter and receiver are disconnected from the cable. 

Enabling/disabling of the transmitter can be directed by both the 

controller and the modem (jabber inhibit function!). The loopback mode 

is initiated by the controller only. 

2.2.5 FUNCTIONAL DIAGRAM 

jabber inhibit 

Figure :?-9 Functional diagram of the IilOdelL. 
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CHAPTER 3 MODEM BLOCK DIAGRAM$ 

In the previous chapter, the first step of the design procedure has 

been taken care of. In this chapter, the next step will be considered. 

A block diagram of the modem can be derived from its specifications. 

Elsboration of the individual blocks, i.e. specification of their 

functions and interfaces, will complete the second design step. 

3.1 THE MODEM BLOCK DIAGRAM 

In paragraph 2.2.5, a functional block diagram has been given. The 

modem block diagram presented by Fig.3-l is an extended version of 

that diagram. 

Some remarks should be made in conneetion with the diagram shown in 

Fig.3-l: 

- Connections between the various blocks denote the communication 

signals between them. Generally, clock and reset lines are not 

shown. Double lines denote the appearing of more than one 

communication signal. 

- Blocks like LOCAL CLOCK and POWER SUPPLY are not shown in Fig.3-l. 

The block diagram shows the functional operation of the modem. When 

the functional specifications are defined, the electrical and 

mechanica! needs can be derived. 

- Integration of the modem circuitry is one of the design goals. 

However, to obtain flexibility not all modem components will be 

integrated in one IC. At this stage, it is assumed that TRANSMITTER 

and RECEIVE FILTER will not be on the same chip.The symbol rate 

dependent parts of the other blocks, such as filters, may also be 

assumed to be separately implemented. 
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3.2 DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEM BLOCKS 

Each block will now be specified8 by its interfaces, i.e. 

communication-links withother blocks, controller and/or medium, and 

its functions. The blocks will be described with reference to the 

total block diagram as shown in Fig.3-l. 

Special attention will be given to the sort of signals (analog or 

digital) that occur. The occurrence of both analog and digital signals 

within one block points at a more complicated design procedure. 

3.2.1 THE SYMBOL DECODER 

Fig.3-2 shows the SYMBOL DECODER with its interfaces. All signals 

shown in this figure are digital, so this block can be expected to be 

purely digital. 

TXSYM0:2 

TXSYM3 

RETCLK 

TXCLK 

from 
controller 

V 

TXMM0:2 

SYMBOL 

DECODER 

V V 
TXMM3 TXCLK RESET 

to 
MODEM MANAGEMENT 

TXsilence 

lliselect 

2xTXCLK 

to 
MODULATOR 

Figure 3-2 The schematic of SYMBOL DECODER 

8 Each block will be specified as completely as possible, but it possible that the 
implementation of some blocks imposes constraints on others. Thus, further design 
must proceed with those blocks. 
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Fig.3-2 needs some extra explanation. Every block that occurs in the 

modem block diagram (Fig.3-l) will be described with the help of a 

schematic like the one that is shown in Fig.3-2. Connections between 

two blocks are denoted by names in capitals. Such a name points at a 

single signal or -when appropriate- at a number of signals (like 

TXSYM0:2, which denotes three signal lines). The different interfaces 

are indicated in the lower part of the figure by horizontal lines and 

the name of the other block. All conneetion narnes that appear above 

such a line, belong to the corresponding interface. 

Functions 

The SYMBOL DECODER has several functions. It has to direct the 

incoming data (on TXSYM0:2) to the right destination and it has to 

decode the MAC symbols into TXsilence and LHselect. 

The routing of the incoming data depends on TXSYM3. If TXSYM-"0", the 

incoming data lines (TXSYM0:2) contain modem management data. This 

data must be directed to TXMM0:2. If TXSYM3-"l", the incoming data 

lines contain MAC data. This data bas to be decoded into the MODULATOR 

interface signals TXsilence and LHselect. 

rhe controller interface 

The in.::orning data on TXSYMü:2 is coded according to Table 2-1 and 2-2, 

depe:ndf.ng on 1XSYM3. This ir1tarface is synchro:üsed to the clock 

1XCLK9. 

with TX5lM .aced by T?.M:. .. ~. l"l-.e i.!'lterfact' signals <.~re s.~T.c.:hroniseè to 

Txr:uc 

dlsabled. 'rhis is indicated to the MO!>ULb.fOR by TXs:Uence. Any other 

9 For reasons of convenience and clarit-,., not RETC.LK but TXCLIC wi! l ~)t use~. Sf'e 

Paragraoh 3.3 for further explanatlons. 
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MAC symbo1 has to be decoded into (seria1) 1ine symbo1s. These 1ine 

symbo1s, indicated to the MODULATOR via LHse1ect, are then 

synchronised to 2xTXCLK, a c1ock with a rate twice the rate of TXCLK. 

The encoding of these MAC symbo1s into LHse1ect is shown in Tab1e 3-1. 

Tab1e 3-1 Encoding of MAC symbo1s into LHse1ect 

LHse1ect(t) LHse1ect(t+1) (t+2) (t+3) 

non data 0 1 1 0 
pad id1e 1 1 0 0 
zero 0 0 
one 1 1 

Same comp1ementary remarks: 

- One MAC symbo1 is coded into two successive 1ine symbo1s. For this 

purpose an additiona1 c1ock, 2xTXCLK, of twice the rate of TXCLK is 

required. Fig.3-3 shows the re1ationship between 2xTXCLK and TXCLK. 

MAC symbo1 time 

I I 

TXCLK J r 

2xTXCLK 
t t t t 
t t+1 t+2 t+3 
I I 
line symbo1 time 

Figure 3-3 SYMBOL ENCODER - MODULATOR interface timing 

- In Tab1e 3-1, the communication signa1 LHse1ect is defined; 

LHselect="1" denotes the DEMODULATOR that a low frequency signa1 

must be transmitted for the 1ength of one 2xTXCLK period. 

LHse1ect="0" denotes that a high frequency signa1 has to be 

transmitted. 
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The non_data symbols always have to be sent in pairs. This is 

denoted in Table 3-1 by the third and fourth column. The first 

non data symbol differs from the second. Therefore, a toggle must be 

included to control the encoding of non data symbols. 

- The pad_idle symbols also have to be transmitted in pairs, and the 

first pad_idle differs from the second. So, bere as well a toggle 

should be used. It must be initialized at the first pad idle symbol 

of the pad_idle pair: LHselect-1 for two 2xTXCLK periods. 

The RESET signa! 

The signal RESET can originate from two different sources: MODEM 

MANAGEMENTor a souree outside the modem (e.g. a power up reset). 

Hence, it can be an asynchronous signal (in the case of an outside 

source). The occurrence of the RESET signal (RESET: - "1") bas to 

result in a reset of the two toggle-switches. Both toggles have to be 

reset to "1". In the case of the non_data toggle, this indicates a 

LHselect couple of "01"; in the case of the pad_idle toggle, this 

indicates a Iliselect couple of "11" (see Table 3-1). 

3.2.2 THE MODUtATCR 

Fig.3.-4 shows the !10DUUJ.TOR withits interf.:~ces. The incoming sigr.als 

c._e dJ..,gi:: l 'Whe;:;;.as the:: .;..utp-:.;t s:l.gnal is anabg. This indicates that 

th~ iovr;:..,e,T('K lll consis-:: ;_,f dJgitaJ.. ar. r,.,T.:>U as ,1.naLog circuitry. 

Thls cot.>:'. ••.!p.;:H~ ext:-,·~ cl ;.Cfi.culties upon the ;:,~sJ.gn. 
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TXsilence 

LHselect 

2xTXCLK .... 

frorn 
SYMBOL DECODER 

Figure 3-4 

Function 

MODULATOR 

The schematic of MODULATOR 

MOD OUT 

to 
TRANSMITTER 

The MODULATOR mustgeneratea square wavelO, depending on the input. 

This dependency is illustrated by the timing diagram as shown in 

Fig.3-5 (where delay frorn input to output is assurned to he ideal: 

zero). 

2xTXCLK 

TXsilence 

LHselect 

A 
MOD OUT 

-A 

Figure 3-5 MODULATOR timing diagram 

The previous chapter (2.2.1) specifies a nurnber of constraints on the 

modern output signal. The constraint on the phase jitter is the only 

important one for the MODULATOR. The other constraints rnostly apply 

to the TRANSMITTER block. 

10 The specifications in 2.2.1 allow a transmitted waveshape anywhere between a slew 
rate limited square wave and a sinusoidal wave. This output can thus be generated 
as a square-wave signal. The smoothing of the signal (to match the specifications) 
will be done by the TRANSMITTER. 
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The SYHBOL DECODER interface 

The incoming signals are coded as described in the previous paragraph 

(3.2.1) and as shown in Table 3-1. The signals TXsilence and LHselect 

are synchronised to 2xTXCLK. 

The TRANSMITTER interface 

The output of MODUlATOR is disabled, when TXsilence-"1". The MODUlATOR 

then sends "silence". If TXsilence-"0", the MODUlATOR must generate a 

square wave that is dependent on LHselect. When LHselect-"0", the 

frequency of the square wave equals the 2xTXCLK frequency: the 

MODUlATOR sends a (H) line signal. If LHselect-"1", the frequency of 

the square wave is equal to half the frequency of 2xTXCLK: the line 

signal (L) is sent. The MODUlATOR has to take care of the change of 

polarity for each successive (L). At transition.s from (L) to (H) or 

vice versa, no phase discontinuities are allowed to occur. 

3.2.3 THE TRANSMITTER 

MOD OUT 

---,·-·-
fr.v>il 

r.u:i~'- ..:.:·JR 

~RANSMITTER 
L__·----r-·--------~ 

t;, 

I 
TXenable 

---·-r---·· 
r:rcm 

H:ODEl1 MANAGLi:mNT 

OUT 

-·...,--
to cabl€ network 

(AC eoupHr:g) 

Figun. 3-6 The sc:1e;;ta::ic of TlVJJSMIT'îER 

Th(: 'IRANSt'ITT:.r~, dS s:,c·..,·n b_y .;::.fg.::l-6, :·",s V>~c anL,lüg l/0 signals and 

ene dig tal i . .r.put. This digi-:::ü ~:ignal, hnwever. is only a control 

slc,na1 ar.d will nc~t complicat9 the design of the TRANSMITTER. 
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Function 

The TRANSMITTER must amplify and smooth the incoming square wave (on 

MOD_OUT) in order to match the specifications for the signal OUT. 

The TRANSMITTER can be enabled/disabled by the signal TXenable; 

The TRANSMITTER output should match all the specifications given in 

2.2.1. The design of the TRANSMITTER should accurately reflect the 

specifications on "line signal form" (page 26-27), "output levels" 

(page 27) and "power speetral characteristics" (page 27). 

The MODEM MANAGEMENT interface 

TXenable-"0" disables the TRANSMITTER output and TXenable-"1" enables 

the TRANSMITTER. 

3.2.4 THE RECEIVE FILTER 

IN 

----r-
from cable 
(AC coupling) 

Figure 3-7 

RECEIVE FILTER MUX IN 

to 
LOOPBACK MUX 

The schematic of RECEIVE FILTER 

Input and output of the RECEIVE FILTER block are both analog. So, the 

RECEIVE FILTER will be a purely analog circuit. 

Function 

The RECEIVE FILTER must bandpass the incoming signal in order to 

reduce the incoming noise. The filter bandwidth depends on the data 

rate: 

-in case of 5 Mb/s, the filter bandwidth must be 2-15 MHz, 

-in case of 10 Mb/s, the filter bandwidth must be 4-30 MHz. 
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3.2.5 THE LQOPBACK MUX 

MUX IN LOOPBACK MUX t--i>-"- LIM IN 

I I 
Ä Ä 

I I 
MOD OUT LOOPenable 

from from from to 
RECEIVE FILTER MODULATOR MOD.MANAGEMENT LIMITER 

Figure 3-8 The schematic of LOOPBACK MUX 

The LOOPenable input is digital; the other signals are analog. Since 

the digital signal is only a control signal, the design of the 

LOOPBACK MUX can be more or less considered as an analog design. 

Functl.on 

The LOOPBACK MUX must switch either the bandpassed cable signal 

(MUX_IN; normal operation) or the cutput of the MODULATOR (MOD_OUT; 

loopback mode) to the LIMITER input (LIM_IN), depending on LOOPenable. 

The MODEM MaNAGEMENT interface 

LOOPenable-"0" :!.ndicates normal operation, and LOOPenable-"1' 

indicates eperation h, loopback müd.e. 

·n.,,, ,; gHals U:'~_IN a•1J îU_}N (as shown in Fig.3-9) are ;,.malog; The 

. (i i 

tl-te act:ual design 1 s an analcg design p~:ob le.n. 
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LIM IN LIMITER RX IN 

from 
LOOPBACK MUX 

I 
t:. 

I 
INVert 

from DATA 
DETECTION 

I 
'11 

I 
DETECTsilence 

to CLOCK RECOVERY 
and DATA DETECTION 

Figure 3-9 The schematic of LIMITER 

Functions 

The output of the LIMITER, RX_IN, must approximate a square wave to 

enable optima! detection and clock recovery. In order to obtain this 

square wave, the input (LIM_IN) has to be amplified strongly, 

depending on its amplitude, and must be limited to a certain value. 

The LIMITER determines the actual receiver sensitivity: from a certain 

input level all input will be amplified and limited to a near-square 

wave. See 2.2.2 for sensitivity specifications. 

The LIMITERalso has to detect silence on the incoming line. LIM_IN 

has to be tested on signal level. If the incoming signal amplitude is 

smaller than a reference value, 'silence' is detected., 

The incoming signal LIM_IN can beofeither polarity (see Fig.2-4). 

So, depending on the method used, CLOCK RECOVERY and DATA DETECTION 

could be in needof the signal with the other polarity. The signal 

INVert is generated by the DATA DETECTION to indicate the LIMITER that 

its output (RX_IN) must be inverted. 

The DETECTsilence signal 

DETECTsilence must be sent to both CLOCK RECOVERY and DATA DETECTION. 

DETECTsilence is "1", when silence is detected. If not, DETECTsilence 

is "0". 

The INVert signal 

If INVert becomes "1", the LIMITER must invert its output signal. 
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3.2.7 TBE CLQCK R!COVERY 

DETECTsilence --~~>-~ 
CLOCK RECOVERY 

RX IN 

from 
LIMITER 

I I 
V V 

I I 
CLKdatadetect LOCK 

to 
DATA DETECTION 

I 
I:J. 

I 
TXCLK 

Figure 3-10 The schematic of CLOCK RECOVERY 

RXCLK 

to 
RECEIVE MUX 

The CLOCK RECOVERY converts the analog signal RX_IN to the digital 

output RXCLK. Hence, analog and digital signals will meet in this 

block, requiring a more complicated design procedure. 

Functlons 

The modem input signal carries the data clock. This clock must be 

recovered by CLOCK RECOVERY. The recovered clock, RXCLK, must be phase 

locked wit:h the data clock. CLOCK RECOVERY also has to supply DATA 

DETECTION with the timing slgnals that are used by detection process. 

',7hich tiro) c,g signals are ,,aed.ed, depeuds on the detection method useè 

(most probably RXCLK anJ 4x.RXCLIC the latter having a frequency four 

timés a~ hL~h as RXCI.K). ·_'hese signals .:n·,, acccmpanied by the LOCK 

signaL LOCK indicates whe•-her the clock "ignals are vaUd or not (it 

i.ndlc .. 'it-:3 ;Ju;t the recovered d.ock is phase locked ïH"ith tJu data 

clock). 

can't be reeavered from RX I~ anymort:;. In '-l'J:s: situation RXCLK will 

have to be derh>ed from TXCLK 
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The implementation of the CLOCK RECOVERY is to match the 

specifications, especially those on preamhle length and clock period 

varianee (2.2.2, "clock recovery", page 28). 

The LOCK signa! 

The signa! LOCK = "1" indicates that the CLOCK RECOVERY is phase 

locked the data clock (that is carried hy the input signa!); 

LOCK - "0" indicates that the CLOCK RECOVERY is not in loek. 

3.2.8 THE DATA DETECTION 

RX IN 

DETECTs ilence 

from 
LIMITER 

DATA DETECTION 

~ ~ ~ 

I I I 
RESET CLKdatadetect LOCK 

from 
CLOCK RECOVERY 

SYM0:2 

to 
RECEIVE MUX 

Figure 3-11 The schematic of DATA DETECTION 

The signa! RX_IN is analog; the other signals are digital. This 

indicates a more complicated design. 

Functions 

The DATA DETECTION circuitry must determine the frequency of the 

incoming signa! RX IN. Either a high frequency (H) can he detected, or 

a low frequency symhol (L). These symhols must he decoded into the MAG 

symhols. The input signa! DETECTsilence is also used hy this decoding 

process. 

Non_data symhols can only occur in pairs. Three or more non data 

symhols in row are never allowed. This situation has to he detected hy 

the DATA DETECTION. Moreover, non data symhols are not allowed to 
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occur outside start and end delimiter. Therefore, these delimiters 

have to be detected as well. If an illegal sequence of non_data 

symbols occ;:urs, this must be decoded by "bad_signal" symbols. 

After detection of the end delimiter, the DATA DETECTION output must 

eneode 24-32 silence symbols regardless of the symbols that are 

actually received. Only after this period, every symbol can be passed 

as received. 

The RECEIYE MUX interface 

The MAC symbols must be encoded into the interface signal SYM0:2, 

according to Table 2-3. These signals are synchronised to ~XCLK (with 

RXCLK from CLOCK RECOVERY). 

The RESET SIGNAL 

After occurrence of the RESET signal (RESET: - "1"), the various 

registers will have to be reset to their initial values. These values 

depend on the detection metbod used and the implementation chosen. 

3.2.9 ]lgl_RECEIVE MVX 

RXCLK L RXCLK 
RECEIVE i 

R};:.SYMO: 2 
MUX ~ -----<>----- SYMO: 2 

:.__ ___ .-~! 

-y 
to 

cr:nttoller 

1:!. 

I 
~(liJIJfO; 2 

frcm 
;·l:J~;E._(-f MANAGE~fEN'.l.' 

i:'( t);;l 
· .. -'JC~ ~\:.X~"r,rERY DAT OETECTION 

Figure 3-J 2 'Ihe schematic of RECEIVE MUX 
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All signals shown in Fig.3-12 are digital, hence the RECEIVE MUX is a 

totally digital circuit. 

Function 

The RECEIVE MUX has to switch either Station Management data or MAC 

data to the output RXSYM0:2. Which data has to be switched to the 

output is indicated by RXMM3; if RXMM3-"l", then MAC data and if 

RXMM3-"0", then Station Management data. RXMM3 is to be connected with 

RXSYM3, to indicate the controller in which mode the modem is 

operating. 

The DATA PETEGTION interface 

The decoded MAC symbols, denoted by SYM0:2, are coded as shown in 

Table 2-3. 

The MODEM MANAGEMENT interface 

The management data, denoted by RXMM0:2, is codedas shown in Table 

2-4. 

The controller interface 

The output data is coded as indicated by Table 2-3 and 2-4, depending 

on RXMM3 (MAC mode or management mode). 

3.2.10 THE MODEM MANAGEMENT 

"' TXMMO: 2 RXMMO: 2 
MODEM MANAGEMENT 

TXMM3 RXMM3 

I I 
t::. 'V 

I I 
JABBERinhibit TXenable 

from from to 
SYM.DEC. JABBER INHIBIT TRANSMIT. 

I 
'V 

I 
LOOPenable 

to 
LOOPB.MUX 

I 
'V 

I 
RESET 

to 
REC.MUX 

Figure 3-13 The schematic of MODEM MANAGEMENT 
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All signals are digital, so the MODEM MANAGEMENT will be implemented 

by a fully digital circuit. 

Functions 

The MODEM MANAGEMENT can receive commands from the controller. These 

commands are directed to the controller by way of TXMM0:2. These lines 

contain station management commands when TXMM3-"0". By detecting 

TXMM3-"0", the MODEM MANAGEMENT enters operation and generates 

RXMM3-"0" to denote the controller that the modem has entered 

management mode. The management commands can be processed now. If 

TXMM3-"l", data on TXMM0:2 is not considered. The following station 

management commands are included: 

-"reset" forces the MODEM MANAGEMENT LOGIC to generate the signal 

RESET. This signal is directed to all modem elements that can be 

reset; it has the same result as a power-up reset. The "reset" 

command also results in enabling loopback by way of LOOPenable and 

disabling the TRANSMITTER output by way of TXenable. 

-"disable_loopback" results in generation of LOOPenable-"0", thus 

disabling loopback. 

-"enable transmitter" results fn generation of TXenable-"1", thus 

enabling the TRANSMITTER output. 

-"idle" r.esults in generation cf the "idle" response by way of 

F.Li1MO: 2. 

In re.<ict ton t·> one cf the$e (:Vl'tn'inds, a :n~sponse must be generated by 

,•1G,jEd ~~S.1.~L'1drf. This re~p~ase is ~~nt ~u tbc control l.e.r by way of 

FJUUiû; ·~ . Ti'lc· :· .lowing re Sl;o•:; ~~E· :-.> are> a va;_ lé b le : 

Communication betw-.!en controller and MODEM MANAGEMENT is based on the 

handshake prh:ciple, as defined in Paragraph 2.1.1.3. If MOJ)L'1 
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MANAGEMENT receives JABBERinhibit-"1", it enters management mode, By 

way of RXMM3-"0" the controller is denoted that the modem has entered 

management mode. Then the response "physical_layer_error" is generated 

in order to alarm the controller. This error indication shall be held 

until cleared by a "reset" command. After jabber inhibit, station 

management must disable the TRANSMITTER. 

The SYHBOL DECODER interface 

The signal lines TXMM0:2 will be coded according to Table 2-2. They 

will be synchronised to TXCLK. 

The RECEIVE MUX interface 

The signal lines RXMM0:2 will be coded according to Table 2-4. They 

also will be synchronised to TXCLKll. 

The JABBER INHIBIT TIMER interface 

JABBERinhibit - "1" indicates that the jabber inhibit timer has gotten 

off. 

The TRANSMITTER interface 

TXenable is codedas described in paragraph 3.2.3. 

The LQOPBACK MUX interface 

LOOPenable is coded as described in paragraph 3.2.5. 

11 Operation of the RECEIVE NUX is synchronised to RXCLK. However, in management 
mode, RXCLK will be derived from TXCLK, so RECEIVE NUX will actually be 
synchronised to TXCLK. 
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3.2.11 Tbe JABBER INRIBIT TIMER 

MOD OUT 

from 
MODUU.TOR 

JABBER 
INRIBIT 
TIMER 

~~~- JABBERinhibit 

to 
MODEM MANAGEMENT 

Figure 3-14 The schematic of JABBER INRIBIT TIMER 

Function 

The JABBER INRIBIT TIMER must detect the beginning and end of a 

transmission (for example by detecting the level of the outgoing 

signal). The begin of a transmission starts a timerand the end of 

this transmission stops the timer and resets it. The timer is set to 

half a second ± 25%. If the JABBER INRIBIT TIMER bas not detected the 

end of the transmission after this period of time, JABBERinhi.bit will 

have to be set to "1", indicating the MODEM MANAGEMENT that the modem 

is transmitting to long a period of time. In normal operation, 

JABBERinhibit will be set to "0". 

Ie should be noted that the jabber inhibit function could also be 

applied upon the output of the TRANSMITTER. In that case, the JABBER 

I~HIBIT TIMER would detect the beginning and end of a transmission 

from the level of the TR.A..~SMITTER output, instead of thf; MODULATOR 

..;utput. Ho~ev.::~. since ;:he TRI.~NSHTTTER most li.kely wi.:..: .. not be 

in:::e~rst.ed.. thi:; wou.ld cost <>.n ex~ra IC-p'i.n. 
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3.2.12 THE AC-COUPLING 

OUT AC-COUPLING IN 

{j, 

'V 

I 
CABLEconnect 

from to/from to 
TRANSMITTER DROP CABLE RECEIVE FILTER 

Figure 3-15 The schematic of AC-COUPLING 

Function 

The AC-COUPLING must AC-couple the modem to the cable network. 

The DROP CABLE interface 

CABLEconnect must he connected to the center conductor of the 750 drop 

cable, the conneetion to the cable network. 

3.3 THE MODEM CLOCKS 

The attentive reader will have noticed that the modem contains various 

clock signals. Hence, this section is added. 

Two modem clocks can he distinguished: 

-TXCLK for the transmitter side of the modem, and 

-RXCLK for the receiver side of the modem. 

Both clocks have the same frequency (equal to the data rate, see 

Table 2-5). However, there can he a phase-difference between the two 

of them. Whereas generally RXCLK is derived from the incoming signal, 

TXCLK is derived from a block LOCAL OSCILLATOR. The permitted 

toleranee in this oscillator signal is ±0.01% for both data rates (as 

given in 2.1.2). 
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Actually, it is not TXCLK, but RETCLK that has to be used for the 

transmitter side of the modem. TXCLK is sent to the controller, which 

derives RETCLK from TXCLK. This RETCLK synchronizes the data signals 

from controller to modem (coded on TXSYM0:3). It is used to surmount 

possible delays in the transmit clock route from modem to controller 

and back (see footnote 3, page 16). 

When there is no incoming signal and the clock RXCLK is needed, RXCLK 

will have to be derived from TXCLK. This situation can occur when 

"silence" symbols are received or when the modem is in management 

mode. The block CLOCK RECOVERY will have to execute this derivation of 

RXCLK from TXCLK. In this case, of course, RXCLK and TXCLK are 

matching each other. 

Wbich blocks are related to which modem clock 

-on TXCLK: SYMBOL DECODER 

MODULATOR (also needs 2x TXCLK) 

MODEM MANAGEMENT 

CLOCK RECOVERY (see above) 

controller transmitting side (request channel) 

-on RXCLI<: CLOCK RECOVERY 

DATA DETECTION (probably needs other clocks as well) 

RECEIVE l'illX 

controller receiving s:i.de (indication channel) 
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CHAPTER 4 RECEIVER DESIGN: METHOD OF DETECTION 

At this point, the first two steps of the top-down design process have 

been executed. Further design is to praeeed with the development of 

the individual blocks. Here, it is essential that the critical part of 

the modem (see Paragraph 1.3) is developed first. 

Potentially critical blocks are MODULATOR, CLOCK RECOVERY and DATA 

DETECTION. These blocks contain both analog and digital signals. 

Inspeetion of the specifications of MODULATOR, CLOCK RECOVERY and DATA 

DETECTION shows that the MODULATOR operation is a rather simple one; 

it could even be considered a digital operation. So, that leaves the 

design of CLOCK RECOVERY and DATA DETECTION to be considered the most 

critical part in the design of the modem. Since CLOCK RECOVERY and 

DATA DETECTION are part of the samemodem function (receiver), design 

of these blocks can be combined. 

In the design procedure of the receiver, firstly, the methad of 

detection has to be chosen. Here, when speaking of "detection method", 

the implementation of CLOCK RECOVERY and DATA DETECTION is meant. 

Considering [4], only one viable detection methad has been found in 

literature: the methad used by Motorola in its Carrier Band Modem 

MC 68194 [SJ. On top of that, there is the methad proposed by C. 

Schuur (Philips) [6]. 

One of these methods (or, perhaps, a combination of the two) will be 

chosen to implement the MAP modem receive function. To be able to make 

a good choice, both methods must be compared. This comparison has to 

include all non-ideal situations (like the influence of noise on the 

receiver operation). It can be basedon computer simulationsl2. This 

chapter offers the (theoretica!) background that is needed to enable 

the simulations. 

12 Since simulations are only an approximation of reality, it may turn out necessary 
to test both methods on breadboard. 
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4. 1 THEORY OF A PHASE LOCICED LOOP 

Both detection methods use a phase locked loop (PLL). This will be 

shown in Paragraph 4.3. These PLL's are the real critica! parts of the 

design. In this paragraph, the PLL shown in Fig.4-l will be 

considered. The charge-pump PLL can be thought of as a reference model 

for the PLL's that are used by the detection methods. A more basic and 

general trestment on the PLL can be found in [7] and [8]. Some 

mathematica! tools, which can be used to determine the different 

design parameters, will be presented in the following sections. 

ul ... 1 u ... charge loop 
PFD 

12 D pump filter 

"il 

~1-/4~~--~~~-----4[ vco I 
Figure 4-1 Model of the charge-pump PLL 

The phase/frequency detector (PFD) showa &n important feature of the 

PLL described here. A c:omrention.:~I PLL is s.ble to correct a phase 

dit ~·en·nce between both inp1JL;; of the ph~se detector. This l'LL can 

d.iso c.;>rrect a ft·equency ë:.iff,;renc~, d;le t:L• the phas~~/frequency 

d tcct<n.'. The PF·.l can OLly o::~era 1 e on di~:;:i tal i!'put s!.gnals. 

Therefl .. :re, th:'t> kir.d of PL .. is •:alled a digit:al Ft:~, although it 

contains ,yn .m.";log loor filter. 

The l-'LL shown in Fig.!~-1 consists of fm.l.r componer•t.s: a 

phase/fn,quency detector, a charge-pump/loop filteJ:, a VCO b.nd a 

divider-by-four. In the following, their ope1:7at:ion i.s explained. 
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The phase/freguency detector (PFD) [7) 

Fig.4-2 shows a possible implementation of the PFD as well as two 

(open loop) timing diagrams. As shown in this figure, the PFD has two 

outputs: UP and DOWN. These outputs indicate whether the PLL input u1 

leads or lags the feedback input u2. 

-.ll-------------c..z.tt, .... .. ~ 
.,~ 
UP' 1 I I 

6 ! I I 1 

~ 

Figure 4-2 Implementation and timing of the PFD 

In total loek (frequency and phase locked) both outputs are high. If 

u1 is leading (case 1 in Fig.32), then output UP will become low, 

indicating that the VCO must instantaneously increase its output 

frequency to get the PLL in loek. If u1 is lagging (case 2), then DOWN 

will become low and the VCO thus must decrease its frequency. It is 

not possible that the outputs are both low. So, the PDF has a three

state output. 

The charge-pump/loop filter 

Because of its three-state output a PFD will be used mostly in 

conneetion with a charge-pump/loop filter. A possible implementation 

is shown in Fig.4-3. 

·~ ., ' 

., 

' -•• -~ ........... ,... .... IWI'Il 

................ 1 ..... 1 

Figure 4-3 The charge-pump/loop filter 
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If the UP output is activated (becomes low), the UP switch will be 

closed, resulting in a increased filter output. If DOWN is activated, 

the DOWN switch will be closed. 

Tbe Voltage Controlled Oscillator (VCO) 

An ordinary VCO with a square wave (digital) output can be used in the 

loop. lts ideal operation can be fully described by 

(4.1) 

where 

wo the free-running frequency 
Ko the VCO amplification factor 
Vf the VCO input voltage {- the loop filter output) 

The divider-by-four 

The frequency-divider can be implemented by an ordinary digital 

counter. In this case, it just bas to divide the input frequency by 

four. 

4.1.2 TH! LQCK BEHAVIOQR 

The PLL is considered to be in loek, when w1-w2 (referring t:o 

Fig.4~2). ·:th(:!re is a beisic dLfference between the loek behaviour and 

thB acquisit:ion behavtour (wp''''2.) of a PLL. l'herefore, both behaviours 

In [ 9] , .arj,~n~ offers a ver y· thcrough :: tudy ;- '' th<: in -loek behaviour 

cf cl'la.r8'""Pump PLL' s. lhd following considet:;tions are based on that 

Th~ loon...J...I.i.rr':lif.r:..r_f!JJlçtJ,pn 

UsiH~ Laplace transformation, a loop tr.'ln.sfer function c.tm be derived. 

Thiz derfvation is based on assumptions of small error (linenrized 

loop) and narrow bandwidth as compared to tbe htput freoque:ncy 

(continuous-time approximation). 
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Figure 4-4 PLL model (linearized continuous-time approximation) 

The derivation of the loop transfer function, especially the 

determination of Kd, is given in Appendix A. For this calculation the 

PLL is modelled by the equivalent circuit shown in Fig.4-4. 

With reference to Fig.4-3: 

F(s) - --- (4.2) 

where and (4.3) 

Using (4.2) and (4.3), the following transfer function can be found: 

Oe(s) s s2 
H(s) - (4.4) 

01(s) s + ~KoKdF(s) s2 + 2Çwns + w 2 n 

with 

w 2 = 
KoKd 

n (4.5) 
4rl 

Ç - ~T2Wn (4.6) 
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The PLL system is fully determined by the natural frequency wn and the 

damping factor r. A third important quantity is the loop gain K, with 

K-

These quantities are interrelated by: 

K - 2rwn 

Kr 2 - 4r2 

K/r2 - wn2 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

(4.10) 

Fig.4-4 shows the model of the charge-pump PLL. The conventional 

second-order PLL[8] can be modelled by the same model. Hence, all the 

extensive information available from the study of conventional, analog 

PLL's can be used as long as the approximations are valid. Some 

results of this conventional PLL analysis are: 

* The steady-state error indicates the error on an input change after 

any transients have died away. This error is readily evaluated by 

me&ns of the final value theorem of Laplace cransforms, or 

'·ss - lim 
t·-+oo 

De(t)- lim s.Ye(s)- lim s.H(s).il(a) 
s~o s~o 

i\' 

,then "ss - 0 
s 

, t:htn ~ss ·~ 0 

(4.ll) 

(4.12) 

(4.13) 

These results indicate that the PLL can ex3ctly correct a phase or 

frequ<lncy change (when initially in loek). 
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* The tracking performance (transient response) can be obtained by 

taking the inverse Laplace transform of the transfer function 

multiplied with the excitation function 01(s). Fig.4-5 [8, Fig.4.1] 

shows the response on a phase step; Fig.4-6 [8, Fig.4.2] shows the 

response on a frequency step. 
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Figure 4-5 Phase error Oe(t) due to a step in phase ~0 
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Figure 4-6 Phase error Oe(t) due to a step in frequency ~w 
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These two figures can be used to determine the values of ç and wn, 

depending on the settling time (the period of time after which Oe(t) 

stays within a specific range) required. 

* The loop noise bandwidth BL is an indication on the sensitivity of 

the PLL to input noise. If the input noise is white, the loop noise 

bandwidth depends on the system parameters wn and ç as shown in 

Fig.4-7. This figure can thus be used for the design of the PLL as 

well. 
2.5 

2.0 

" 3 
~= l§<ï + 1/41) w. 

~ 
I 1.5 

-5 
:2 
J 

"' c 
.a 1.0 
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/~ 
0. 
\ i,/ 

/ 
___..... 

5 

'ö 
z 

0 
0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 

O.mpinll factor-r 

Figure 4-7 The loop noise bandwidth 

~~oximation con~raints 

"" 

~ .... o 3.5 

All of the foregoing is ba1HH:l on average-response (becmse cf Kd, see 

1\ppend:i.x A), time-continuons small·s~ale operatien of the l1.)0p. There 

are some fl:'at~lte!" aris~. 1g frcrr' the actual diseon.tinuo•.1s operation that 

t;quiva1.enL: :.iU .. ecome ll.nsu_,i,le if PA:. l.Po·· gdîn is m·,;,._,: cun large. 

This s!::uution L< c:cnotE~d by th~:. :t):.J'C loc-.•r plots :;:hc'.I..,.L i'. Ff.g,4-8. 
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Figure 4-8 PLL Root locus plot a) s-domain b) z-domain 

Instability of the PLL is denoted in Fig.4-8b. The PLL becomes 

unstable when the root locus leaves the unity circle. The stability 

limit can he estimated by means of a linearized discrete-time analysis 

(see Appendix B). This analysis results in an expression for the 

normalized gain 

K' - K.r2 (4.14) 

denoting the stability limit: 

1 
K' < (4.15) 

11" 

(1 + --) 
Wl1"2 

Phase-detector ripple is another effect that needs attention. The loop 

filter consists of two parts: a proportional part (direct 

amplification of filter input by r2/r1) and an integral part. Because 

of this proportional part, a voltage jump at the input directly 

results in a voltage jump at the output. 

Upon every cycle of the PFD, the pump voltage is driven into the 

filter, thus resulting in an instantaneous filter output voltage jump 

of 
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(4.16) 

At the end of the activadon interval (UP or DOWN low), the pump 

voltage switches off and a voltage jump of equal magnitude occurs in 

the opposite direction. The output frequency of the VCO follows the 

voltage steps, so for each pump pulse there will be a frequency 

excursion at the input of the PFD of 

1'2 
6w2/4 - ~.K0 .u.--

rl 

With (4.7) and (A.S), equation (4.17) becomes 

KoKdr2 
~w2/4 - 2w. - 2wK rad/sec 

41'1 

(4.17) 

(4.18) 

This has a twofold consequenc.e. It results in phase jitter. The phase 

excursion during a pump interval tp (see Appendix A, A.2 ) will be 

(l-1-. 19) 

l t could a lso re sult i.v an (',v·.arload of the m_::a. In the extreme case. 

t:he frequ:ency jump must not ex.ceed the inp11t f'!'equency. ln case of a 

w_;p7 p:'s<., á. 1?..-ó''I jump '!>TOdld imply a r.ef.;aclv~ VCO f.requency: 

a ..nec'l.:-.inglcss st.atus. 11üs ~m·s an .extra '-:-"::>und 0~ • .-he 1c.>p gairi (in 

(4.20) 

The o·1erload ~.imit (h.20) and the stability limit (4.i5) are plotted 

in Fig.4-9 [9, Fig.4]. From this figure, it will be clear that 
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overload is the actual restrietion on loop gainl3. This restrietion 

must be taken into account when the time-continuous approximation 

results are to be used. 

~1~------------~----~ 
1 2 5 10 20 50 100 200 500 

Figure 4-9 Stability and overload limits 

All foregoing analysis has been based on the assumption of small phase 

error. Gardner [9] has considered the problem of large phase error. He 

concludes that the analysis results for small-phase error can be used 

if the bounds on K', (4.15) and (4.20) are amply satisfied. Effects 

arising from the sampled nature of the loop can then he neglected. 

4.1.3 THE ACQUISITION BEHAVIOUR 

In conventional PLL's, the acquisition process is a highly non-linear 

operation. Because of the specific characteristics of the PFD, the 

acquisition behaviour can be described by a linearized model [7]. 

Fig.4-10 shows this model. 

The only real approximation is denoted by Kd'. This parameter should 

not be confused with Kd, the detector gain in the locked state. 

Best [7, Appendix A] offers a thorough calculation to derive the 

approximation for Kd'. For Kd' can be written: 

13 

u 
(4.21) 

lt should be noted that the actual occurrence of overload depends on the kind of 
VCO. On its frequency range and its operatien outside this range. 
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Figure 4-10 The charge-pump PLL acquisition behaviour model 

By means of the linearized model, the loop transfer function can be 

obtained. 

--- (4.22) 

The acquisition behaviour is described by we(t), assuming an initial 

offset ~w and thus Ol(s)-~w/s. By transferring (4.22) tirnes ~w/s to 

the time domain, we(t) can be obtained. 

-t/Tp 
.e 

Tp ... .,. 2 -r --
CKc,Y' d' 

(4.23) 

(4.24) 

These r..:! ml c~: lndicate tr:~t the PLL êllil .'. '"c~~.!·(re l0ek on ev·~ry 

fn~qm.nc;r di?ferenco ~w, as:;<Ltdng vf course thaï: !J"w < w1. The t:ime 

J1e,'lr,1e~. to ace; dte i0ck (the acquisi_tion timi::) can "be ~al•t'l!lted w5.th 
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4.2 THE DESIGN OBJECTIVES 

Since the two detection methods have to be compared, the same design 

objectives have to be applied to each method. In this way the 

comparison will be as realistic as possible and the real differences 

between the methods will become clear. The design objectives that are 

to be derived in this section can also be used to determine the 

validity of the simulation models. Comparison of the simulation 

results with the design objectives will give an indication of the 

degree of validity. 

In Chapter 2 the specifications of the modem have been considered. The 

design objectives that can be used for the actual design of the 

receiver should be derived from these specifications. In order to 

enable this, a somewhat braader understanding of the receiving process 

must be obtained. The recovery of the data clock needs special 

attention, since this operation is the true backbone of the receiving 

process. 

Recovery of the data clock 

In the description of the block CLOCK RECOVERY, it has been pointed 

out that the clock recovery circuitry either synchronizes with the 

incoming data signal or with the local clock. The clock recovery 

process will be explained in reference to Fig.4-11. 

control: lETECTsilence 

i input I I ------~_,1 switch 1r-----~----~ 
l 
I local clock 

Figure 4-11 Recovery of data clock 

clock 
recovery 
circuitry 

After activation (-power on) of the modem, the clock recovery will 

synchronize with the local clock (no input signa!: the limiter detects 

silence). When silence is no langer detected (there is an input signal 
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now), the clock recovery will switch from local clock to line input. 

Then, it must synchronize with the preamble that precedes the data 

frame. When the clock recovery circuitry has established 

synchronization, it must be able to withstand minor fluctuations 

(noise bursts, etc.) intheinput signal. According to this 

description, three different stages can be distinguished: 

1- !he acquisition stage 

In this stage, the clock must be reeavered from the local clock. The 

clock recovery circuitry will make use of a VCO. The free-running 

frequency of this VCO must be close to the data frequency. However, it 

is bound to deviate from this frequency. Usually, the free-running 

frequency is determined by a capacitor which introduces a maximum 

inaccuracy of 5%. Adding some other inaccuracies, a maximal difference 

of 10% can be expected. The local clock frequency is supposed to be 

well-defined and very stable. It must stay within ±0.01% of the 

nominal signal rate (data frequency). Hence, after activation of the 

modem, the receiver has to correct a frequency difference between 

local clock and VCO. 

2- Jhe synchronization stag~ 

The clock now has to be recovered from the input signal. Since the 

fre,1uency of local clock and data ir.put can he considered equal, there 

will only be a phase change at the beginning of this stage. 

J • Th~.l!,tÇk Str~ 

It this stage, •.. :-.u da.t:a L <Jffi(~ t.,'ls to be decoded. Hence, the clock 

"n'CC>ve~::y ci:·cui~~·(y must st:., .. , \_ock('.d wi::h the _G::ta doek, even at the 

occurrenc'~ oi :>ïUall disturbances at. the .:a.r,p.z.t: 

Actual.ly, on.: .::o:.1Jd ,"!onsidet .,. fourth sn,~Ei.. t.3JJ·1n the end of the data 

frame (the end d-<3U:niter) h3"1 bePn :.:·f>e .. ~:·t:r ~tml the l i.f!l:i t-,:r 1etects 

silenca aJa!n, tte clock r~cuvery circuit~y will swl~ch back trom line 

input to loea1 clock. This situation, hnwever, does r.ot add any new 

elf,m8nts to the design problem. Clock 1::ec~very w:tll. stcty f·:··:pency 

locked; only a phase change can be expected to occtr. Yf clock 
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recovery can synchronize with the preamble, it most certainly will be 

able to synchronize with the local clock. 

The design objectives 

A design has to he based on certain objectives. The receiver design 

objectives will he derived here. The foregoing has shown that the real 

difficulties are likely to he expected in the clock recovery part of 

the receiver. Using the explanation of the clock recovery operation, 

the major design objectives can be derived from the clock recovery 

specifications (section 2.2.2). 

The acquisition stage shows that the clock recovery has to acquire 

frequency loek, even when there is a frequency difference between the 

VCO and the local clock. This loek acquisition only occurs after 

activation of the modem. The modem activation time, i.e. the time the 

modem requires to he ready to operate, is not specified. Since 

activation of the modem has no influence on the MAP communication 

process, the activation time may he assumed large compared to the 

actual synchronization time (synchronization on the preamble). So, the 

first design objective should require that the receiver is capable to 

synchronize with a signa! of which the frequency deviates ±10% from 

the free-running frequency of the VCO, (more or less) regardless of 

the time required. 

In the synchronization stage, the clock recovery must correct a phase 

difference between the VCO and the data signa!. Synchronization must 

occur within the time span of the preamble, the beginning of the data 

signa!. According to the specifications, the total preamble length 

willat least he equal to 6 octets (48 symbols). However, the Motorola 

modem has been designed to an earlier version of the specifications 

[5], in which it is required that synchronization he established 

within 24 symbol times. Hence, the second design objective is to 

require that the receiver is capable to synchronize with a signa! 

which is out of phase with the VCO signa! within 24 symbol times. 
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The specifications show, that after synchronization -so, in the loek 

stage- the MAC symbo1 period may vary between 90 and 110 percent of 

the nomina1 period. Thus, the third design objective should require 

that after synchronization, the recovered c1ock must stay 1ocked on 

the data c1ock, to1erating a data c1ock period of 90% to 110% of the 

nomina! period. 

4.3 TUE DETECTION METHOPS 

This paragraph presents a description of both detection methods by 

exp1aining the principle, giving a functional diagram and elaborating 

each block of this diagram. This is done in such a way that a 

simulation model can be derived for each method. 

4.3.1 THE MOTOROtA DETECTIQN METHOP 

Ref[S] de1ivers the information on the Motorola method. Whenever this 

information is not sufficient, choices will be made. All choices are 

intended to approximate the actual Motorola metbod as close as 

possib1e. 

~~. 3. 1. 1 .l'RINCIPLE OF .. Of~'U,AIJ_QN 

1kt:h c)_ock rec~:.rvery anu data reecrn.ry iJTf:. base\~ on the detection of 

zero cr~:~ss.in.g! . In th::: clock recovt'lry Ot'<>:rat:!.o··~ a specific 

cha.tactedstic of the ~nput: s!.gr.aJ i:: used lt is on1y composed of two 

differerx frequencies: lx :md 2x :::he .:.:ymbol :a te. A zero crossing 

triggets a oüe~,.hot wi.ch a tün.:: pet:ioà of 75% of half th•~ bit time. It 

masks lHüf of tb~ z;e.ro i.:.":os~'!.nrs (Fde;c;; 1 ·J<:ed by thF• higtn:~r 

frequem:y coll!pont:nt. A signnl. 'i."esults ~d.'.:.n a frequency t'ir>.Ü::e the bit 

rate. By dividing this signal by two, a SU% dut.y cyc:le signal can be 

obt:aim~d with a frequency of lx the bit rate, the reference clock. See 

Fig.4-12. 
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"1" "0" "1" "0" "N" "N" 

input 

oneshot 

ref.elk 

Figure 4-12 Clock recovery signals 

Data is to be reeavered from the input signal by opening sampling 

windows around the 1/4 and 3/4 symbol time positions and by looking 

for a zero crossing within those windows. The decision windows are 

shown in Fig.4-13. 

input 

sampling 
windows 

zero crossing: 

data 

I t I t 
1/4 3/4 

n n 

ONE 

y y y n n 

ZERO NON NON 

Figure 4-13 Data detection principle 
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4.3.1.2 fUNCTIONAL DIAGRAM OF MQTOROLA BETBOD 

The functional diagram of the Motorola detection metbod is shown in 

Fig.4-1414. This diagram includes a bandpass filter and a limiter. The 

bandpass filter combines the functional operation of AC-COUPLING and 

RECEIVE FILTER. The limiter is the implementation of LIMITER. These 

blocks have been added to enable proper simulation. Their 

implementation will be the same for both detection methods. 

bandpassl---e--t t---c>---1 di vide t---c>---1 phase 
locked 
loop 

filter ~~--~ by 2 

-, 
V data 

1:::. detection PLL loek 
zero crossing logic detector 
detector V4clk 

Vdw V 

1--o----1 sequencer 

V-·-, 
decision logi~r--·Q---~>-~ 

'-----.--....--1 r---
'V ~----___ J 

V 

J 
loek 

L I ..J 

I data 

l:igur.;:_ "~ 14 Func.r ~.o.:<L diagram of J.v~oc,rol.a det~ction metbod 

The actu.al d.vck recov~·cy operation is perfuaned by the. om~shot i.n 

co:l!binn.tlcn with the d~vidr by twc bleek. The PLI, is us3d to generar:e 

-------------
14 The poss.ibil.ity to switch from line input to locul el,;k l'tt:; notbeen înc!uded for 

nuuzons of s impl i::: i ty. 
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The data detection logic is composed of a sequencer, a zero crossing 

detector, two registers and some deelsion logic. This logic scans the 

registers and decodes the data. It also determines whether the 

receiver is in synchronization or not. The receiver, for example, bas 

to workon input signals of either polarity. However, the zero 

crossing detector only reacts on negative edges. So, the limiter can 

be forced to invert its output. 

4.3.1.3 DESCRIPTION OF THE FQNCTIONAL DIAGRAM BLQCKS 

In order to enable a simulation, the functional blocks will have to he 

described in some way. The digital blocks can he described by logical 

relations,etc. The analog blocks will have to be described by circuit 

element relationships or mathematical functions. To enable a proper 

design procedure and a valid comparison, some general design 

parameters will have to he chosen. 

It appears that the PLL is the vital part of the Motorola receiver. 

Hence, the design of this PLL will he described in the next section 

(5.4.1.4). The other blocks are described bere. 

Ihe bandpass filter 

The bandpass filter arises from the combination of AC-COUPLING and 

RECEIVE FILTER. The AC-COUPLING can he implemented by a voltage 

transformer. For this case, the transformer will be regardedas a 

highpass filter. A bandpass filter can he implemented by a combination 

of a high- and a lowpass filter. So, the RECEIVE FILTER can he 

implemented by a lowpass filter to obtain a bandpass filter. The 

bandpass circuit is shown in Fig.4-15. 
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highpass filter lowpass filter 

Figure 4-15 The bandpass filter 

The highpass filter bas the following transfer function: 

sM Sf' 

(4.25) 
sM + R1 1 + Sf' 

with 

.,. - M/R1 (4.26) 

1be -3dB frequency of this highpass filter is denoted by 

w-3dB - 1/r (4.27) 

The specitication of thE' RECEIVE FTLTER gives the filter bandwidth. In 

'' --. 1;:ase of S Mb/;;. the lnJLt fx:equency :: !w:!.t must he 2 MHz and in 

cast: c ~ :.0 Hb;;;, it must be 4 tlliz. By appJinting on~ of these '\ralues 

to the <'èR pcint (4 .. 27), tlte highpass filter operadon b determined. 

To l!t"'n; H: J.n<:.ependent of the accual data ra te, the - 3d.B frequency 

,. '· <.·i'd~_!> g L .. -~ •-. c 2--5, wi th 

(~.28) 

(4.29) 
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The lowpass filter has the following transfer function: 

Vin(s) R2 w 2 n 
(4.30) 

Vtr<s) s2R2LC + sL + R2 s2 + 2Çwns + w 2 n 

with 

1 
w 2 -n (4.31) 

LC 

1 
2Çwn - (4.32) 

RC 

Contrary to the highpass filter, which is a first-order system, the 

lowpass filter is a second-order system. Therefore, its transfer 

function is also given in the general form of a second-order system, 

as is denoted by Wn and Ç. The damping factor Ç giVeS an indication of 

the amount of damping in the filter response. The natural frequency wn 

can he regarded as a measure for the turn-over (or -3dB) point of the 

filter. 

According to the specification, in case of 5 Mb/s data rate, the upper 

frequency limit must be 15 MHz and in case of 10 Mb/s, it must he 30 

MHz. The filter must pass all signal frequencies within the band and 

suppress the remaining as good as possible. So, in the pass band the 

frequency spectrum should be as flat as possible and outside it, the 

spectrum should decay as fast as possible. A Butterworth filter has 

these characteristics. The filter is a Butterworth filter when 

r - 1 (4.33) 

The value for wn is determined by the upper frequency limit of the 

bandpass filter: 

(4.34) 
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The limiter 

The limiter must be able to amplify the signal and limit the result to 

a preset value. In this way, a sinusoidal signal can be changed into a 

square wave signal. The limiter can be implemented by an OpAmp. 

Present-day OpAmps have a maximum bandwidth-amplification product of 

about 300 KHz. Within this range, the OpAmp operates as a linear 

device. Since the maximum bandwidth on which the limiter bas to 

operate equals 30 KHz, a maximal limiter amplification of 10 is 

possible. 

The limiter also must be able to invert the signal, depending on a 

control signal from the deelsion logicl5. 

The oneshot 

The oneshot must trigger on a zero crossing, resulting in a pulse of 

75% of half the bit time. During this pulse, the oneshot is not 

allowed to be triggered. 

The divide-by-two 

The output of the divide-by-two must change level when a positive edge 

occurs on the input. 

Ibe PLL loek detectox 

Every ~.ncoming frame is preceded by a pr~amble r:hat is to be used by 

the re~eiver. to reeover the data clock. The rucovered cl\)Ck must be in 

ph.ase ,1. The decision .l.<:>gic must 

f\r;;t determln:' lolhether tbe data clock and che r-ecovered clock (in 

r.~"'~pter 3 dem· ::~d ty RXCU') are in loet: or not 5econd1y, it must 

determine i :he clocks are locked in the r.;.orrect ptuHH:'>':i. The PLL leek 

detector ha'"' to r;enerate '~ signal tbnt indlcates this loek situation. 

A::1 iroplemeu:.è.:.i.on is suo:cr,-. Ll Fi.g. 4., lf 

15 According ta the specif!cations, the li~ITER alsa ~es to g•nerite ~he 
tlEfECTsilence shmal. Thi$ signal is not ir\fauded here, ~t:c~.us.e of the ta..:t that 
detectfon of the "silence" :>ymbol will not be consfdeNd in tl'le s!m-.Jtatlcms. lt Is 

not en essent!al part of the detection method. 
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UP Verror first Vlfr-------~ 
OR order 

DOWN filter 
A 

I 
Veenter 

Schmitt 
trigger 

level 
shifter 
~----~t 

loek 

Figure 4-16 PLL loek detection block diagram 

PLL loek is detected from the outputs of the phase detector. The loek 

detection is based on the notion that the PLL loop is locked when the 

phase detector output pulses UP and DOWN have a very limited width. 

The OR is used to secure that UP and DOWN have the same influence in 

the loek detection process. The first-order filter must alter the 

AC-like OR-output into a DC-like signal. By camparing the filter 

output with a threshold value, PLL loek can be detected. 

A Schmitt-trigger is applied to introduce a safety margin in the PLL 

loek detection process. It normally operates around a centre value of 

zero. In order to use the Schmitt-trigger, the input signal is first 

shifted by an amount equal to the centre value. This centre value 

equals the threshold value plus k.V (see Fig.4-17). After the Schmitt

trigger a level shifter has to translate the +V and -V output values 

into a logic "1" or "0". 

t k.V 
I~ 

+ V ~ ~ .~ 

l I 
I 
I ~ vi n 

I I V 
t I 

Figure 4-17 The Schmitt-trigger operation 
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The time-constant of the first-order filter has to be so high that PLL 

loek can be detected. Yith Tb denoting the symbol time, a choice of 

f'lock - 3Tb (4.35) 

ensures that only true PLL loek is detected. A minimal sequence of 

three narrow pulses surely indicates PLL loek. The threshold voltage 

can be defined relative to the maximum filter output. The phase error 

that yields maximum filter output is equal to w, causing a pulse width 

of ~Tb. Hence, 

vlf,max -
2.rlock 

(4.36)16 

In accordance with the maximum change in clock period, a good choice 

for vthr is 10% of vlf,max· 

Vthr- ---- (4.37) 

For the hysteresis factor, the following relationship must hold (see 

Fig.4-17): 

kV < vthr (5.32) 

'i.'he sequencer 

The seqt:.encer ~!!IJ.st generate the signals ü.at. (;ont:rol thc :;>;~ro crossing 

date<:Lvi, teg2, reg4 and the decision logic. Th0 signals can be 

d<.:r:Lved frorn "4c1k'' (t~H'~ ·;.1l.L cutput) T!.a an :'n-betw~;el\ signal, 

"~eqclk", an <.~1•>wn in •'ig.4·LS. This f1guL::' ::.b.ows t:·.s.t ''::.t:,qclk" can be 

or. taincd by usitlg a tw.>-div:i.der on every th.'.?,;at~Ye goi1'1.; adge of 

"4clk'". 

16 Assuminu that the high level of the OR output CV~rror) ~qual& 1V. 
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From seqclk tbe sequence "state" can be derived. This sequence 

indicates wbicb actions must occur. When state-2 and state-4 tbe zero 

crossing detector must be activated. When state-2, reg2 must record if 

tbe zero crossing detector bas detected a crossing or not, in tbe same 

way as reg4 wben state-4. When state-1, tbe decision logic bas to be 

activated. 

input 

4clk 

seqclk 

state 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 

Figure 4-18 Sequencer timing 

The zero crossing detector 

When activated, the zero crossing detector must he able to detect a 

zero crossing in a negative edge of the limited input signal. 

Tbe registers reg2 and reg4 

If the zero crossings detector detects a zero crossing, one of these 

registers must record this and store the result, until the decision 

logic asks for it. Register reg2 is activated when state-2 and reg4 

when state-4. 

The decision logic 

The decision logic bas to detect tbe actual data out of tbe results 

tbat have been stored in reg2 and reg4. The decision logic can only 

decode the results stored in reg2 and reg4 when the PLL is in loek. 

Assuming a zero crossing is denoted by "1", the data is decoded 

according to Table 4-1. The resulting data is stored in a register 

called datal. 
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Table 4-1 Motorola data decoding 

regl 

1 
0 
1 
0 

reg2 

1 
0 
0 
1 

datal 

ZERO 
ONE 
NON(l) 
NON(2) 

The reception of two subsequent NONl's or NON2's indicates a faulty 

reception (as well as the reception of a single NON symbol - see 

section 2. 2. 2). In order to check this situation, another regist.:~r, 

data2, is needed to store the previously detected data symbol. The 

occurrence of this erroneous situation gets decoded by BAD SIGNAL. For 

clearness' sake, the data symbols reported to the RECEIVE ENCODER do 

not include NONl or NON2 symbols, but just NON symbols. 

The deelsion logic also determines whether the data detection process 

is synchronized (sync) with the input (phase difference equals zero), 

depending on the sequence of data. In case of a false lCick, the 

deelsion logic can take the appropriate steps to change the situ.ation. 

If it detects the input being of the wrong polari.ty, it can order the 

limiter to invert its output. If the state sequencer is in wrong loek, 

it can order the sequencer to skip states. Table 4-2 shows which 

situations can occur and what actions have to be taken. 

T.able l,~z The Mot~.n:ola synchro:lization processl7 

~::tua~~:~~~:J-~at~~~~n~~":,=t====-·--action __ 
A 1 NON 1 ~:E~:.G 1 ·· invert Umi.ter output 
B I NON ONE 2 - state:-2 
D i ONE ONE 3 invert limiter output 
D NONl NON :~ - sta tf.~: -3 
E 

F 
F 

NON2 

ZERO 
ONE 

ONE 
ZERO 

~ - ~t~ta:-3 and r~~2.-"l" 

sync :-tnte ( synchronJ.7n(:ion) 
sync:-true (synchronization) 

17 In all non-loek si tuations stated, data1 must become 11 NON" after10ard-s. 
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The two registers datal and data2, containing the present and previous 

data symbols, are used in this process of determination. Detection of 

synchronization is possible, because of the fact that the beginning of 

each frame, the preamble, is a known sequence: 0 1 0 1 0 1 ... 

Synchronization shall be achieved before the end of this preamble. 

Fig.4-19 is included to offer some additional explanation concerning 

the synchronization process. In this figure, each situation is denoted 

by a capital in a circle. This capital corresponds with one of the 

situations that are listed in Table 4-2. Each transition of situation 

corresponds with one the actions listed in this same table. It should 

be noted that each situation, considered in Table 4-2 and Fig.4-19, 

can only be arrived at after PLL loek bas been achieved. 

2 

Figure 4-19 The Motorola synchronization process 
(ref. to Table 4-2) 

In the situation D and E (Table 4-2) the symbols "NONl" and "NON2" are 

used insteadof "NON", to denote the difference between the first and 

the second non-data symbol of a non-data pair. This is necessary, 

because of the fact that by changing state-l into state-3, only reg4 

gets to record a new zero crossing before snother state-l occurs. The 

registers reg2 and reg4 are to be reset to "0" in every state-1, after 
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decading of the data, so reg2 wi11 keep this va1ue unti1 the next 

state-1. When register datal equals "NONl" this situation is of no 

harm to the synchronization process. However when datal equals "NON2", 

the data decoder will keep on detecting "NON" symbols. So, in case of 

situation E, reg2 becomes "1" in order to avoid this false loek bangup 

situation. 

Only after synchronization (sync-true) the data can be sent to the 

receiver output. 

4.3.1.4 DESIGN OF THE PLL 

As shown in Fig.4-14, the Motorola detection metbod uses a Phase 

Locked Loop (PLL) to generate a signal with a frequency that is four 

times as high as the data rate. The PLI. also "filters" the incoming 

reference clock, Vref• so the reeavered clock (RXCLK) will be derived 

from the PLL. A diagram of this PLL, as used by the Motorola modem 

MC 68194 is shown in Fig.4-20. 

Hgure 4-20 The l"~otorola PLL 

Th.., PLL as shown :!.n F'ig.4-2\! diffe:::a f . .:tn~ .~u: refe:cené.:.:: fi....L (Paragraph 

4.1, Fig.4-U in loop filte:t only. Fi.g.4-2). :cho"rs the :o;Jp filter that 

is usf:·à within tb~ Motorola modem. 
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UP 

DOWN 

Figure 4-21 The loop filter used within the Motorola PLL 

Derivation of the transfer function of this loop filter shows that it 

is actually the same filter as the charge-pump/loop filter defined for 

the reference PLL. The result of this calculation (see Appendix C): 

1 + S7l 

Vf(S)- --- (DOWN(s) - UP(s)) (4.39) 

where hy definition 

DOWN(s) - UP(s) - Vd(s) (4.40) 

The loop transfer function of the Motorola loop filter hecomes: 

F(s)- --- (4.41) 

Consirlering eq.(4.40) and due tothefact that eq.(4.41) equals 

eq.(4.2), the Motorola PLL can he considered equivalent to the PLL 

discussed insection 4.1. Hence, all results derived for that PLL can 

he applied here. 

The PLL analysis shows that there are three parameters to he 

considered, of which two have to he chosen: ç, wn and K. These 

parameters are interrelated, as indicated hy (4.8) to (4.10). By 
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inspeetion of the conditions on stability (4.15) and overlaad (4.20), 

the results of the s-domain analysis should be applicable. The PLL 

parameters should be derived from the design objectives as stated in 

Paragraph 4.2. These objectives reflect the specifications regarding 

CLOCK RECOVERY and the PLL is an important part of CLOCK RECOVERY. 

Freguency acguisition 

The first objective, loek acquisition on a frequency differing from 

the free-running frequency of the VCO, can be met as long as the 

conditions on stability and overlaad are respected. The PLL with 

phase/frequency detector can always acquire loek, as shown in section 

4.1. 3. 

Loek after maximum phase step 

The second design objective states that the receiver must synchronize 

after a maximum phase difference (Oe-K) within 24 symbol times. Loek 

of the PLL does not automatically indicate synchronization, as shown 

by the description of the decision logic (see previous section). 

Fig.4-19 shows that the decision logic will at most need three steps 

from first PLL loek to synchronization. Every step can be expected to 

take one full symbol time Tb, since the decision logic will need one 

symbol time per decision. Furthermore, actual loek will not he 

detected right away. The PLL loek detector (see previous section) 

needs three symbol times to detect real loek. So, the PLL must get 

loc.ked on a maximal phase step w:ithin 24-6-18 S)'111bol times, hence 

(LL42) 

The phase st.·?<p oecurs whel'. tne PLL is in i":<:èt 1uency loek .. Input of the 

ï"'IL -."n:il chan(;~" f:rc-n loer .. ~_ ·~loek ':0 lf_m~t<~d :l:.nput, where ix'..:h signal~ 

can be t,xpecL.:!d t:() have the .::..ar:1e f:cequency {1-:t'.\H%) ~:u~:;. Fig.4-5 e&:.l 

be nsed to :\f>~t.Ltl!~'ne ç and wn, dept:::ndi. ·• f::.o.:.k (!Li~2). ':'he PLL can 

be C<JTISiàé<red to bë in phase loek vhen Vî:'' '::.) stays Witrem 10% of its 

initial maximum errot value. 
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Synchronization constraints 

After synchronization, the PLL must hold loek: it must he able to 

absorb minor fluctuations in the input signal. The noise bandwidth of 

the PLL should he as small as possible. Fig.4-7 shows that this 

bandwidth is minimal for r-o.s and doesn't exceed the,minimum by more 

than 25% for: 

o.25 < r < 1.0 

The noise bandwidth is smaller when the natural frequency Wn is 

smaller. So, it follows that Wn should he as small as possible. 

(4.43) 

The requirement that the reeavered clock period must stay within 90% 

and 110% of the nominal period is somewhat more difficult to translate 

into the PLL parameters. It is best checked afterwards. Generally, it 

could he stated that it adds to the requirement that wn he as small as 

possible. Furthermore it asks for a larger damping to limit overshaat 

(see Fig.4-5 and 4-6). 

Determination of the PLL parameters 

The parameters r. Wn and K can he determined by means of the 

requirements derived in the foregoing. In accordance with (4.43) and 

the restrietion on maximum allowable clock variance, choose 

r - 1.0 (4.44) 

From Fig.4-5, a minimum for wn can now he derived, using (4.42). 

Fig.4-5 shows that Oe(t) stays within 10% of the initial maximurn phase 

error for 

(4.45) 
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Or, 

3 3 
wn,min -----

3 
wn :i!:- w1 ("" 0.026wl) 

3611' 

(4.46) 

(4.47) 

(4.48) 

This value is only realistic, when the conditions on stability and 

overload are respected. If r-1 then, according to (4.14) and (4.9), it 

is found that 

(4.49) 

~ sta~ility limit 

By consiclering the conditlans on stability and overlaad for K'-4, the. 

eenstraint on wn can be derived. The stability condition (4.15) 

shows a maximal wn if 

1 
K' < (4.50) 

1f .. 

(i+ --j 
:.J~. 1' :~ wp 2 

a--- (4.51) 
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With eq.(4.51), eq.(4.50) becomes 

4a(a + 1) < 1 

The solution of (4.52): 

-4 ± )32 
a>---- ("" 0.21) 

8 

With (4.51), it is found that 

11' 

Wl'T' 2 > -- ("" 15 1 2) 
0.21 

Applying (4.8) and (4.9) 

K - 4/r2 

The stability condition becomes: 

2 
wn < -- w1 ("" 0 . 13wl) 

15,2 

The overload limit 

(4.52) 

(4.53) 

(4.54) 

(4.55) 

(4.56) 

(4.57) 

However, the overload condition (4.20) is the actual restrietion on 

the loop gain, as shown by Fig.4-9, or 

(4.58) 
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So, 

Again, with (4.55) and (4.56), the overload limit becomes: 

2 
Wn < -- wl (~ 0.08w1) 

8w 

The result 

(4.59) 

(4.60) 

From (4.48), (4.57) and (4.60) it appears that the value of wn should 

be limited to 

(4.61) 

In order to correspond to the demand of minimal noise bandwidth and 

minimal clock variance, the lower limit should be chosen. So, the 

following values have been derived for the Motorola PLL parameters: 

IL_r_-l_.o __ ____.~~ 
wn- 0.026wl d (4.62) 
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4.3.2 THE PHILIPS DETECTION METHOD 

This method has first been presented by Ref[6]. When necessary, it has 

been adjusted to yield better performance. 

4.3.2.1 PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION 

The Philips method of clock recovery and data detection is also based 

on the detection of zero crossings. However, this kind of detection is 

executed by integration of the signal in a period, in which the zero 

crossing is supposed to occur. By evaluating the result, the 

occurrence of the zero crossing can he noticed. 

In the clock recovery circuitry this principle can he used to get the 

receiver clock (RXCLK) into phaselock with the incoming data clock. 

The integrator output is used as input to a VCO that generates the 

signal that controls the integrator. The clock recovery circuitry is 

to get and keep the integration period symmetrically around the zero 

crossing, resulting in a zero integrator output and thus achieving 

phaselock. This method obviously results in a phase locked loop with 

an unconventional phase detector. See Fig.4-22. 

vl vpd 
IPD (Integrator loop 
Phase Detector) filter 

I 
~ V 

I 
sequencer vco I 

Figure 4-22 The PLL with Integrator Phase Detector (IPD) 

Before explaining the PLL operation, a remark should he made 

concerning the phase detector output. Fig.4-23 shows that even in case 

of phase loek the integrator will always contribute some output 
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signal. However, this is undesirable for optimal PLL operation. 

Therefore, an other signal is used. lt consists of periodic pulses 

with an amplitude that equals the final integrator output value after 

the preceding integration period. 

a) 

b) 

integration 
period 

integrator 
output o-

integration 
period 

integrator 
output o-

~

'pd o-

F~.gu:r.: 4-23 PLL thdn.z s)not in loc:::; ~)in loek 

-+ negative 
a'Yerage outp. 

zero average 
output 

lf a;l edge of t:h~ Hmited in ,a; si gnaJ ~~: , i'" ~xaG'!7ly i::. lhe middle 

of an inregrati.on l:'·eriod, the resuL:lng uu. ::-:ut c.f tht: paa:.,f· detector 

equals zero. ·rhi.s c:onditi.on denotes that l:he loop is :tn loek. If the 

edge is not in the mi~dle, the average output will not be Zdro, bu~ 

posi.tive or negative, causing the VCO to increase er decrease its 

frequency. 
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Fig.4-23a shows a negative integrator output signal. To get into loek, 

the integration period pulse must move to the right (relative to V1). 

This means that the period time Tb of the periadie integration signal 

must be increased and its frequency thus be decreased. Since the 

integration period signal is derived from the VCO output, the VCO must 

decrease the frequency of its output in order to enable the PLL to get 

into loek. The negative integrator output results in a decrease of the 

VCO frequency, so the PLL will get into loek. 

The PLL locks on positive edges. Fig.4-24 shows the two different 

situations (case 1 and 2) that can occur when the PLL locks on 

positive edges. 

vl 

t t t 
integr. A B c 
period: 

case 1 

case 2 

case ~------------------------------------------~r-1~----------------------3 __r--1 

Figure 4-24 Loek possibilities on preamble 

In Fig.4-24, case 1 denotes the situation in which everything is 

alright. However, in case 2 the PLL tries to loek on alternating 

positive and negative edges. Although this is an unstable situation, 

the PLL is unable to leave it. The deadlock can be overcome by 

regarding the preamble as being made up of successive 

"1"/"0"(pad_idle)-pairs rather than successive alternating "1" and "0" 

symbols. A pad_idle pair can be considered as an element in the data 

stream, appearing at a rate of half the data rate. By halving the 

integration period rate, the PLL can loek on the positive edges within 

the pad_idle pairs. 
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When it locks on consecutive "A"-edges, denoted by case 3 in Fig.4-24, 

the PLL is locked with the proper phase of the data signal. If it bas 

locked on "B"'s (to be detected with the aid of the data detector), 

the sequencer can be made to skip a few states and/or the limiter 

output can be inverted. The test on proper phase loek can now be 

repeated. If synchronization is established, the sampling rate is to 

be switched back to normal. 

As in the Motorota method, the data is recovered from the input signal 

by opening sampling windows around the 1/4 and 3/4 symbol time 

positions. During such a sampling window, the input signal is 

integrated. The result (the integrator output at the end of the 

sampling window) is compared with a threshold value (see 

Fig.4-13). 

4.3.2.2 FQNCTIONAL DIAGRAM 01 THE PHILIPS M!THOD 

The functional diagram of the Philips detection method is shown in 

Fig.4-25. In a first glanc.e, this diagram shows much resemblance with 

the Motorota scheme (Fig.4-14). Bandpass filter and limiter are indeed 

t~r. same, The clock recovery operation is executed by a "special

purpose" PLL, whereas in the MotorcJla case the clock is reeavered hy 

the oneshot and devide-by~two. The Mot:orola PLL is used as a sort of 

freque~cy ruultiplier. 

A1 . .::.thez: diffe~:en!:e is dencted by t:he sequence:r. In the Philips 

d:!.ar,ram, it h.:•c:; a ce~~~ral pl:>c.e ~.n PLL ~:~:; well a:> data df:taction 

logic. It cc~étn.>ls all liming of both PLL and ó.ata deteccion logic. 

Comparr.:è wit!l the Motcrc.b method, che data detection logic :l.s only 

extew:lE'r.l w!.d, C'd'J. •'·<t..t·a r;:;:;i •;:;t,.;rs (j f th~ da::::a lnt:egrat:ot pli.1s 

threshc i_d cc,.1lp~r >tl:r ~:::; cnn.~• lr-.ï;t,.:l to iw ' ;3pH".:I ë..l kit·~<:!. f .:,"ro 

ctossing ·!z,tectc:·; .. Th'3 t'•:o c.xtra regis:: ,·:"" ttt'e needeel in tho 

synchron~zation process. 
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PLL 
vd Vin vl r --, 

receive phase detector 
vpd 

loop 
filter (integrator) filter 

'il 'il 

À vf 

r --, 
data 
detection data 
logic integrator 

...J 
'il 

PLL loek 
À threshold À detector 

camparator 

L ...J 
'il data 
I 

Figure 4-25 Functional scheme of Philips detection metbod 

As long as the recovered clock RXCLK is not yet synchronized with the 

data clock, the IPD integration period rate equals half the data rate. 

In order to get the clock recovery into synchronization, the data 

detection logic bas to analyze the incoming signal. There are four 

sampling points within each element (-pad_idle pair) in the 

synchronization process, as shown in Fig.4-26. 

The results out of these four data integration periods are used by the 

deelsion logic to determine whether the clock recovery is synchronized 

or not. After synchronization bas been achieved, the IPD integration 
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period rate is doubled and from then on the data detection logic uses 

only two registers to decode the incoming data. 

4---- synchronization stage ~ 14----- loek stage 
___ _,[> 

IPD 
_Il n n n n n_ 

integration 

data 
integration 

J. J. J. J. J. J. J. J. J. J. J. J. J. J. J. 

register: 1 3 5 7 1 3 5 7 1 7 1 7 1 7 1 

Figure 4-26 Data integration points (use of the four registers) 

4.3.2.3 DESCRIPTION OF THE FUNCTIONAL BLQCKS 

The same remarks made in conneetion with the description of the 

Motorola blocks can be made here. The block.s must be described in a 

;n;)re precise way in order to enable simulation and some general design 

parameters will have to be chosen, whenever possible, to enable proper 

design and comparison. 

T'· e implem~ntations of the bsnd~Ja:.;s filter .and th~ limiter will not be 

dr.:cr.crih•1d h-é~e (s; .a Pmaz:~1?h 4. 3. 1. 3!. Aild agaln, th:: PLL is the 

·1L:al JHrt ,,f ::ht~ recei·,r,•.:-. ·.:,ence, design c::f the PLL .a.s a system will 

be cor~stdere::l. 'l..n the next: section (4.3.2.4). 

Th~.: phase deLl:.l.:to!:'. as de .... 1.•bed i1 .;,e;::>.:hJL ~.3.2. l, has an output 

th.::.t co; ·si;e;ts of peti.odic pul set: with a1l amplir.:ude that dcn~tes the 

ph-1se error. Co,llputer simalations of t.he PhiHps :PLL system "!f'ith thb 

phase detector sho"' a poor corresponde<'lce between theory a~d 

simulatlor:. This is caused by the numerous approxiuat:ions mane in th~ 

definition of the theoretical model of the PLL. ~ehqvf.:::u:t' ?f the phas2 
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detector with pulsed output is modelled by a multiplier with gain 

constant Kd. This factor is derived by considering the average phase 

detector output voltage. Averaging the effect of the output pulses is 

a very crude approximation. 

a) 

vl 

state 

integration 
period 

integrator o-
output 

integr.outp. 
sampling 
instances 

b) 

Figure 4-27 

0 

_n 

b.. 

I 

integrator 

I 
îl 

from sequencer 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 

n 

t t 

I 
b.. 

I 
I 

discharge integrator 

sample 
& 

hold 

b.. 

I 

7 0 1 2 7 0 1 

n n 

b.. b.. 

I I 

2 7 0 1 

n_ 

b.. 

I 

Integrator Phase Detector a)block scheme b)timing18 

Changing the output of the phase detector will undo this 

approximation. Instead of resetting the output to zero, the output 

stays equal to the sampled integrator output, until the next sample 

18 In order to show the discharge operation, the integrator has been given a (faulty) 
non-zero end-vatue. 
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bas been taken. The IPD now bas a stepwise·changing output instead of 

a pulsed output. Fig.4·27 shows a block diagram as well as a timing 

diagram of the IPD. 

The integrator does not operate on the input, but on the result of the 

multiplication of the input signal with the integration period signal. 

Only the part of the input signal that falls within the integration 

period, is integrated. The integrator is reset to zero after each 

integration period by the discharge integrator signal. The integrator 

needs a zero starting value for proper operation. The sample & hold 

block just holds the sampled integrator output until the next sample 

instance. At this instanee it samples the new integrator output. 

Here, when speaking of a phase difference, tlpd• between both inputs of 

the IPD (Vl and the integration period signal), the difference between 

edge "A" (see Fig.4·24) and the integration period is meantl9. The 

relationship between tlpd and the IPD output signal, Vpd• gives a good 

impression of the behaviour of the phase detector. Fig.4·28 shows this 

relationship. 

Fi;ure 4-i8 The rtl!.:n::ion.ship between dt)d and Vpd 
(on a vad_,idle pair input)' 

Fig. 4 • 2B can be:; obt:ained by changing the initid tlpd and ob~H·r•ring thc: 

re3v1 ::h1g VF' Tt i>hows th;.lt, : f the phcaM deti'>.ctrw. use:': within the 

PLL, mu}:·.:. lo-.;;~ .; a "01" :U.'~.t'·',;;nce (the i>~:"<~t~,·,.\le), th~ :\?'LL wll l loek on 

19 contrarary i:o epcl, tha phaae error 9e denotea the phase dlffereneea between the 
lntegration per!od end the neerest ~osftfva edge (•the pof~t on whfch the PLL ~ets 

locked). Tha verlabla epcl is uaad to denot• tha differenc:e betw~n aynehronhatir...r. 
and PLl loek. 
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Actually, Fig.4·28 only denotes an approximation of the real 

situation. The integration period does not have a constant width as is 

assumed in Fig.4-28. When, for example, the initial phase difference 

equals ~w, Vpd will be maximal, causing the VCO to increase its 

frequency. This again results in a integration period pulse of smaller 

width, and so the input is integrated for a shorter period of time. 

The actual path from 9pd-~w to 9pd-O is denoted by a dotted line. 

The loop filter 

A loop filter similar to the one described in 4.3.1.3 will be applied 

bere in order to optimise the comparison procedure. See Fig.4-29. 

ll ... 

• 

Figure 4-29 Implementation of the loop filter 

In the s-domain, the following relation holds 

1 + Sf'2 

(4.63) 

The VCO 

The same kind of VCO as used for the Motorola PLL is applicable bere. 

It is fully defined by equation (4.1). 

The seguencer 

The sequencer is to be used to control the timing of the various other 

blocks. It must generate the signals that activate or control these 

blocks. The phase detector operation, for example, needs three control 

signals (Fig.4-27a): the integration period signal, the sample&hold 
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signal and the integrator discharge signal. These signals have to 

occur at different time intervals. lt appears from Fig.4-27 that the 

sequencer can be implemented by a modulo-S counter. 

In the synchronization stage all eight states have to be used. 

However, in the loek stage, a few states have to be skipped (altering 

the sequencer from a modulo-S counter into a modulo-4 counter), in 

order to implement the doubling of the integration period pulse rate. 

The counter operates on the VCO output. Since one reduced counter 

cycle (in the loek stage) matches one symbol period, the VCO frequency 

must be 4 times as large as the symbol frequency. 

Depending on the state of the sequencer, the various control signals 

are activated (made high). Every state transition is made on a 

positive edge of the VCO output signal. Table 4-3 denotes which 

control signals have to be activated and in which state. In addition, 

Fig.4-30 shows a state diagram that describes the sequencer operation. 

Table 4-3 Sequencer action table 

state condition 

0 
sync-true 

1 

syr,-.·-fals':: 

7 

receiver design 

action 

activat:e IPD integration periud pulse 
ectivate dedsion logic data de.::oding 
clock reg7 
discharge da.ta integu.tvx· 

Eö.mpie phace Int:egrator output 
cioc~ PLL lo(.k óotector 
activate da~a inte~ratcr 
,<Jl~t:.t.vatt! (h>c.i :>:lxr. log~ c sync control 

clvck ·.:egl 
·ii~c·harg~~ tiat:a im:egratcr 

clock reg.S 
discharge à,'lta integrator 

discharge phase interrator 
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sync-true 
sync-false 

Figure 4-30 Sequencer state diagram of Philips detection metbod 

The PLL loek detector 

The decision logic needs a signal from the PLL indicating phase loek 

in order to determine whether the sequencer is synchronised with the 

incoming signal or not. The PLL loek detector offers this loek signal. 

It is implemented by the diagram shown in Fig.4-31. 

À 

lvthresh 

~loek 
À À À 

from 

sequencer 
shift register 

Figure 4-31 The PLL loek detector diagram for the Philips 
detection metbod 

Loek is detected by observing the amplitude of the phase detector 

output Vpd· This amplitude is a messure of phase error. Since the 

amplitude can be positive or negative, the absolute value of the input 

is taken. A camparator compares this absolute value with a threshold 

value. If the absolute value is smaller than the threshold, the 

cernparator output will be a logic "1" (else "0"). In order to exclude 

false loek situations, three successive "l"'s must be detected before 

the loek detector is allowed to indicate loek. Therefore, a shift 

register (with 3 subsequent registers) in combination with a 3-input 
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AND is used to generate the loek indication. The shift register is 

clocked by the sequencer (see Table 4-3). 

The data inte~rator 

The data integrator is used to detect zero crossings in the incoming 

data. lts diagram is shown in Fig.4-32. 

data 
integration 
period 

integrator 

I 
t::. 

I 
discharge 

data integrator 

Figure 4-32 Diagram of data integrator 

data int 

The incoming signal is sampled by the data integration period signal, 

whirh 1etermines which part of V1 is int:egrated. See also Table 4-3. 

The th.I:t::shoJQ. cernparator 

The output cf t:h•3 data integrator can be negative ot positive. The 

camparator snould be able to oetect three different sorts of data 

in::t)gr.~t:cl: outptt~. (d~:;,ta int): 

da~.'! int 

< Vthr 

r' vthr 

·Vthr 

-+ ze 
·-++A 

(4.64) 

(4.65) 

(4.66) 

These s.>.t:ua.tL:ms can he den•)te,d by a .:hr'H' ~ymhol code (2G +A, -A). A 

tbree sytiluol c;·lde rather than a two SJlr.bol cod-a is c··:os~n ia urder to 

use the extra infomation offered by the data integrator (a.s compared 

to the zero crossing detector used for the !'for:oro.b methoé) !t offers 

some extra fault Jeteetion possibilities. lf the rom~)rrator d~tects 
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two successive A's of the same polarity, this indicates a faulty 

reception. Only sequences +A,-A are valid. The diagram of the 

comparator that de1ivers this three symbol code is shown in Fig.4-33. 

higher 

data int 

1ower 

6. 

I 
-V tbr 

Figure 4-33 Diagram of the three symbo1 comparator 

In Fig.4-33, comp1 detects whether the incoming signa1 data_int is 

higher than the positive threshold voltage. If it is higher, this is 

denoted by "higher"-"1". Comp2 detects whether the input is 1ower than 

the negative thresho1d va1ue. If so, this is denoted by "lower"-"1". 

Tab1e 4-4 shows the re1ation between the comparator outputs and the 

three symbo1 code. 

Tab1e 4-4 Comparator output decoding 

higher 

0 
0 
1 

1ower 

0 
1 
1 

three symbol code 

ze 
-A 
+A 

Tbe registers regl. reg3. regS. reg? 

The output of the comparator is clocked into one of the registers 

controlled by the sequencer (see Table 4-3). A register bas to store 

the comparator outputs on a positive going edge of its sequencer 

control signal. The different values, stored in the four registers, 

are used by the decision logic. Therefore, the registers must store 

the different comparator outputs until a new clock pulse appears. 
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The decision logic 

The decision logic handles the actual data decoding as well as the 

decisions concerning the synchronization process. The synchronization 

control process uses all four registers, and, moreover, only the 

absolute part of the values stored (the sign bits can thus be 

neglected). Table 4-5 shows all possible situations and the actions to 

be taken. It should be noted that the synchronization control process 

will only be active when sync-false. 

Table 4-5 The Philips synchronization process 

situation regl reg2 reg3 reg4 action 

A ze ze ze ze 1 - invert input; state:-0 
B A x x A 2 - invert input; state:-7 
e x A A x 3 - state:-7 

D ze x x A sync:-true 
D A x x ze sync:-true 

To clarify the synchronization process, Fig.4-34 is added. Each 

situation can be arrived at after PLL loek has been achieved. Each 

transition of situation is denoted by a n~ber that corresponds with 

an action listed in Table 4-5. 

Fi,;;ur '-.~~ Th.: Fhiv,,,; :>yt .. iJxo,_j_;,e;tlo! pr.•-'.:,:,,· 
(r6f. te f~b1e ~-ij 
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The data decoding process can only be activated after synchronization 

bas been established (sync-true). The integration period pulse rate is 

doubled, state 3 to 6 are skipped by the sequencer and the decoding 

process will only use the registersregland reg7. The data will be 

decoded in accordance with Table 4-6. 

Table 4-6 Philips data decoding 

regl reg4 resulting data 

ze ze ZERO 
+A -A ONE 
ze +A NON(l) 
-A ze NON(2) 

all other combinations BAD SIGNAL 

The same data registers are used as in the Motorola system for the 

same reason: two subsequent NON(l)'s or NON(2)'s. If this is detected, 

a BAD SIGNAL shall be decoded instead of the second NON(l) (or 

NON(2)). 

4.3.2.4 DESIGN OF THE PLL 

The Philips PLL (Fig.4-22) is a non-linear system. In order to enable 

proper design, a linear model of the PLL is desirable. Hence, the 

derivation of a linear model will be the first step in the process of 

design. 

Derivation of a linear model 

The PLL exists of four blocks, as shown in Fig.4-22. Two of these 

blocks, the loop filter and the veo, are conventional. The other two, 

the IPD and the sequencer, are more specific to the Philips PLL. 

The description of the individual PLL components in the previous 

section indicates that the phase detector is the actual non-linear 

part of the PLL system. The non-linearity is denoted by the 

relationship between phase difference and output voltage (Fig.4-28). 
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With a preamble as input, the PLL can loek on one of three different 

points. In the synchronization stage the integration period pulse rate 

is halved. With this rate, loek on successive "A"-edges (case 3 in 

Fig.4-28) or "C"-edges implies synchronization. External logic 

determines whether the PLL is locked with the input signal in the 

correct or wrong phase. The PLL oparation pas to take care of locking 

on a positive edge only. 

Description of the phase detector shows that there is a region oÏ 

(-11:/4,+tr/4) around each loek point, where the relationship be.tween 

phase difference and output voltage is linear. So, the phase detector 

behaves as a linear system when a sm~ll phase error20 (·11:/4<8E;<+n/4) 

is assumed. lt can then be represented by a multiplier with gain Kd. 

An expression for this multiplication constant is derived in 

Appendix D (D.S). 

The linearization of the phase detector bas been based on the 

relationship between the phase difference and the output voltage, 

which is shown in Fig.4-28. As mentioned in the previous section, this 

figure only denotes an approximation of the real situation. If the 

loop reacts too strong on a large phase difference, say Bpct-11:/4, the 

change of the integration period will not be negligible. Hence, t:o 

ensure a valid approximation of the phase detector, the bandwidth of 

the PLL is assumed to be small C(llllpa.red to the sighal frequency. 

T:l'!':: sequençer ca.n be modt!lled a llnear !)loek as well. It can be 

tr~o\.:.ght cf a~:; a div:f.de~by fct.ü circuit. Th.: phase detector determines 

tî:>o: phc:.~e ;.Uff,, .:·m·w.e betwee.1 1 ts f.nput sigr1al an •. 1 th':;l integrs.tion 

runr•1'0; . ..:r..:..{' :.~::7 that i.d fo .• t: tina'ls as lacgr .u; th•: si:;nal frequency) 

·?'1t t;o the sigr~al ftequency. Th 

aequencer &l~ thac are 

part of the loop, •J.:te included in the mi).Jel in an iädirect \oray. 
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The model shown in Fig.4-35 can be obtained by following the 

considerations stated in the foregoing. The model is valid under the 

assumption of small phase error and narrow bandwidth (as compared to 

the signal frequency). 

L ______ ..J 

~(:::41t---~2(s) 
Ko/s 

'il 

I 

Figure 4-35 Linear model of the Philips PLL 

Comparison of this model with the model used to design the Motorola 

PLL (Fig.4-4) shows that they are equivalent. This means that both the 

Philips and the Motorola PLL have the same s-domain properties. 

In the section on the design of the Motorola PLL, the design 

objectives have been related to the PLL parameters. The objective 

concerning the synchronization process will be considered bere as 

well. Synchronization in the Philips model differs significantly from 

the one adopted in the Motorola model. For the other two objectives, 

refer to section 4.3.1.4. 

Loek after maximum phase step 

The receiver must synchronize within 24 symbol times. The decision 

logic needs two steps at most from first PLL loek to synchronization, 

as shown in Fig.4-34. One step takes one symbol time. Furthermore, the 

PLL loek detector uses a shift register with three registers to detect 

loek. It takes six symbol times to fill this shift register (because 

of the fact that the integration period pulse rate equals half the 

signal rate). Thus the PLL loek detector introduces an extra detection 

delay of 6 Tb. These effects lead to a PLL loek time of 
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T1ock - (24-2-6)Tb - 16Tb (4.67) 

However, there is an extra point that bas to be taken into account. 

The theoretica! model of the Philips PLL is valid for small phase 

errors <IBel~w/4) only. The maximum synchronization time is defined 

for the maximum phase error. Consirlering the relationship between the 

phase error and the output voltage (Fig.4-28), the maximum phase error 

turns out to he 8e-w. Fig.4-28 shows the reaction of the output 

voltage with the phase difference changing gradually from Bpd-3~ to 

8pd-2w (or 8pd-4w). As a very rough first-order approximation, it is 

assumed that this takes twice as much time as the varlation from 

Bpd-w/4 to Bpd-0. So, for an initial error Be-w/4, the PLL loek time 

bas to be 

(4.68) 

This loek time will have to be used in the following, because of the 

fact that the theoretica! model holds for IBel~w/4 only. 

~!Jnination of the PLL parameters 

The aotorola and the Philips PLL have the same s-domain properties. 

So, the same meth~d of design c.an be Hpplied. In accordance with 

equation (4.44), choose 

r - 1.0 

ri{2,.4·5 sho;vs ~r•t 6<(t) s:.:ay•· w~thi.Y• :~·11. .;f Hs initiP.} \ralue 

~fe-tr/4; fc_ 

'):::, 

3 
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With equation (4.47), it is found that 

(4. 72) 

The stability limit 

Just like the Motorola PLL, the Philips PLL has a sampled nature. This 

results in a system with a limited stability range. Appendix E 

presents the derivation of the stability conditions of the Philips 

PLL. The stability conditions are found to be 

(4.73) 

(4.74) 

These conditions lead to the following condition on Wn (for r-1): 

(4.75) 

The overload limit 

The overload condition is derived in Appendix F. It is found to be: 

(4.76) 

This condition leads to 

(4. 77) 
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The result 

As expected, the Philips PLL is much less vulnerable for VCO overlaad, 

because of the stepwise-change of the IPD output. The stability limit 

is now the actual restrietion on the natural frequency. Hence, the 

allowable range for wn is determined by (4.72) and (4.75). 

(4.78) 

Ibis again shows that (4.69) and (4.72) are allowed to be used as the 

PLL parameters. 

r - Lo 

(4.79) 

4.4 CQMPARISON OF DETECTION METHODS 

In the preceding paragraph, two di.fferent detection methods have been 

described. One of them is to implcment the clock recovery and data 

detection part of the MAP modem. Ibis method can only be chosen after 

a thorot1gh comparison of both methods. 

!ien;.;e, th0y h.'v.z be~?n descri':.ed ln !;UCh a way ':ha1:: they can be 

i11;plemented in software. SimuL1tion is a go•)d means of eomparison. It 

m.~~kes :i.t ',)O<>sible tO aeply :[jf,ntical input SÎ,.,'1als to both methods. 

1lc :c~.:<h ~:r, i t c.r: .ib les tut a:.. c;mt.::t~Jl over the con a i tj rns in which the 

compar!:::on takes place. rr.é a~tual simulation progn: .. m ano t:he 

s'.mlÜ<H:ion re::.l.Üt:s will be •:"nsidered in thc next chapter. This 

paragr.,ph c.or\•:;iûers w1:',rr:' ~; neeö~d to m~lke ''~ good cc,r.parison possible: 

ur.ambi.r,.:.Y..lb i->Gl.rts oi: corn:ptL'ison f"',td c ... •.,...,.L ;;ordil..iû~•-· undt.r whlch the 

compá.r 1 s:on s ünula;.:ion::; should tab'. t~ltlce 
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4.4.1 POINTS OF COMPARISON 

Comparison of both detection methods leads to valid conclusions only, 

if these conclusions are based on well-defined and relevant points of 

comparison. For example, the synchronization time is a valid point of 

comparison, because a simulation should show how much time the 

detection method needs to synchronize with the preamble. 

The receiver design objectives (Paragraph 4.2) give some usable points 

of comparison: 

1- The synchronization time. The second design objective requires a 

maximum synchronization time of 24 symbol times. This span of time 

should be easily deducible from the simulation result. 

2- The varianee of the receiver clock (RXCLK) period. The third design 

objective states that the receiver clock period must stay between 

90% and 110% of the nominal clock period, when the receiver is in 

synchronization with the input signal. It shouldn't be too 

difficult to determine the maximum clock varianee for one 

simulation run. 

Of course, the decoding of the input signal is in itself a useful 

point of comparison. Hence, 

3- The decoding of the input signal. The data detection unit must 

decode the input signal into data symbols corresponding to its data 

contents21. Inspeetion of the data decoding process gives a good 

impression of the operation of the detection method. Moreover, it 

should be possible to include a "detection indicator" in the 

simulation program. This detection indicator should be able to show 

the safety margin, i.e. the maximum possible deviation regarded to 

faulty decoding, of the detection process. 

21 The input signal can be a combination of the data signal and all kinds of 
interferences. 
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It should be noted that these points of comparison are purely 

considering the functional operation of both methods. Surely there are 

more points of comparison, like complexity, ease of integration, 

costs, etc .. The simulation analysis only intends to consider the 

functional aspects of both methods. The final choice of detection 

metbod should also take other points of comparison into account. 

4.4.2 TUE COMP6RISON CONDITIONS 

Comparison of both ~ethods should lead to the conclusion which one of 

them fits best the requirements. Hence, all parts of the two 

simulation models that are not specific to the detection method, must 

be identical. 

There are two different sorts of conditions, under which the 

comparison simulations can be executed: operation under ideal 

conditions and operation under non-ideal conditions. Fig.4-36 shows 

what is meant. 

o :flilJLJlJ 
input signal 

a) id~al conditions 

. r··-··-. --.--· 
~ b~,.1dp. r-

. fu ter 
input 

, ______ ..: 

b) non-ideal conditions 

Fig.4-36 Comparison under a) !deal b) non-ideal conditlans 
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Comparison under ideal conditions 

In case of ideal conditions, the input to clock recovery and data 

detection (denoted by V1 in the block diagrams of both methods) has 

its ideal form (Fig.4-36a). !deal conditions are appropriate only to 

compare synchronization times (see Paragraph 4.2). 

Simulations of the synchronization stage must be coupled with the 

design of both PLL's. This design is basedon two different 

theoretica! models (one for each PLL). By comparing the simulation 

results with the second design objective, a good impression of the 

validity of the theoretica! roodels can be obtained. In this way, both 

detection methods can be compared by considering the validity of the 

roodels used. 

Here, simulations to check stability and overload limits can present 

additional information concerning the validity of both models. 

Comparison under non-ideal conditions 

Fig.4-36b shows that the non-ideal conditions are caused by the 

influence of the limiter, the bandpass filter and noise. Fig.4-37 

shows the influence of the limiter and the bandpass filter on the 

input signal. Here, the limiter and the bandpass filter are 

implemented according to the description in section 4.3.1.3. The 

different sorts of noise are considered in the next paragraph. 

input 
signal 

aft er 
bandpass 
filter 

aft er 
limiter 

............................ 

/\ : ,,... ·, -~/\, _/ \ './ ... ..., /,..., i\ ... ········~ .... -~vi"\,, .... ~,l\._ :./i·:.·\ ...... . 
·y·jt ·······\.-.·····_-.I;_· ., .·' :~, ~l "\.. f. , r· \_-~_t··· ·· , 

1, __ ,1_· 1 '! ,•: \/ 't.·! \ /• 1,_.· \)'' \ 
'., __ ,.· ~ 1,' L~ ','.' '• • .·: '::·. 

. . . . 

. . . . 

[l!iJ J1
1
ff'T r1 ;-~ r-t ft q ;-l 

. ur _ L __ j 1.1. ·~ _~ -···- L_I l_ IJ I .. J _l_r · · r . L .... 
Figure 4-37 The influence of limiter and bandpass filter on the 

input signal 
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So, in case of non-ideal conditions, the ideal input is heavily 

distorted. Comparison must be based on the second and third point of 

comparison. The loek stage will now be of special interest. 

Simulations under ideal conditions give an indication of the validity 

of the theoretical models used. They show whether the simulation model 

can operate within the design objectives. Contrary to this, 

simulations under non-ideal conditions show which detection metbod is 

best fitted to operate in factory environment. Hence, choice of 

detection metbod will be based on the comparison of the methods under 

non-ideal conditions. 

4.5 SVRVEY ON NOISE 

Fig.4-36b shows that noise is one of the influences that distort the 

input signal in case of non·ideal werking conditions. lt also shows 

that only noise from outside the modem is included. Outside noise can 

onlv reach the modem via the cable. 

This paragraph considers the possible noise sourees and the noise 

forms they generate in the cable. lt also presents models for the 

different sorts of noise and shows how these models should be included 

in the simulations. 

On p:cinciple, noi.se is a random ~ffec1:, 1'h:i-s random effect can not be 

inc~uded in ;..'he simulati~:1fy. By consid,~ring 1wise as a signal of a 

par '>i cu '<'-' r t~:L:\r. nolse can bt:. iudude(~. • .. z. forT of r:he signal that is 

used to J>J.i•., ~a te the ~~o:i~;"' d<:pend:i er! thd .sc.:c~. -:;:: nois,;,. 1 c is 

it4pv:r.t<>n.t to ~wte tha.t: no:~se is; not hancl.le<::t 1>.1 a random signal, but as 

a ;.'i\:1-e!:'m.t.tH r.tc (pradJct..:bl.e) lgr.al, TU.s m.;,k~:? i.t ;:·-;.ssi!l"'..e to 

l:.limulate tlu-c wor:,.·::-css-":<. i.nfLazn~e o~· c~ · ·; . 
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4.5.1 POSSIBLE NOISE SOURCES AND SORTS OF NOISE 

Noise enters the modem via the cable. This cable can he installed in a 

factory that is full of noise sources. 

Noise sourees 

Ref[l2] gives a partial list of devices that are known to he sourees 

of noise. This list [12, page 15] is given below: 

(1) Switches eperating inductive loads 

(2) Thyristors or other semiconductors used in the switching mode 

(3) Welding machines 

(4) Heavy current conductors 

(5) Fluorescent lights 

(6) Thyratron and ignotron tubes 

(7) Neon lights 

Some other sourees can he added to this list: 

(8) The cable itself as a souree of thermal noise 

(9) Citizen's band transmitters (radio stations) 

Sorts of noise 

These sourees impress noise on the cable in a number of ways. See 

Ref[l2] for further information on the coupling of electrical noise. 

The coupling between these sourees and the cable results in different 

sorts of noise. Research has presented a number of noise sorts that 

might he encountered in the Fieldbus environment. It can he considered 

as a representative environment for the cable network considered here. 

The following sorts of noise can he given: 

(a) Impulse noise. This type of noise is generally caused by switching 

of large loads and by lightning. It is likely to have a 

considerable influence in factory environments. 
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(b) RF noise. RF noise can be generated by a number of sources. A 

citizen's band transmitter, neon lights, fluorescent lights, etc .. 

It is of importance in the frequency range that falls within the 

passband of the bandpass filter. lt should be noted that this kind 

of noise is specified in sectien 2.2.2. It will not exceed -lOdB. 

(c) DC noise. This type of noise denotes a change of voltage level on 

the cable. The bandpass filter will filter it out, except for the 

change of level. The change of level occurs as a fast decaying 

pulse after the bandpass filter. 

Next to these sorts of noise, another sort of noise can be found on 

the cable. It generates this kind of noise rather than picks it up 

from other sources. 

(d) Thermal noise. This sort of noise is quite small and will most 

likely be masked by other sources. So, it will not be included in 

the simulations. 

4.5.2 MQPELS FOR THE PIFFE&ENT SORTS OF NOISE 

The ana~ysis in the previous sectien bas resulted in three different 

sorts of noise: impulse noise, RI-' noise and DC noise. In the 

fnllowir.g, each sort of nois!f '"ill be mcdelleè. Moreovér, its 

inf111.en;:-e in t.he simulations will be discuss~d. 

Reffl2] ;)v,u:s ;;ut that RI<' •~oise is, ldeally, ..:~.. öJ"'t:urln.nca at a 

singl•:! frt,quc·1.cy wltb un:::s handwidth. HE:nce, RF noise e:m be modelled 

by r. :dnuso"i ,;a'.:. signa}. Th~ iniluencc of Rt:' nds·;.~ cE.n t ... ::;hecked by 

simulatl.on "''; th tbis t:ignaJ. i.r.•r a num~ ~: .. · c f:tequenci.es. Be.cause of 

the influence of tht~ bandpass filter, Rf' ;':.:i.;e is only ::.l influence 

w!thin the range of the pass battd. So, that determines t:he different 

frequencies of the sinusoidal signe:.l which repres~mts Rl? noi.se. 
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The amplitude of this sinusoidal signal is bounded by the 

specification of noise power. There is a difference of 20dB between 

maximum noise power and minimum signal level. So, the amplitude of the 

sinusoidal signal must be ten times as small as the amplitude of the 

input signal. 

Impulse noise 

Ref[l2] gives four different forms for impulse noise. See Fig.4·38. 

TIME-

(a) (e) 

(b) (d) 

Figure 4-38 Possible forms of impulse noise [12, Fig 27] 

Because of ease of implementation, impulse noise will be modelled as a 

rectangular pulse (Fig.4-38a). Fig.4-39 shows the influence of the 

bandpass filter on this pulse. 

noise 
pul se 

aft er 
bandpass 
filter 

Figure 4-39 The influence of the bandpass filter on impulse 
noise 
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Both detection methods are based on the detection of zero crossings, 

either direct (Motorola) or indirect (Philips). The rectangular pulse, 

which simulates impulse noise, must be positioned at those points 

where the input signal bas a zero crossing. In that case, the 

rectangular pulse will force the zero crossing to deviate from its 

original position. Simulation will have to show which metbod is the 

most sensitive to this zero crossing deviation. 

DC noise 

This type of noise denotes a change of DC level on the cable. So, it 

is modelled as a voltage step. See Fig.4-40. 

DC noise 

aft er 
bandpass 
filter 

Figure 4-40 The influence of the bandpass filter on DC noise 

.Fig.4-40 also shows the influence of the bandpass filter on the DC 

noise. Fro~ this figure, it is apparent that, in conneetion with the 

r>imul!!tlom:, DC noiso :r_,Ht be ::~.:m:HP.d ix: a way sirnUür to impulse 
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CHAPTER 5 SIMULATION OF DETECTION METHODS 

In the previous chapter two methods have been discussed, which can 

both provide clock recovery and data detection. Comparison by means of 

computer simulations is a means to find out which method seems the 

most promising. 

5.1 THE SIMULATION PROGRAM 

Both methods are extensively described in Paragraph 4.3. The 

functional diagrams shown in Fig.4-14 (Motorola method) and in 

Fig.4-25 (Philips method) will serve as basic roodels for the 

simulation program. The descriptions of the individual blocks only 

have to be adjusted to the capabilities of the computer. The time

continuous behaviour of the receiver must be simulated by 

determination of the various signals at discrete time points. 

Simulation time basis 

In this case, the symbol time (Tb-l/f1, with f1 the frequency 

corresponding to the bitrate, according to Table 2-5) is subdivided 

into 160 time points (or intervals: int). So, the simulation symbol 

time Ts can be expressed by: 

Ts - 160 int (5.1) 

When a bitrate of 5 Mb/s is assumed, one time interval equals: 

1 200 
ns/int (5.2) 

160 

which actually is the time resolution of the simulation. 
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In order to avoid excessive calculations and to be independent of the 

actual data rates, all time/frequency related input parameters are to 

be entered proportionally to Ts. So, 

21f 
w1 - - 1/int 

160 

(5.3) 

(5.4) 

These relationships have to be applied whenever Tb or wl appears. From 

the foregoing, it can be noted that wn is always èefined relative to 

w1. Not wn will have to be entered into the program, but 

Yhenever wn appears, it should be replaced by 

21f 
wn - prop_pll.- 1/int 

160 

Modellin& !:he block!:,; .!the s~!!l).tlatton prg~ 

(5.5) 

(5.6) 

Th€ block::. :L.1 the functional diag::ams are eith(:.r digital or an;:,log. 

The digital blocks can be è.~scrf.b.ed by F')me logic relationships (like 

. the.n .. >tn.:ctw:ez). The analüg bl<J.::·~s ('.a:n be d~scribeu by circuit 

elements. 'I.h+.; ·;jement relatlcnships must be t::<mslact::d from the 

contir'~,ic ;:,s ~ t tu•;·. domain to thti! disc:re te- tlma <:lJ)l'l8 in. The Jl.l<' log blocks 

will be de:::.:-rtLed hy vo:i tag.ejcurrt:!nt relat·;.onships, as denoted by 

Table ~'-I 
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Table 5-1 Circuit element relationships22 

element 

resistor 

capacitor 

inductor 

op-amp 
(ideal) 

sinus 
signal 

continuous-time domain 

v(t) - i(t).R 

v(t) - 1/C.J:i(<)d< 

i(t) - 1/L.J:v(<)d< 

v(t) - sin(w.t + 8o) 

discrete-time domain 

v(k)- i(k).R 

k 
v(k) - 1/C. ~ i(n) 

n-0 

k 
i(k) - 1/L. ~ v(n) 

n-0 

v+(k) - v_(k) 

k 
phase(k) - ~ 2~/160 

n-0 
v(k) - sin{phase(k)} 
phase(O) - 8o 

The blocks are implemented in software according to Table 5-1. The 

program is written in Turbo Pascal and executed by a Philips P2000 C. 

Appendix G gives the core of this program. Variables used in the 

program correspond -when possible- with the ones used for the 

description of the method. Although the program is accompanied by 

extensive text to explain its operation, a further explanation of some 

"obscure" program points will be helpful23. Both methods use the same 

bandpass filter and limiter. The loop filters are almost equivalent. 

Therefore, they will not be considered separately. 

The software implementation of the bandpass filter 

Referring to Fig.4-15, the following expresslons can be derived for 

the highpass part of the bandpass filter: 

(5.7) 

22 Assuming zero initia! conditions in case of lntegration 

23 All program expressions are described in Pascal; ~is denoted by the constant pi. 
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(5.8) 

The inductor constant M is not entered into the program. lt is derived 

from the expression for w-3dB (4.27), with w-3dB given by prop_highp 

and R1 by res_highp. 

(5.9) 

m :- (80*res_highp)/(prop_highp*Pi) (5.10) 

The expression for the lowpass part of the bandpass filter can be 

derived from: 

1 I iin - -
L 

+-+ (5.11) 

The constauts kl(-1/L) and k.:(-1/C) are derived from the expressions 

f'or (.In (4.31) and r (4.32). wit:h c...n glve.1 by prop __ lowp, r by zeta_lowp 

l 
- .,, ·)P.:_Ç 'L: 

c 

·---
L 2Rç 

k1 :- (prop __ recfilt*pi)/(16E4!rres_recfih*t.:.f u_ recfilt) 
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(5.16) 
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The software implementation of the loop filter 

In the s-domain, the following relationship is found24: 

sr2 + 1 

1"2 1 
Vf(s) - --.vpd(s) + ---.vpd(s) 

rl srl 

In the continuous-time domain, this results in: 

1"2 
vf(t) - --.vpd(t) 

1"1 

(5.17) 

(5.18) 

(5.19) 

This relationship can he implemented in software by two expressions: 

vc :- vc + vpd/t1 

Vf :- t2/t1*vpd + VC 

(5.20) 

(5.21) 

The values of t1 and t2 are derived from the expressions for wn (4.5) 

and Ç (4.6), with wn given by prop_pll, Ç by zeta_pll and Ko by 

vcm_ampl. In case of the Philips filter, Kd is given by (0.5) and in 

case of the Motorola filter by (A.5). 

KoKd 
1"1 -

4w 2 n 
(5.22) 

2ç 
1"2 - (5.23) 

wn 

24 Actually, this expression describes the eperation of the Philips loop filter. In 
case of the Motorota loop filter, the variable Vpd is to be replaced by "DOWN-UP". 
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The Philips loop filter: 

tl :- (2.56E5*vcm_ampl)/(tpd*prop_pll*prop_pll*pi*pi*pi) 

t2 ;- (zeta_pll*l60)/(prop_pll*pi) 

The Motorola loop filter: 

tl :- (800*vcm_ampl)jprop_pll*prop_pll*pi*pi*pi) 

t2 :- (zeta pll*l60)/(prop pll*pi) - -

5.2 SIMULATIONS. CONSIDERING !DEAL CONDITIONS 

(5.24) 

(5.25) 

(5.26) 

(5.27) 

The simulation program will he used to compare both detection methods. 

Section 4.4.2 shows that comparison is basedon the notion that all 

method-specific parts of the simulation model do not suffer from any 

form of degradation. Disturbances are introduced by other blocks or by 

the cable. Here, two different conditions are noticed: ideal 

conditlans and non-ideal conditions (see Fig.4-36). 

Simulation of the system under ideal conditions is a means to check 

the theoretica! analysis. The simulation results must provide 

i.nformaj~ion on synchronizatlon time, stability limit and overlaad 

l:!.m1.t. The àir:erences between these resu.lt!i and the t"neoretical 

.._,alues give ar· •.ropressior. of the va lidi ty of the theoretica! roodels. 

Philips metr.od. '.Che model u.sed to d:;si?.· tt.is F"i.L, J.:; ch'-'cked here. 
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Checking the synchronization time 

Simulation of the synchronization stage gives all information that is 

needed to determine the synchronization time. It can be simulated as 

follows: 

- assign the values defined in (4.62) to the appropriate inputs of the 

simulation program 

- define a delay of one half Tb (-80) of the VCO output in order to 

simulate an initial phase error of w 

The output of the simulation program is partly graphical. An example 

of this output is given in Appendix H. It presents the result of the 

simulation considered here. As is discussed in section 4.3.1.4, there 

is a difference between the synchronization time and the loek time. 

The synchronization time can easily be derived from the simulation 

output. The appearence of "sync" indicates that synchronization has 

been established. The output shows a synchronization time of 31 symbol 

times. 

Actual design is basedon the loek time (4.42). The PLL is assumed to 

be in loek when the phase error stays within 10% of the initia! error. 

It is more difficult to derive the loek time from the simulation 

output. Here, after 18 symbol times, Oe is already decreasing rapidly 

(being within 10% of the initial error). 

From this simulation result, it can be concluded that the simulation 

approximates the theoretica! calculations. However, it also shows that 

the parameters are critical concerning the total synchronization time. 

The parameter wn has been determined by means of Fig.4-5. Putting 

Oe(t) within 1% of the initial error after a maximum of 18 symbol 

times, a less critical value for wn can be derived. Fig.4-5 shows: 

6 
wn - - wl ""' 0.05 w1 

36w 
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Simulation with this value for Wn shows a synchronization time of 

20 Tb and a loek time of 15 Tb. Obviously, this choice of wn results 

in a less critica! synchronization time. 

Checkin, the stability limit 

loop filter 
output (for): 

Figure 5-1 Stability of the Motorola system 

Fig.5-1 gives an. indication of the stability limit as following fron 

the simulations. It shows that the stability limit is situated between 

wn-0.2Sw1 and wn-0.35wl· This limit is somewhat higher than the 

theoretica! stability limit. Recalling the approximat.ions made in the 

derivation of the stability conditions (Appendix B), this difference 

i.s ac.cfJptable. 

Çh<ocking, the overlaad Hmit 

Alas, the overlaad limit (4. 60) cannot be checked, sine.!:~ the VCO 

':';,1:tp1.tt f:rcc.pencv is limited i:: ttH1. simul!!.i:f.on prop;ra,r;. It thus does 

nol rcal limit the PLL operatî..on. 

Validf.tJ:._fLl.~~3 theoretica! htor:el 

Thc sinnlat:ir.:;, resnlt.s artc. s..;.r;;"''arlzed in Table 5-2. 

Tebl«:: :'!-:; .R<.::sult:., of ~:.ill~lat].c.n ,;f: •h.; ~iot;o:r 1 :;. ~ystmu under 
ideal .:ond:f.ti.ons 

t:heory I 
===t===rr iock time 18 

synchronizntion time 24 
stability limit 0.13 
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sireulation 

15 Tb 
20 Tb 

0.~0 w1 

difference 

17% 
17% 

130% 
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Table 5-2 shows that there is a difference between theory and 

simulation. This is acceptable because of the numerous approximations 

made. Yith some reservation the theoretica! model can he used in a 

preliminary design. 

5.2.2 VALIDITY OF THE PHILIPS MODEL 

Similar to the Motorola system, the theoretica! model used to design 

the Philips PLL can he checked by simulation of the system under ideal 

conditions. 

Checking the synchronization time 

Appendix H also includes results of a simulation of the 

synchronization stage in the Philips method. It shows that the system 

synchronizes within 26 symbol times. This differs only 2 Tb from the 

theoretical value of 24 Tb. 

The PLL loek time, based on a maximum phase error of ~/4, is found to 

he 7 Tb. The PLL system is designed to he locked within 8 Tb. That 

leaves a difference of 1 Tb between theory and simulation. 

Checking the stability limit 

The Philips system has two modes of operation depending on the stage 

it is in. In the synchronization stage, the IPD is sampled at half the 

data rate whereas in the acquisition and loek stage, the IPD is 

sampled at the data rate. The stability limit is determined by the 

synchronization stage. The theoretica! analysis shows that the system 

is stable for r-1.0 when Wn is smaller than Wn-0.08wl. Fig.S-2 shows 

the stability limit following from the simulations 

From this figure, it is apparent that the stability limit can he found 

between wn-0.075wl and wn-O.lw1. Hence, these results point at a 

stability limit that corresponds with the theoretica! limit. 
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loop filter 
output (for): 

--W m i •••••••••••••~•••• 
-. '·····. -···~-.. ~-·······-·-·"+-·-··· ... -... -, .... -. .., .. ~-..... ; 

i ! 

Figure 5-2 Stability of the Philips system 

Validity of the theoretica! model 

The simulation results concerning the vali.dity of the model are 

summarized in Table 5-3. 

Table 5-3 Results of simulation of the Philips system under 
ideal conditions 

theory simulatlon difference 

loek time 8 Tb 7 Tb 12.5% 
synchronization time 24 Tb 26 Tb 8% 
stability limit 0.08 "'1 0.09 wl 12.5% 

L> .. ::le 5-3 ,;;hy.;:::; that the diffen,ncd betw<:.en theory and slmulation is 

almast negligible. The theeredcal model .=an be vsed for the design of 

the Philip<:· systcm. 

It is already pointed out in S(!Ction 4.4.2 that simulation of the 

systems under non-ideal conditions show:j wchich mechod is suited best 

to operate in a real (noisy) environment. Fig..4-36b indi.cat.,s the 
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sourees of disturbance. Paragraph 4.5 presents three different sorts 

of noise. The methods will be compared for each kind of noise. The 

influence of the bandpass filter and limiter will be kept the same. 

Special "indicators" are included in the program to give extra 

information according to section 4.4.1, points of comparison 2 and 3. 

Maximum clock varianee and maximum deviation from ideal detection are 

determined by the program after each simulation run. The clock period 

varianee is indicated as a percentage of the nominal clock period. So, 

when the clock varianee indicator is notbetween 90% and 110%, it 

indicates a faulty operation of the system. When the detection 

deviation reaches 100%, the data detection is no longer able to decode 

the input properly. 

Points of comparison 2 and 3 can only be considered in the loek stage. 

So, all sorts of noise will be initiated after the receiver has 

established synchronization. The preamble will be used as test signal 

as this signal pattern causes maximal phase shift variation in 

filters. 

The influence of RF noise 

RF noise is the only sort of noise that is defined in the 

specifications. Section 2.2.2 gives a maximurn noise power of -lOdB 

compared to a minimum signal level of +lOdB. So, RF noise will be 

simulated by a sinusoidal signal with maximurn allowable amplitude (0.1 

of the signal amplitude) for a nurnber of frequencies. It can be 

expected to be of influence within the pass band of the bandpass 

filter only. Hence, the following frequencies are chosen: 

wnoiselwl- 0.13, 0.7, 1.3, 1.7, 2.7, 4.1, 7, 13, 19 (5.30) 

Table 5-3 gives the results of the RF noise simulations. Firstly, it 

shows that maximum RF noise is not of crucial importance. Both systems 

keep operating within the specifications: no data detection errors and 

a permittable varianee in clock period. Secondly, it shows that RF 
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noise is only of importance within the pass band of the input filter. 

This corresponds with the expectations. 

Table 5-3 The influenee of RF noise 

frequeney Motorol system Philip system 
(wnoiselwl) varianee deviation varianee deviation 

0.13 102% 35% 97% 40% 
0.7 97.5% 50% 98% 56% 
1.3 97.5% 40% 97% 57% 
1.7 102.5% 45% 97% 63% 
2.7 102.5% 45% 97% 45% 
4.1 98% 40% 97.5% 41% 
7 98% 35% 97.5% 43% 

13 98% 35% 97.5% 37% 
19 102% 30% 97.5% 34% 

no noise 98% 35% 97.5% 35% 

Inspeetion of Table 5-3 results in the conclusion that the Motorola 

system is slightly 1ess sensitive to RF noise than the Phi1ips system. 

However, the differences are not very big, so the choice can not be 

based on these results only. 

The in:fluence of impulse noise 

Impulse t~oise is not defined in IEEE 802.4 [ 3 J. lts influence is 

simulat:ed by positioning rectangular pulses to colncide wi.th those 

pcints W'h~re the cletection methods are most vulnera'.:>le. Zero crossings 

i1: tha ;dgnal. are arguably the most critical phases of the signal. For 

t.:hat' 'l:'?.cson, nclse pul&'=s a.re delib<'rately poslt::!.oneà te cause maximum 

ciL:;~:url->émce ot zei'c- crm:;si.tg u:r cre3.te fslso zero cro.ssings. Fig. 5-3 

shor1s at Hhir~h ?Oints the puls;;s are situatecL 

inpu.t 
sign;-l. 

pulse 
positi.:>n 

t t 
2 

t 
3 

t 
4 

l"igure 5 ·· 3 Placement of impulse noh I" pulse 
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In case of the Motorola method, position 1 and 4 are of importance for 

the clock synchronization, position 2 for detection of a "zero" and 

position 3 for detection of a "one". The Philips system uses 

position 1 for clock synchronization, position 2 for "zero" detection 

and position 3 for "one" detection. Position 4 is not used by the 

Philips system. 

Simulation is aimed at finding the pulse amplitude where data 

detection breaks down andjor clock varianee goes outside its specified 

limits. This value will be determined for each "pulse position" (see 

Fig.5-3). Table 5-4 gives the pulse amplitude (relative totheinput 

signal amplitude) where things go wrong. It also indicates what goes 

wrong. A faulty detection is denoted by "data" and a clock varianee 

outside 90%-110% limits by "clock". 

Table 5-4 Influence of impulse noise (ref. to Fig.5-3) 

pul se Motoro a system Philip system 
position amplitude error cause amplitude error cause 

1 -3.5 clock -5 data 
2 2.5 data 1. 25 data 
3 -2 data -2.5 data 
4 -1.4 clock <-5 

Table 5-4 shows that the Motorola system is (much) more vulnerable for 

impulse noise. A more striking observation is the fact that the 

Philips system is only sensitive to faulty data detection. None of the 

simulations show a clock varianee larger than 10%. The simulations of 

the Motorola system show that once the clock is lost, the situation 

continues for a long time. Fig.5-4 gives an example (it concerns 

impulse noise at position 1). 
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a) 

b) 

data 
~IIHIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIRIIIIIIIBIII 

noise 

luiiH WII"Îtll<l fi'M -iMI cloc:k ... 11111: 122.-

luiiH llllrillill frll iûal iltttdilll 111 Jlro triHili lil lol IUÎIH jiOIII~lt Miltillil •• 111 

data 

noise 

lll111111 ••n111ct fr01 nat•n•l cloo Pt~tiocl: 117.~% 

lll•iM itvutl1111 '''"' itul llettcUoo h• l ~ ••nl .. • po .. ib:t iniatiooh l!'.lll 

Figure 5-4 The vulncrabUity of the clock recovery operation 
a} Motorola b) Philips 

Fig 5-4 sbow<: ,,l basic diffe.re::~ce between the Motorola and the Philips 

method. The Mot.orola mefhod reeovers the clock by mean"' of a oneshot 

that 1.~: acti'.;':!t..rod by .1 zero crossing. When it is activnted, it 

neglects all ze:~;) c·,.ossings \.tntil tl.~ v:Lfshn puL,.: · s ended.. Thi~; 

mea.ns that tl•,~ eneshot can fail to detect a .;:ero crossing \'1'hen this 

crossit1g !.s shift.ed too much. When it falls t(j see the zero cro3sing, 

the PLL gets out of loek and the receiver has to resynchronize. This 

situation i.s shown in Fig. 5-4a. 
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In case of the Philips method, the zero crossings are detected by the 

IPD, which is a part of the PLL. Fig.5-4b shows that a maximum phase 

error (output of the IPD is maximal} cannot get the PLL out of loek. 

The clock period stays within 90% to 110% of its nominal value. It can 

be assumed that the Philips PLL can only get out of loek if a noise 

burst appears. Hence, it can be concluded that the Philips clock 

recovery operation is superior to the Motorola clock recovery. 

Concerning the data detection operation, the simulation results are 

not so clear. Table 5-4 shows that in case of a "position 2" pulse, 

the Motorola detection is slightly better, and that in the case of a 

"position 3" pulse, the Philips detection is slightly better. 

The Motorola data detection is based on the "hard" detection of zero 

crossings. That makes it vulnerable for all kind of distortions within 

the data detection unit which are not attenuated by the filter. These 

distortions have not been considered here. The Philips method uses an 

integrator to determine whether a zero crossing has occured or not. An 

integrator is less vulnerable for short distortions. This fact is to 

the credit of the data detection in the Philips method. 

The influence of DC noise 

Fig.4-40 shows that DC noise has the form of a fast-decaying pulse 

once it has passed the bandpass filter. It should be handled similar 

to impluse noise. So, DC steps are made to occur at the positions 

indicated by Fig.5-3. Table 5-5 presents the step heights where 

detection andjor clock recovery go wrong. 

Table 5-5 Influence of DC noise (ref. to Fig.5-3} 

DC step Motorol a system Philips system 
place step height error cause step height error cause 

1 -1.3 clock -1 data 
2 -0.75 clock -1 data 
3 -0.75 clock -1 data 
4 -0.7 clock <-4 
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Table 5-5 affirms the conclusions made in the foregoing. The clock 

recovery operation of the Motorola system is very vulnerable compared 

to the Philips method. 
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CHAPTER 6 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Design of the modem bas proceded up to the third step. Firstly, the 

modem bas been specified. Secondly, the modem block diagram bas been 

derived and each block bas been specified. Thirdly, the design of 

CLOCK RECOVERY and DATA DETECTION bas been considered. Two different 

methods of implementation were available: the Motorola metbod and the 

Philips method. Both methods have been simulated under various 

conditions. At this point, the choice of detection metbod can be made. 

Choice of detection metbod 

The choice is based on the simulation results that are stated in 

Chapter 5. Simulation under non-ideal conditions, especially in case 

of impulse noise and DC noise, shows that the Philips clock recovery 

operatien is superior to the Motorola operation. Concerning the data 

detection operation, no significant differences can be denoted. When 

taking distortions within the data detection circuitry into account, 

the Philips data detection operatien is expected to have a better 

performance. 

Simulation under ideal conditions shows that the theoretica! model for 

the Philips metbod is better than the model used to design the 

Motorola system. 

All these facts lead to the conclusion that the Philips metbod is the 

logical choice to implement the clock recovery and data detection part 

of the modem. 

How the modem design bas to praeeed 

Firstly, the data detection and clock recovery circuitry should be 

implemented on breadboard. Measurements must show whether all 

requirements are met. In this stage, the theoretica! model combined 

with the simulation program can be used with advantage to predict the 

effects of changing parameter settings (wn and Ç). 
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Once the breadboard model operates satisfactorily, hardware design of 

the other blocks can be put in hand. Here, the actual operation of 

clock recovery and data detection might show additional requirements 

for the other blocks (like speed of operation, etc.). 

The remaining blocks can be designed with the help of the simulation 

program as well, using the facilities (like graphical output) this 

program provides. Furthermore, software implementation presents the 

possibility to simulate the complete modem. In this way, the influence 

of a change of parameter setting on the overall modem op~ration can be 

predicted. 
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APPENDIX A DETERMINATION OF THE CHARGE-PUMP Pll 
LOOP TRANSFER FUNCTION 

Assuming that the PLL is locked and denoting the frequency of the 

input signal as w1, the following two equations completely 

characterize the PFD. 

(A.l) 

(A.2) 

In equation (A.2), tp denotes the ON-time of either the UP or DOWN 

pulse. This equation is exact if the VCO leads the input signal but is 

an approximation, if the input signal leads the VCO. This 

approximation arises because the VCO phase can change during the ON 

interval. When the phase error is small and the bandwidth is narrow 

(compared to the input frequency), this effect is negligible. 

Because of the switching, the PLL is a time varying network. By 

spplying an averaged analysis, the time-varying operation can be 

bypa.ssed and the powerful tool of transfer tunetion can be retained 

for usage. The t:ime-varying operatton is denoted by the pwnp voltage 

(see Fig.4-3). A pump voJ.tage U.s~n8e is delivered to tb:? loop filter 

for the tim<;; tp ~m each cycle. Each cycle has a duration time Tb, 

(A.3) 

(A.4) 
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This results in a phase detector gain Kd, 

(A. 5) 

The Laplace transformation can now be applied, resulting in Fig.4-3, 

the s-domain PLL model. Using this model gives: 

Ko 
D2(s)- Kd.F(s).--.De(s) 

s 

Combining (A.l) and (A.6) results in 

KoKdF(s) 
De(s) - D1(s) - .Oe(s) 

4s 

Hence, the loop transfer function is: 

s 

ICE88104 

(A.6) 

(A. 7) 

(A.8) 

(A.9) 
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APPENDIX 8 CHARGE-PUMP PLL STABILITY AHALYSIS 

The PLL discussed in Paragraph 4.1 is not unconditionally stable. 

Simulation of this PLL for large bandwidth will show this. Because of 

the pulsed PFD (or charge-pump) output, the loop operates on a sampled 

basis. This fact makes the PLL unstable at sufficiently large 

bandwidth. The stability conditions can be determined by means of a 

z-domain analysis. 

Peterminstion of the z-domain transfer function 

During any switching condition (charge-pump output being +U, -U or 0), 

the circuit is a linear time-invariant network. Given the initia! 

conditions at the start of a switching interval, the values of the 

variables at any time within the interval can be calculated 

straightforwardly. The final values at the end of one interval become 

the initia! conditions for the next interval. 

r, 
~. V. 

PFO 

j 9, 1'1 
~1 ., 

VC() 

Figurc; 1'.-l Eqt.:ivalent dn~uit of t:he charge-pump PLL 

By d,,,fi.ning the phase and freqaency errors at the start of a voltage 

pu.l~e as the ,üsc::t.te-tLt:t! s1~a::e variablt.J:.; [lu}. it i.s possible to 

state: a z-domain tr.n:;,;ft:r ft;.nction can I:f· derived. Stat.ilit::.y can then 

be examined by means of the linearized differeuce equations. The 

circuit shown in Fig.B-1 is used a~ !ln r.:quivalE'nt clrcuit for the 

charge-pump PLL. 
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For convenience, the time origin is set to coincide with an instant of 

turn-on of the voltage switch, as shown in Fig.B-2. 

input signal 

VCO feedback 

charge-pump 
output (vp) 

_j 

----~r-l~------~r-l~-------

Figure B-2 The setting of the time origin 

L 

-+ t 

The following equations are valid for the entire first cycle, until 

the next turn-on instant of the voltage switch. 

(B.l) 

(B.2) 

(B.3) 

(B.4) 

U.sgnlle 
(B.S) 

0 

Choose vp(t)-U for O<t<tp, then 

u -- (B.6) 
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(B. 7) 

(B.8) 

In Appendix A, an equation is derived for tp. It is mentioned already 

that the actual value of tp depends on the situation at the PFD input 

side (whether the VCO leads or lags the input). In this linearized 

analysis, the turn-on time will be approximated by 

(B.9) 

At the instant t-tp the capacitor voltage vc and the VCO output are 

(with (B.3), (B.7) and (B.8)) 

(B.lO) 

(B.ll) 

At t:-Tb, the next edge activates the PFD and starts a new pump pulse. 

Charge on the capacitor remains constant from t-tp to t-Tb. Thereforè 

(B.l2) 

ûsing (f ll) 

02 (Tbî ... tt 2 (0) + Tb.(Oi) Kovc(O)) + K0 l . .;tp.(Rz + 
c 

tp 
-) (B.l3) 
2C 

With (A.3), OLS;~ and :B.~) 

2~ KoU0 6 (0) 2w Oe(O) 
e 2 (Tb) - 9z(O) +- (Oo + Kovc(O)) + --- (R2 + - - --) 

wl "'lRl w1C 2w1C 

(B.14) 
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Except for the very last term, (B.l4) is linear in Se(O). By dropping 

the last term -a valid approximation for small Se- a linear equation 

for 62 can be obtained. Noting that 61 shifts 2w in the time interval 

(O,Tb) and using (B.4), the linear difference equation can be 

obtained. 

(B.lS) 

KoUDe 
- .(w1R2C + 2w) 

4w12R1C 
(B.16) 

where 

(B .17) 

The linearized analysis continues by taking z-transforms of (B.lO) and 

(B.17), treating the initia! frequency error AO as a frequency step. 

KoUSe(z) 
zDe(z) - De(z) + -----

wl(z-1) 
---. (wl R2C + 211') (B .18) 

4w12R1C 

vc(z) - ----- (B.19) 

The loop transfer function (in the z-domain) can now be obtained by 

inserting (B.l9) in (B.18). 

2wll0z/wl 
Se(z) - -------------------- (B.20) 

KoU 11'KoU 
(z-1)2 + (z-1). . (w1R2C + 2w) + ---

4w12R1C 2w1R1C 
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Rewriting (B.20) and applying (A.5), (4.7) and (4.14), this results 

in: 

2wó.Oz/wl 
le(z) - ----------------------------------

2wK' 2w 4w2K' 
(B.21) 

(z-1)2 + (z-1) .--. (1 + --) + ---
wlr2 wlr2 wl2,.22 

Perivation of tbe stability conditions 

Equation (B.21) can be used to determine the range of stability of the 

PLL. In the s-domain, the stability of a system can be determined by 

applying the Routh-Hurwitz criterium [11]. The samecriterium can be 

used in the case of the z-domain by applying one extra step. In 

order to enable the use of Routh-Hurwitz, .the bilinear transformation 

1 + w 
z--- (B.22) 

1 - w 

has to be applied to the denominatori of the transfer function: 

D(w)- (4-2A+~).w2 + (2A-2B).w + B (B.23) 

211'K' 2•r 
A #> ---- t~ 

\.i. + -- ) (B.2t~) 

wlrz w1,.2 

4•i(2l( I 

B - -·.-.--. .... 
,.. (B.25) 

\c~)~j I L 
.~ 

Routh·Hurwftz he~ to be epplied to the denominator of the trenster function. See 
[11] • 
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Appliance of Routh-Hurwitz 

4-2A+B B 

2A-2B 

B 

leads to three stability conditions: 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

B > 0 

2A-2B > 0 

4-2A+B > 0 

Inserting (B.24) and (B.25) into these conditions gives: 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

K' > 0 

K' > 0 

K' < 
1 

1f 1f 

--.(1 + --) 
w1r2 w1r2 

(B.26) 

(B.27) 

(B.28) 

(B.29) 

(B.30) 

(B. 31) 

Referring to Fig.4-8b, it is obvious that (B.30) and (B.31) with an 

equivalence sign denote the intersection of the root locus and the 

unity circle. 
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APPENDIX C THE TRANSFER FUNCTION OF THE MOTOROLA 
LOOP FILTER 

The transfer function of the loop filter will be derived with 

reference to Fig.4-21. 

OOWN(s) - V_(s) V_ (s) 
(C.l) 

(C.2) 

The conneetion between DOWN(s), UP(s) and Vf(s) -the transfer 

function- can be determined out of (C.l), (C.2) and the following 

property of anideal OpAmp (see Fig.4-21): 

R2 + 1/sC 
V.(s) - .DOWN(s) 

R1 + Rz + 1/sC 

Using (C-3) and hence substituting (C.4) into (C.2): 

R2 + J../SG 
---~·----·-. (DOWN(s) - UP( s)) 
R1 + R2 + ::.;se 

R1 
- ~· ---.Vf(S) 

R1 + R2 + 1/sC 

(C.3) 

(C.4) 

(C.S) 

Rewr:ttlng (C S) leads to the transfer functi.on of the Motoro1a loop 

filter. 

1 + sr1 
Vf(s) - ---. (DOWN(s) - UP(s)) 

S1"2 
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APPENDIX D DETERMINATION OF THE PHASE DETECTOR GAIN 
OF THE PHILIP$ Pll 

A linear model of the phase detector can he used, when it operates in 

its linear range; when the phase difference between the integration 

period pulse and the nearest loek point stays within ~/4 (see 

Fig.4-28). In its linear range, the phase detector can he represented 

as a multiplier. 

integrator 
sampling 
signal 

integrator ~ 
output 0 _f 

integrator 
sampling 
instances 

Figure D-l IPD timing when Oe-~/4 

+A 

-A 

The determination of the phase detector gain Kd can he based on 

Fig.D-1. Equation (D.l) showshow Kd can he determined. 

(D.l) 

(D.2) 
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For phase error 9e-~/4: 

(0.3) 

where "A" denotes the amplitude of the limited input signa! (see 

Fig.0-1) and where (see Fig.4-27b) 

''int - R. C (0.4) 

So, 

(0.5) 
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APPENDIX E STABILITY ANALYSIS OF PHILIP$ Pll 

The Philips PLL system has a sampled nature. This fact makes the PLL 

unstable at sufficiently large bandwidth. Discrete-time analysis can 

be applied to determine the stability conditions. This analysis will 

be quite similar to the stability analysis of the charge-pump PLL 

(Appendix B). When possible, there will be referred to this analysis. 

There is one additional consideration to be made. The Philips PLL has 

two different modes of operation. In the synchronisation stage (the. 

PLL trying to loek on the preamble), the phase detector is sampledon 

half the signal rate. On the other hand, in the loek stage (the PLL in 

synchronization with the input) and the acquisition stage (the PLL 

trying to acquire frequency loek on the local clock), the phase 

detector is sampled at a rate equal to the signal rate. This feature 

influences the stability range of the PLL system. 

It is assumed that, when sampled at half the normal rate, the system 

becomes unstable for smaller bandwidths. In two symbol periods, the 

system is only sampled once, whereas in the other stages the system is 

sampled twice. Hence, the stability condition will first be determined 

for the synchronisation stage. 

Determination of the z-domain transfer function 

This calculation is based on the same principle as the calculation in 

Appendix B. The sameequivalent circuit will be used (Fig.B-1), where 

only Vp has to be replaced by Vpd· The setting of the time origin for 

this calculation is shown in Fig.E-1. 
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input 

integrationSI !1 
period ~--------------------~ ~--------

sample 
moments 

!:J. 

t-0 

Figure E-1 The setting of the time origin 

-+ t 

The equations (B,l) to (B.4), (B.7) and (B.S) hold bere as well. 

Operation of the phase detector is now described by 

vpd(t) - Kd.8e(O) 

41r 
tp - 2Tb - -

"'1 

The VCO output at t-tp can bedescribed by (B.ll) 

4KKdBe(O) 

(E.l) 

(E.2) 

ip~ - (E.4) 
Wif'2 

Su.bstituti.on <'f (E.2) and (.lL4) into (E .. 3) yields (E.5) 

41r 41rKQ~d0e(O) 2~ 
O~!(ZTb) ""Dz(O) + -(flo + KoVc(O)) + (R2 + ·-) (E.S) 

"'1 wl'~"2 w1C 

Th~ lbear ditfenmee equation (G-10) C<1lt'1 he obtained ft'om (B.4): 
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Noting that e1 shifts 4~ in the time interval (0,2Tb) and substituting 

(B.l7) and (E.S) into equation (E.6) gives 

4~ ~KoVc(O) ~KoKdBe(O) 2~ 
Be(2Tb) - Be(O) + --àQ ~ ----(R2 + -) (E. 7) 

wp·2 wl C 

The analysis can continue by taking the z-transform of (E.7), treating 

~0 as a frequency step. 

~KoKdBe(O) 2~ 
----(R2 + -) (E.8) 

w1R1 w1C 

An expression for Vc(z) can be obtained by combining (B.lO) with (E.4) 

and transforming the result to the z-domain. 

(E.9) 

(E.lO) 

The z~domain transfer function can now be obtained by substitution of 

(E.lO) in (E.8). 

4~2KoKd 
+ 2~) + --

wl2RlC 

(E.ll) 

Rewriting (E.ll) and applying (4.7) and (4.14), this results in: 

4~K' 2~ 16~2K' 
(E.l2) 

(z-1)2 + (z-1) .--(1 + --) + ---
wlr2 wlr2 wl2r22 
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Derivation of the stability conditions 

Appliance of the bilinear transformation and the Routh-Hurwitz metbod 

will result in the stability conditions. Define 

41fK' 21r 
A- --.(1 + --) (E .13) 

wlr2 wlr2 

l61r2K' 
B---- (E.l4) 

With substitution of (E.l3) and (E.l4) in equation (E.l2), the 

denominator of the trasfer function is equivalent to (B.23). Hence, 

the stability conditions are: 

(1) B > 0 

(2) 2A - 2B > 0 

(3) 4 - 2A + B > 0 

(E.lS) 

(E.l6) 

(E.l7) 

Substitution of (E.l3) and (E.l4) into these conditions leads to 

(1) K' > 0 

(2) w1r2 > 21r and K' > 0 

wlr2 
(3) K' < --

21f 

(E.l8) 

(E.19) 

(E.20) 

A :ümilar derivé'.tion of the ~tabi:iHy limit for the acquisition stage 

g'i ,'af:: 

""1 Î. 
K' < --· (E.21) 

11 

(E.22) 

Derivation of the condition for Wn (for a certain value of n out of 

the conditions that are stated above, shows that (E.l9) and (E 20) are 

the real stability conditions. 
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APPENDIX f THE OVERLOAD CONDITION FOR THE PHILIP$ 

Pll 

The discussion on the charge-pump PLL (see section 4.1.2) shows that 

phase detector ripple (the pulsed output) can cause an overload of the 

VCO. The Philips PLL has a phase detector (the IPD) with a stepwise

changing output. So, stricly spoken, one can't speak of a phase 

detector ripple. However, at sample instances the IPD output jumps to 

a new value. The jump results in a jump at the VCO input. When this 

jump is too high, it c.ould "overload" the VCO. Hence, an overload 

condition can also be derived in case of the Phi1ips PLL. 

The voltage jump after sampling of the integrator output results in an 

instantaneous filter output jump of 

The output frequency of the VCO follows the voltage jumps. The 

frequency jump must not exc.eed the input frequency, or 

(F.l) 

(F.2) 

The loop filter output jump is maximal for Oe-~/4. With equation (D.3) 

and (D.S), the following expression can be derived for the maximal 

phase detector output voltage 

(F.3) 

Substituting the result of the substitution of (F.3) in (F.l) in (F.2) 

gives 

(F.4) 
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41'1 

Yith equation (4.7) 

(F.S) 

Finaly, with equation (4.14), the overlaad limit is 

(F.6) 
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APPENDIX 6 THE SIMULATION PROGRAM 
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{********************************************************************~ 
{ 

{ 

{ 

{ 

{ 

{ 

{ 
.r 
~ 

SIMULATION PROGRAM OF PHASE-COHERENT FSK RECEIVER 
WITH CHOICE OF TWO DIFFERENT DETECTION METHODS: 

The Philips PLL system 
The Motorola PLL system 

{ The program pcfsk simulates the behaviour of two different PLL 
{ <:~ystems to be dE•notecl by the "Motor·cll a PLL" and the "F'hi 1 i p~:; 

{ PLL''. Either one of these PLL's farms the main part of a 
{ phase--cohet-ent FSK rec:ei ver·. A ·framE0 c:an be def i ned as i 11put, 
{ being definE~d p!~r octet <land f=ac:h c.1ctet defined by 16 pi€~ces of 
{ signal. The output is put in printable ferm to denote the 
{ operatien of the PLL that has been simulated. Output can be in 
{ numbers or in graphical form. Up to six variables can be shown 
{ th is ~-.~ay. 
{ 

{ The pt·-ogr-am Ltse<.::; a nwnber- of r:woc:edL.we:;;. The mnsl: irnpcwtant 
{ procedures are stated and explained below: 
r 
·~ 

{ 

{ ..... pararnt·:,ters; () 
{ 

{ -- f r- arnt:? ( ) 
{ 

:this procedure includes the initialisation of 
all inputparameter-independent variables 

: t.l''li s pr-oc~::dure takes carE? of tht:c.' i. nput. u·f nE:·IiJ 

parameters, like the natural frequency er the 
damping factor of the PLL 

:by means of this procedure, an input frame can 
be constt-·uctE1d 

'· ·' ., 
J 

} 
-.. 
J 

'· J 

-.. 
J 

'· ·' 

} 
., 
J' 

.... 
• I ., 
J 

} 

} 

} 

} 

} 

., 

./ 

'· ·' 
~. 
J 

} 
., 
J 

' .i 
} 

{ -track_allocation():in this procedure, the kind of output can be } 
{ cho<.:;en: "list" <output in nurnbers) or "(;jrë:\ph" } 
{ (output in graphical form). It must take care } 
{ of the initialisations that are required by the } 
{ kind of output. Six different tracks (variablesJ} 
{ can be chosen. ) 
{ -loopl_controller():the software irnplementation of the Philips } 
{ PLL ~;ystE"~m } 
{ -loop2_controller():the software implementation of the Motorola } 
{ PLL system } 
{ } 

{********************************************************************} 

program pcfsk (input,output); 

{$1 deel are. pa!::.>} 
{:ti pr in ·tpr-o. pas} 
un Sf?t ti ng. p.:t~;} 
{:ti noi -::_;e. pas} 
{$! logic.p.::ts} 
{:ti l oc1p 1.. pas} 
{:ti lm'Jp2.pas} 
{:$:! init.pas} 
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{ 
.r 
'· 
{ 
r 
·~ 

.r 
' .r 
'· 

All procedures used by the program as well as 
the deelaratien of constants~ variables and 
types have been incuded in include files. The 
program is toa large for the compiler. By 
means of the include option, this pr·oblem ca.11 
t.H:~ bypas·:::a:>d. 
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begin 
wr i te ( c:hr ( 12) , c:hr ( 27) , '0' , c:hr ( 64) , c:ht- ( 13) ) ; 
initial; 

repeat 
{ Initialize some variables that have to be reinitialized for 
{ every simulation run. 
ihp:=0;vlp:=0;ilp:=0;vlo:=0;vl:=0;interval:=0; 
regel:=0;vc::=0;data:=' ';vnoise:=0;ok:=·y·;sumw:=0; 
interold:=0;maxperiod:=0; 

p~·u· ë.'\meters; 
{ The input parameters that are set by this procedure 
{ System-independent parameters: 
{ -vorm indic:ates ferm of input (square or sine wave) 

\ 
.1 

} 

} 

{ -prop_highp natural frequenc:y of highpass filter (relative } 
{ to input angular frequenc:y) } 

{ -res_highp resistor value Cin Ohm) of highpass filter } 

{ -prop_lowp natura! frequency of lewpass filter Crelative ) 

{ to input angular frequenc:yJ 
{ -zeta_lowp damping factor of lewpass filter } 

{ -res_lowp resistor value <in kOhm> of lewpass filter } 

{ -lim_ampl amplification of limiter } 

{ -vc:m_ampl amplific:ation of VCO <corresponds with KoJ 1, 
,J 

{ -base_freq VCO free-running frequenc:y, relative to four } 

{ times the input frequenc:y } 

{ -maxvar maximum VCO frequenc:y variaticn, in promilles } 

{ of the free-running frequency } 

{ -zeta_pll damping factor of PLL ) 

{ -prop_pll PLL natural frequenc:y, relative to input freq. } 
{ -vthr_perc threshold voltage as a percentage of the 
{ maximum possible error voltage 
{ Spec:ific: to Philips system: 
{ -·tpd i ntegr at i on ti me ccmstant o·f PD i ntegr· .:.'\ten·-
{ -ityd integration time constant of data integrator 
{ -thresh_perc: threshcld voltage of data detection as a 
{ percentage of maximum data integrator output 
{ Specific to Motorola system: 
·~ ·-t 1 :;ck ti me constant o·f 1 ock df~tec:tor- ·f i 1 tt:.~r 

} 

} 

} 
., 
.i 

} 

'· ,1 

.. , 

.i 

{ ·-k_per c hyst~resis factor as a percentage of threshold } 
voltage 1 

f r· ~Hn~"?; 
,·wite('lr,~::Jt..~de interference effec.ts iri sirnulatior(? (y/n) '); 
n.:.·ad (i ntet-f) ~ t'w i tel n; 
if interf='y' thC:?n inter-ft~t-enc:e; 

track_allocaticn; 
wr·ite('Add ccHJHr.E·nt: to grai-.'1/list "? fy/r:) 'J;read<kom)p~riteln; 

i ·f kom=' y' tht;:•n cc11nn1ent; 
if list='g' then graph_sc:ale; 

{ initialisation of input-dependent variables } 
m:=<B0•res_highp>l<prop_highp*pi>; 
kl:=Cprop_lcwp*piJ/(16E4•res_lowp*zeta_lowp); 
kc:: =25*p i •res_l owp*zeta_l owpi!·prop .. _l owp; 
freqvarmax:=pi•base_freq•maxvar/20000; 
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if method=l then 
{ the Philips PLL system } 
begin 

{ initialisation of system-dependent variables } 
phase_int1:=0;data_int:=0; 
shift1:=0;shift2:=0;shift3:=0;lock:=0; 
vf:=0;vff:=0;vco:=0;vso:=0;vs:=0; 
res1:=0;res3:=0;res5:=0;res7:=0;state:=6; 
sync:=false;inv:=false;test_phase:=false; 
veco:=0;vstate:=0;vclk:=0;vpd:=0;counter:=1; 
maxdata:=0;mindata:=40/tpd; 

{ Dption to disable switch in PD sampling frequency } 
if Ctest_acquisiticn='y') then sync:=true; 

{ Total sampling system! } 
tl:=C4*6.4E4*vcm_ampl)/(tpd*prop_pll*prop_pll*pi*pi*pi>; 
t2:=<zeta_pll*160)/(prop_pll*pi); 
vthr:=vthr_perc*0.01*40/tpd; 
threshold:=thresh_perc*0.01*40/tpd; 

lcopl_controller; 

end 
el se 

{ the Motorola PLL system } 
begin 

{ initialisation of system-dependent variables } 
oneshot:=0;vsh:=0;vref:=0;vclk:=0;vlf:=0;sync:=false; 
vdel:=0;vphase:=0;v4~lk:=0;v2clk:=0;v4i:=0;vdw:=0; 

uit5:=0;uit2:=1;nonq2:=0;uit4:=1;nonq4:=0;state:=1; 
vcomp:=0;vschm:=-1;inv:=false;datal:='NON';ablesh:=true; 
reg1:=m;reg2:=0;counter:=l~minper:=2m; 

t1:=<B0m*vcm_ampl)/Cprop_pll*prop_pll*Pi*pi*pi>; 
t2:=<zeta_pll*160)/Cprop_pll*pi); 
k~=k_perc*vthr_perc*0.008/tlock; 

vthr:=vthr_perc*0.8/tlock + k; 

loop2_controller; 
end; 
writeC'Repeat calculations? Cy/n) ');read(good);writeln; 

until good='h'; 
end. 
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{********************************************************************} 
{ 

{ 

{ 

{ 

{ 

The pr·oc:edlll~e 11 1 oop 1-·control et- 11 i mp 1 ement s the Ph i 1 i ps F'l...l.. 
system in software. The input sequence generated by procedure 
"ft-ame 11 can be implemented by a pure sinus wave or a squ.an::~ VJë:•.'.!'''· 

} 
ï . 
. / 
., 
,) ., 
.i 

{************************************•***************************~*~~} 

procedure loop1_controller; 

Vë\t- i , j: integer; 
S:iLtm:t-eal; 

begin 

{ A poi ntet- 11 progr·amma 11 is conr-,E~cted to the data f i 1 e "n<::tc::un" 
{ holding the pat b:~n1 of input data. 
assign<programma,naam); 
reset<programma); 

{ The pl'·ocedure calc:ulates the signals at the di.ffen:·nt jJOtnt";; 
{ of the PLL system. Calculation ends when the end of the data 
{ file is detected er when a presetted point Cdenoted by 
{ "i ntel~val ==1 ast 11

) :is r·e~acl-lf.:!d 

while Cnot eof(programma)) and Cinterval<=lastl do 
b t~(_J :i ll 

{Form 8 symbols from 16 elements} 
read<programma,element>; 
for i:=l to 16 do 
IJ t2CJ i f\ 

sum: ::"121; 
{ '· ::.;un," denotE)S thF~ phas;E· of thfi· input. si gn.::d } 

{Define waveferm of ene element} 
for j:=1 to 80 do 
bF•g i.n 

i f vorm=.::' b · t:hr.:n 

{ rect~<:nc.:Jular w;:;ve } 
t:; :;?g i f'1 

case element[iJ uf 
' h ' : i f < j < •1 ~ i t hen v d : ::::: 1 • Q) t? 1 se v d : :::- · 1 • 0 ; 
'p I • V(j: -=i • l.~; 
fi': ,,.::J: ::~--1.0; 

's ' : vd: "'"0. 0; 
c:!nd; 

f.md 
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E~l SE:! 

{ sinuscidal wave } 
bt~~J in 

case element[iJ of 
'h': vd:=sin(2*sum); 
'p · : vd: '"''Sin ( sum) ; 
n · : vd: ~--=··-:;;;i n ( sum) ; 
s': vd::::::0.!2l; 

1?nd; 
e·nd; 

{ Accumulate phase of input signal } 
sum: ==sum+pi /80; 

i ·f i rd:er·f::::: 'y · U1ló'~n noi j">e :i.n·f 1 uence; 
vcable:=vd+vncise; 

{ The receiver must be proceeded by a bandpass-filter. 
{ Thi•::; ·fi.ltf-21~ L; implt::?HIE!I"lted by ·Uu,~ c::ombirH?d opt~r·.::d:icm 

{ the ac-coupling and the receive filter. In this 
{ simulaticn model, the bandpass-filter is implemented 
{ a combination of a first-order highpass-filter and a 
{ secend-order lowpass-filter. 
{ The highpass-filter } 
ihp:=ihp+(vcable-ihp*res_highp)/m; 
vhp:=vcable-ihp*res_highp; 
{ The lewpass-filter } 
ilp:=ilp+(vhp-vlp)*kl; 
vlp:=vlp+<ilp-vlp/(res_lcwp*1000))*kc; 

{ Calculate effect amplification, signal 
{ .::md inven;.i.on 

1 im:i tatiwï } 

'<ll: ::::1 i m_ampl •vd; 
if vl>1.0 then vl:=1.0; 
if vl<-1.0 then vl:=-1.0; 
if .i.nv=true then vl:::::-vl; 

{ Calculate effect of active feedback filter } 
VC:"''VC: + vpd/i:l; 
vff:=vc + vpd*t2/t1; 

., 
J 

., 
" 

of } 
.. , 
" 

by- ... 
. I 

... 
J 

., 
J 

{ Calculate frequency variatien in VCO and test its limits ; 
freqvar:=vcm_ampl*vff; 
if freqvar>freqvarmax then freqvar:=freqvarmax; 
if freqvar<-freqvarmax then freqvar:=-freqvarmax; 
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{ Advance sequencer at positive zero-crossing of 
{ VCO-output and test varous signals at begining of new 
{ states} 
if interval)=delay then 
begin 

if Cvs)0) and Cvso<=0) then 
begin 

{ Advance sequence~ } 
state:=state+1; 
{ Modulo-S sequencer } 
if state=8 then state:=0; 

{ Generation of clock signal and determination of } 
{ maximum clock peri~d varianee } 
if state=0 then 
begin 

vc 1 k: ~,;:; 1; 
period :=interval-interold; 
interold:=interval; 
if sync=true then max; 

end 
el se vel k: ~-=121; 

{ Sample phase-integrator output } 
if Cstate=1) then vpd:=phase_int1; 
{ Change to mcdulo-4 sequencer when synchronisation is } 
{ achieved } 
if(sync=true) and (state=3) then state:=7; 

{ Loek detector operatien } 
i f statt-?'""7 the:n 
I:H:~g in 

shi ft3: !:';!EJhi ·f-1:2; 
:;;!·1ift2: ::::shiftl; 
i + ( ab s ( p! 1 a ~>e ~) n t 1 ) < vt.tv· ) t h c:~n sh i ·ft 1 : é::: 1 

G.'l St:.' ~&!l.i. ft J ~ ::;;k'); 

"f (slü·f,:l::::l) anu <r:shi+t2=:::1~ .;:md (shin::3:::::1) 
tia::n 1 uck: '"~·1; 

r.:~n c~ ~· 

{ Sö.~Vt' OUt.pLitS CJ-f int€~ÇJr·.::ltr.:wr; ·~or· l.:1tE')t"' (~;<ë.{~r;in.:d:iDI':} 

,+ ~.tatf:,,:;:.({) thE:•n r·c7!,·:;/'~:-::dci!ld ir.t~ 

l + s'c:.:.\tc<~ then 
begin 

!'"es 1: ""·dat.:t_i nt; 
test_phase:=true; 

i f ~~tate:::·:4 then n::>s3: =dat,':!\_ int; 
if state=6 then res5:•data_int; 
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{ Determinaticn of maximum and minimum data 
{ in ratcr outputs depending on the aceurenee of a 
{ zero crossing. These values give an indication on 
{ the eperation of the dateetion method. 
if <Cstate=0) or Cstate=2) or (state=4> er <state=6)) 

,"'nd ( sync:::.::t:t··ue) 
then 
bt.~gin 

if abs(data int)(threshold 
then ma:-~ i mum 
else minimum; 

end; 

{ Determine data content of symbol if phase loek is 
{ o'lequi red. 
if <state=0> and Csyne=true) then 
bt?Qi n 

if <resl>=threshold) and Cres7<=-threshold) 
er <resl<=-threshold) and Cres7>=threshold) 
then data:='ONE'; 

if CabsCresl><threshold) and CabsCres7><threshold) 
then data:='ZERO'; 

if CabsCresl><threshold) and CabsCres7>>=threshold) 
or Cabs<resl>>=threshcld) and (abs<res7><threshold) 
then data:='NON'; 

end; 

{ Determine if proper phase loek is found and if net, 
{ how many sequeneer statas are te be skipped and or 
{ data inversion neeessary. 
if Csync=false) .:u'lCj Cst:att0=U and Clock=-=U then 
bt:'Q in 

if (abs(resl)<threshold) and (abs(res3><threshold) 
and <absCres5><threshold) and Cabs<res7)(threshold) 
and Ctest_phase=true) 
then 
beqin 

t::;tate: :::.~0; 
inv:=not inv; 
tast_phase:=false; 

end; 
if (abs<res7>>threshold) and (abs<resl)>threshold) 
and Ct:est_phase=true) 
tr·,en 
begin 

state: ==7; 
inv:=not inv; 
test:_phase:=false; 

end; 
if (abs<res3>>threshcld) and (abs(res5))threshold) 

and Ctest_phase=true) 
then 
bE.H;J in 

st.:.~te: ::::7; 
test_phase:=false; 

end; 

} 
., 
J' 

} 

} 

., 
J 

} 

} 

} 

~
J 
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if (test_phase=true> and ((abs(resl><threshold) and 
Cres7<-threshold) 
or Cresl>threshold) and (abs(res7)<threshold)) 
then sync:=tn.te; 

end; 

{ Total sampling system! so the following doesn't held } 
{ Reset phase detector output pulse to zero. 
{ If the PLL is synchronized, this has to take pl.::.c€::> 
{ at 11 state=2 11

, el sE:~ at: "state:=3". 
{if (sync=true) and (state=2> then vpd:=0; 
{if <sync=false> and <state=3> then vpd:=m; 

{ Discharge phase integrator } 
if <state=7) then phase_int1:=0; 
{ Discharge data integrator } 
if (state=6) or Cstate=4) or (state=2) or (state=0) 
then data_int:=0; 

end; 

vso:=vs; { to enable detection of a zero crossing } 

{ Genet-ation of phase detector sample pLlh>. Only b.J 
{ visualize the integration period 
if (state=0) then vstate:=l else vstate:=0; 

{Activate data integrator} 
if <state=7> ar <state=5> or <state=3> ar <state=l) 

then data_int:=data_int+vl/ityd; 
<Activate phase-detector integrator} 
if state=0 then phase_intl:=phase_intl+vl/tpd; 

{Accumulate phase and ferm sine wave output of VCO} 
vco:=;co+pi*base_freq/20+freqvar; 
v·:;;: "::sin Cvc:o); 

end; 

U::;lor Dr print n::-s:;ultsJ 
i f \i :ltct··val >::::fit-st.> a!'1d (i ntet val <=last) then 
beg i r' 

if interval mcd plot=0 then 
I.JS!!]ill 

if l1st•'g' then graph; 
if 11-:::.t:::.'l' then l.î.sting; 

emd; 
in b.::rval :=i r~terval + 1; 

} 
'\ 
.i 

} 
., 
.i 
'\ 
". 

if interval mod 100=0 then writeCchrC13>, 'Interval',interval:6); 
end; 

€:::rld; 
.:;.~nd; 

~w-· i t e l n ( 1 st ) ; 
wr i teln { l!.r.t> ; 
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variance:=100+(100*maxperiod/160); 
1·a-- i t !:? ( 1 st , 'Ma:·: i mum v e:u·- i an c e f r· om n om i 11 a 1 cl. oe k per- i od: ' , v ë:lt" i. an cc::~: ll: ~'~) ~ 

writeln(lst, '% at interval = ·,maxinterv); 
wr·i teln <lst>; 
maxperc:=(maxdata*tpd/40)*100; 
minperc:=(mindata*tpd/40)*100; 
write(lst, 'Maximum data integrator output if zero crossing '); 
wr-ite(lst, ·(i~ of ma:-:. valll(~) · ,ma:·:per-c:o~l:2); 
writeln(lst, '% at interval = · ,maxint); 
write(lst, 'Minimum data integrator output if no zero crossing '); 
\·.n· i te ( 1 st , ' <% of ïilax • v <Ü U€0) • , min per· c : 4: 2) ; 
wr··it:,:.=ln(l.st:, '% at i.nt:E?r··.;.:.'l.l "' ',minint.); 
1·w i t e 1 n <l s->U ; 
dev1:=100*maxperc/t:hresh_perc; 
dev2:=100*<100-minperc)/(100-thresh_perc); 
if dev1>~dev2 then devmax:=devl else devmax:=dev2; 
write(lst, 'Maximum deviation from ideal detection'); 
wr-itelil(l::;t,· (in% o·f ma:-:imwn po~::;sii:Jle deviaticm)~ ',devma:-::!.!·:::2,':.~·); 

close(programma);wri.teln; 
end; 
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{*****************************************************************~~~ 
{ 

{ 

{ 

{ 

{ 

{ 

{ 

{ 

{ 

{ 

The procedure "loop2 __ contnJller 11 implements the 11otorola PLL 
system in software. It makes Ll1:?e of some ether· pr·oc:t?.dt.u·:·c·:::;. Tllf'~ 

important ones: 
-function invert inverts the (binary) input 
-procedure devide2 devides the (binary) input by two 
-function nand implements a 5-input nand 
-procedure phasedetector : implements the phase frequency 

detector 

} 
l. 
,I 

'), 

,I ., 
.i 

., 
J 

{*******************************************************************} 

procedure loop2_controller; 

var i,j,vsho,v4clko,v2c:lko,vdwo,v4io,reg1,reg2:integer; 
sum, vl (JO: real; 

begin 

{A pointet·· 11 programm.:l" is c:r.mnected to ttïe dat ·file "n<.-IEün" 
{ holding the pattern of input data. 
assign (progr<::tmma,naam); 
reset(programma); 

{ The pr·ocedure cal cul at es the si gnal s at the di f f en~mt po i 1\t ~,; 
{ of the PLL system. Calculation ends when the end of the dat0 
{ file is detected or when a presetted point Cdenoted by 
{ "i nb:?rval ==1 ast") i~:; re.~~c:hed 

while (not eof(programma)) and Cinterval<=last) do 
begin 

{ Ferm 8 symbols from 16 elements } 
read<programma,element)~ 

for i:=1 to 16 do 
b~'!(~ in 
SLW1: :::::0; 
{ sum denotes the phase of the input signal } 

{ Def ill':.J wavtdorm af onu ~:~lemf~nt ~ 

for j:~l te 80 dn 
l1ecpn 

if vcrm='b' then 

{ rectangul2r wave } 
bec;t1r1 

case element(iJ of 
ll': if (j{41) then vd:==L1ZI else vd::::-1.0; 

· p ' : vd : ",, 1 • (lj; 
~ n ' : vd: ==-1. 0; 
s": Vd:=0.~; 

end; 
end 
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E~l se 
{ sinusoidal wave } 
bf:i!gi n 

case element[iJ of 
'h': vd: ::=sin ( 2-11·swn) ; 
p': vd: :::=sin <sum); 
n ': vd: ;;:::·-sin ( swn) ; 

's ' : vd: =12l. 0 ~ 
end; 

E:nd; 

{ Accumulate phase of input signal } 
sum: =t"JLtm·+·p i I B0; 

if inter .. f:.-.::'y' t.hen nDisE~ inflLtE~f1Cf:?; 

vcable:=vd+vncise; 

{ The highpass-filter } 
ihp:=ihp+(vcable-ihp*res_highp)/m; 
vhp:=vcable-ihp*res_highp; 
{ The lewpass-filter } 
ilp:=ilp+(vhp-vlp>*kl; 
vlp:=vlp+(ilp-vlp/(res_lowp*1000))*kc; 

{ Calculate effect amplification, signal limitation and 

vlo:=vl; { To enable zero-crossing dateetion } 
v1: :::::} i m_<•mpl·)!·vd; 
if vl>1.0 then vl:=1.0; 
if vl<-1.0 then vl:=-1.0; 
i f (i nv::":tt .. ·ue) tlïém vl : :::::-··vJ. ; 

{ The eneshot operation. The eneshot gets activateel when a 
{ zero crossing occurs and when the eneshot is enabled. 
i·f (((vl>0> ;;mei (vJ.o<>=f2))) or ((vl<0> .::1nd (vlo>:::::0>>> 

and ablesh tht:-m 
begin 

eneshot:=60; { Tc set the eneshot pulse-width } 
ablesh:=false { Disable eneshot activatien ) 

(O?fld; 

v·::;ho: :::=v·~.;h; 
if (oneshot>0) then vsh:=l 

el ~::H·") 
begin { Reset eneshot } 

vsh: :::::0; 
ab 1 esh: :::::tt-· U(O'); 

end; 
oneshot:=oneshot-1; 
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{ Divide by 2 } 
~evide2Cvref,vsh,vsho); 

{ Phasedetector } 
phasedetector(up,down,vref,vclk); 

{loek detector·} 
vlockf:=nand<up,dcwn,1,1>; { Determine input to loek Filter } 
vcomp:=vcomp + Cvlockf-vcomp)/tlock; {Loek filter output } 
vtrig:=vcomp - vthr; 

{ Schmitt-trigger operatien } 
if (vtrig-k•vschm))0 then vschm:=-1; 
if (vtrig-k*vschm)(0 then vschm:=l; 
if vschm=1 then lock:~1 

else lock:=0; 

{ loop ·fi 1 ter· } 
vc:=vc + (down-up)/tl; 
vlf:=vc + (down-up)*t2/t1; 

{ VCO frequention variatien } 
freqvar:=vcm_ampl*vlf; 
if freqvar>freqvarmax then freqvar:=freqvarmax; 
if freqvar<-freqvarmax then freqvar:=-freqvarmax; 

{ VCO output. Sets activated only after a presettable delay 
{ This feature enable the simulation of a phase difference 
{ between input and VCO 
i ·f (i ntewval >=del ay) ti·H?n 
vphase:=vphase + pi*base_freq/20 + freqvar; 

vc~:=sin<vphase); 

\, 4c 1 k o ~ ;:::;v4c: 1 k; 
{ Der··i··tf:! squ.are wave ft-cm sinu,:;;oidal VCO output} 
if (~cm<=0) then v4clk:=0 

el se v4c 1 k: ::::1 ~ 

{ DeN i df? by 4 } 
.r2clko:=v2clk; 
'/C] kw: '"''VCl k; 
d~vide2(\2clk,v4clk,v4clko); 

devi~82lvclk,v~clk,v2clko); 

[ Deb~Tmin.::;tic::-n o·f rna:-:imum clock pE:•îic,d v<:.,.rianct? ) 
1·f <velkC·""Ql) c:~r•d <vclk===U th!::.'n 

-J.=i n 
periot~· :int€::- val--intercld; 
1 n t 0?1 • o l u : '"'int:.:::~~-.,, a 1 ; 
1 f :·.i'l'·lcc.-t:ru~:::' th~:;.•n ma:;; 

>2nc; 

r Gener·a~.icn of ::oc•qdc-mcer sign.;'\1. Chi:!.nge of st'"1te aftet- e.:H:h 
t zero crossing of this signal. This signal c3n directly 

serve as data detecticn windew. 
v'tio: ==·"-4i; 
v4i:=invertCv4clk); 
vdwo:=vdw; 
devide2Cvdw,v4i,v4io); 
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{ Change of state at aceurenee of zero crossing and test of 
{ various signals at beginning of new states. 
if (vdw<>vdwo) then 
begin 

{ Advance sequencer } 
state: ::::st;atc;:+ 1; 
{ Modula-4 sequencer } 
if (stab:=5) then state:==1; 

i f (stab:,•"=1) then 
bE:~g in 

{ Data decoding } 
if (reg1==(2)) and (rt0g2~"=(1) then dë\ta:='ONE'; 
i·f (n?gl=l.) and (r .. eg:2=:"1) t:hf-:?11 data:='ZERO'; 
if (l~egl===(2)) ancl (r·eg2::"1) then dec:='NON2'; 
if (reg1=l> and (reg2=0) then dec:='NONl'; 
if (dec='NONl') or (dec='NON2') then data:='NON'; 

{ Reset data detection registers } 
t-eg 1: :::::(2); req2: ===!i.'l; 
{ Reset synchronisation decision registers } 
data2:=data1;data1:=data; 

{ Synchronisation check process } 
if <lock=1) and <interval>640) and (sync=false) then 
be:~g in 

if ((datal='ZERO') and (data2='0NE')) or 
((datal='ONE') and (data2='ZER0')) then sync:=true 

Edse 
begin 

if (dec='NONl') and (data2='NON') then state:=3; 
if (dec='NON2') and (data2='NON') then 
beç1in 

statE~:""':::.; 

f"€:?9 l. ~ "'"l; 
end; 
if (datai='NON') and (data2='ZER0') then inv:=true; 
if ((datal='ONE') and <data2='0NE')) or 

((datal='NON') and <data2='0NE')) then 
begin 

state: ===2; 
datal:::::: 'NON'; 

end; 
~:~nd; 

end; 
dec:=' 

end; 
end; 

{ Detection of zero crossing (for data detection process> 
if <state=2> and <vl<0> and <vlo>=0) then reg1:=1; 
if <state=4) and (vl(0) and (vlo>=0) then reg2:=1; 
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{ Determination of minimal difference between aceurenee of 
{ zero crossing and beginning/ending of detection window. 
{ Beginning of detection window } 
if (vdwo=l2l) and (vdw=l> then intet-l:=interval; 
{ Dccurenee of zero crossing } 
if <vlo>=l2l> and <v1<12l> and (sync=true) then 
begin 

periodl:=interval-interl; 
if abs<periodl><minper then 
begin 

minper:=abs(periodl); 
devint:=interval; 

end; 
interl:=interval; 

end; 
{ Ending of detection window } 
if <vdwo=l) and <vdw=l2l) and (sync=true) then 
begin 

period2:=interval-inter1; 
if abs<period2><minper then 
begin 

minper:=abs(period2); 
devi nt: ::-.:inter 1; 

end; 
E!nd; 

{ Plot or print results } 
if <interval>=first) and (interval<=last> then 
begin 

if interval mod plot=0 then 
begin 

if list='g' then graph; 
if list='l · then listing; 

end; 
(md; 
interv21::interval+1; 
if inb:wval mod 1012)::.ci?.) thell wr·itEdctw<13),'Interval',inb:::'t-·v·dl:t:~>, 

r•nd: 

,,•nd; 
~·~ ~,. · ~- t G:l 1 n ( l ':; 'L ) ; 
~·~r· . ·t.;;: 1 jl ( 1 s ~-:) ; 
·., ,Jj .. a.nc e ~ "-= 1 r.'~+ '· j 12ll2l*ma:-: pt:•r i od / 16(1) ; 
•·w (.eC'~-~t; 'Ma:'i''.l\\ITI Vè:,r·i<Jn:::e From ïhJminal clock pet-io;J: 
h:rit.e.i.n(lst, ··;. 
1 :·· .i .:. e 1 n < 1 ~. t ) ; 
c~." ,m.ou<::.:: 10l!HE· (20--mj r Pf:r) /2Qi; 
:v:-ite(lst, 'Ma·:Ltum deviation from ide:'al detE~ction o·f zet-o cr·cJs·sinç_;'); 
~·wite<lst, · (in ï. of ma:dmLtm possible deviation): ',devma:-::·1·:2); 
writeln<lst,'ï.. at interval= ',devint); 
close<programma>;wr1teln; 

o;: "ld ~ 
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APPENDIX H SIMULATION RESULTS 
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Input signal fora 
Sine or square wave ls/bl b 

Bandpass filter lco;bination of highpass and loMpassl 
Natural freq. of hiqhp.filter/input frequency = 8.48 
Natural freq. of lowp.filter/input frequency = J.IB 

Laad R of highpass filter !Ohal = 11 
Dalping of lewpass filter= 1.1 

Li1iter 
Liaiter aaplification =111.11 

choice of detection eethad 
HOTOROLA PLL SYSTEH 

PLL paraleters 
Phase detector: Ti1e constant in loek filter lintervalsl = 481 

Loek detector threshold II of 1ax. valuel= IS 
Sch1itt trigger hysteris factor IX of thresholdl= 33 

Filter: daaping factor = 1.1 
ratio natural frequency/signal frequency = 1.1261 

VCO: A1plification in VCO =1.11 
frequency ratio Fvco/41f1=1.11 
Hax. frequency variatien 11/111 =1181 
Delay of VCO signal lintervalsl = BI 

rrad settings 
hr: able on trad 1: Vref Scale track 1 in Y/div= 

riable on track 2= Vclk Scale track 2 in Y/div= 
Vatidbie Gn track 3= Up Scale track 3 in V/div= 
~ariaàle on track 4= DcNn Sc~le track 4 in Y/div= 
Va~iab!e ~n track S= Vlf Scale track 5 in V/div= 
J~;lati;e on trad IJ: làck Scale track 6 in V/div: 

1.101 
1.110 
1.111 
1.918 
0.ti51 
1 '911 

Offset 111 track 1: 
Offset 111 track 2: 
Offset 1%1 track 3: 
Offset lll track 4: 
Offset 111 track 5: 
Offset 141 track 6: 

Laad R of input fiJt. !Kohmi = 

91 
78 
SB 
30 

-38 
-80 

-1001 -B0I -60% -40i. -201 et +21% +481 +óBl +801 +1001. 

:· ........ I~FI ... J ...... i. ]:.!~: .. J ....... i ....... i ........ · ......... !.IT ..... e.J~ S El ! 
! i. I : : ~ : : : : : l : : H' ! ' 

t, 

641 

808 
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1600 

1760 

1920 

2240 

2400 
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2880 
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4 NoH 
4 NON 
l OilE 
2 OtlE 
'!' ûNË ,. 
4 DNE 
4 ONE 
1 !ION .. .NOil L 
'!' ~mN " 4 NON 
4 NON 
1 Or!E 

4181 
2 O!IE 
3 ONE 
4 ONE 
4 ONE 
1 !~OU .. NON L 

4161 3 NCN 
4 ~JON 
4 Notl 
I ONE 
2 ONE 

4321 3 ONE 
4 ONE 
4 OliE 
2 NOt~ 
3 NON 

4481 4 NOU 
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? NON 
'+ NON 
1 ZERO 
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'!' ZERO " '!' 
·J ZERO 
4 ZERO 

4891 
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I ONE sym: 
2 ONE sync 
3 OliE sync 
3 rr:E sync 
4 OtiE s y rn: 
1 lERO sync 
2 ZERO syr.c 
t ZERO synL " 3 ZERO SJT:C 
~ ZERO SYiiL 
1 DtiE >yï:: 
2 OliE ·:svnc 

5281 
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' . I . J 

: i i l" ; . :--· . r--· 
l I , 1 I i 

3 0\lE ;;ync 
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f\}lt:-
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ZERO 

!!axit''lll v.trhnce fro• no1inal doek period: 188.6258% at interval = 5118 

1-l<ltîau• deviation frot ideal detection of zero crossing tin 7. of mni11u1 possible deviationl: 1~.!0i. 
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EXAHPLE SIHULATION OF PHILIPS METHOD 

Input signa! ferm 
Sine ar square wave (s/bl b 

Bandpass filter lcombination of highpass and lowpassl 
Natura! freq. of highp.filter/input frequency = 0.40 
Natura! freq. of lowp.filter/input frequency = 3.00 

Laad R of highpass filter !Oh1l = 10 
Damping of lewpass filter= 1.0 

Li1iter 
Limiter amplification =100.00 

choice of detection methad 
PHILIPS PLL SYSTEM 

PLL paralleters 
Phasedetector: Time constant phase detector integrator lintervalsl = 400 
closed,loop para!eters: damping factor= 1.0 

ratio natura! frequency/signal frequency = 0.0b00B 
VCO: Amplification in VCO =1.00 

Frequency ratio Fvco/4tF1=1.00 
Delay of VCO signal lintervalsl = 178 
11ax. frequency variatien 10/001 =1000 

PLL loek detection: Loek detector threshold ll of max. valuel= 10 

Data d~tection 
Time constant data detection integrator lintervalsl = 400 
Data detector threshold ll of max. valuel= 50 

Track settings 
Variable on track 1= Vs 
Variabie on track 2= VI 
Variable on track 3= Vstate 
Variabie on track 4= Phase_int 
Variabie on trac~ 5= Vpd 
Variabie on track 6= Vff 

-100?. -B0Z 
B 

160 

320 

480 

640 

appendix H 

-6Bi. 

Scale track 1 in V/div= 2.000 
Scale track 2 in V/div= 2.001 
Scale track 3 in V/div= 2.000 
Scale track 4 in V/div= 0.200 
Scale track 5 in V/div= 0.200 
Scale track b in V/div= 0.025 

-407. -20i. 

ICE88104 

Offset m track 1: 
Offset lll track 2: 
Offset (l) track 3: 
Offset (i.l trad 4: 
Offset m track 5: 
Offset li.l trad b: 

+201 +40% 

Laad R of input fi 1 t. !Kohml = 

90 
70 
50 
30 
10 

-4B 

-+1007. '''"' .... ~ 6 
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1441 
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2241 
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6 
6 
7 
m 

3680 l ., 
L 

2 
3 

3849 ; ........ -~ ......... ~-·· ...... ~-······ ··!· ........ l· ................ -~ ······ ... ~ ....... ··l· ...... ··l· ................ -~ ............... ···1 .. 0 
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5 
6 
6 
7 
0 
1 
2 
2 
3 
4 

4160 5 
6 
6 
7 
~ 

4329 

448~ 

46U 

4898 

1 sync 
2 sync 

~ svnc 
sync 

0 ONE sync 
1 ONE sync 
2 ONE sync ., ONE sync L ., ONE sync I 
a ZERO syn: 
1 ZERO sync ., ZERO sync L 
? ZERO sync 
7 ZERO sync 
0 ONE sync 
1 ONE sync 
2 ONE sync ., ONE L sync 
7 ONE sync 
0 ZERO S}'nC 

4960 

5m 

5280 

5448 

5600 

5760 

1 ZERO sync ., ZERO sync L 
2 ZERO sync 
7 ZERO sync 
0 Ot-IE sync 
t ONE sync ., ONE L sync 
2 ONE sync 
7 ONE sync 
0 ZERO sync 
t ZERO sync ., ZERO sync L ., ZERO ;ync L 

7 ZERO syrc 
0 ONE S{nC 
t ONE ·;ync ., ONE 
2 

sync 
miE sync 

7 ONE sync 
0 ZERO sync 
t ZERO ;ync ., ZERO sync L ., ZERO ·;ync L 
7 ZERO S'/llC 
0 ONE syn: 
t ONE sync ., OtiE ;ync L 

2 O~IE ;ync ., no.1r-

Maxiaum varianee froa nomina! clock period: 99.37% at interval = 4939 

Maximum data integrator output if zero crossing IX of max. valuel 2.50% at interval = 4939 
Minimum data integrator output if na zero crossing IX of max. valuel 100.0BZ at interval = 4380 

Maximum deviation from ideal detection !in I of maximum possible deviation): 5.00% 
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AFDELING DER ELEKTROT~CHNIEK 

VAKGROEP DIGITALE SYSTEMEN 

~ I Afstudeeropdracht 

tlB 

Onderweyrp: Ontwerp, bouw en beproeving van een modulator- en 
demodulatorschakeling voor een industrieel communicatie
netwerk, werkend volgens het Manufacturing Automation 
Protocol (MAP). 

Naam: 

Adres: 

Roelofs, E.J.A. (Eric) 

Prins Hendrikstraat 41 

Postcode/Woonplaats: 

Tel.nr. privé/zaak: 

5611 HJ Eindhoven 

448958 I 723303 12.11oS8 

Identiteitsnr.: 

Geb. datum: 

Coach : 

200201 

02.03.1965 

ir. A.F.P. van Putten 

1 

~r. C. Schuur/ir. R. de Jong 

Datum aanvang: oktober 1988 

Datum einde: n;.t-~WitU-6 1988 
Verslag ingeleverd d.d.: ~~t~ ~986 
Verslag beoordeeld d.d.: 

Paraaf coach: 

Ci;j fer coach: 

Ci;j fer Hoog leraar: 8 
Bonnwrmer: 612.)Ç"~)~ 

Bon datum: ~~ ó~2.-1-

Aantal bladen verslag: 

Ned. Philips Bedrijven 
CAB/ELCOMA 
Geb. BES 

· VERGEET U NIET EEN KORTE INHOUD + TREFWOORDENLIJST BI,T TE VOEGEN ? 

VERSLAG INLEVEREN OP A4 FORMAAT EN BLADZIJDEN DOORNUMMEREN. 

VERSLAG INLEVEREN BIJ DE VAKGROEPSECRETARE'SSE'; 



SUMMARY 

This project considered the initial steps of the design of a modern. It 

is to be used within an industrial data network, called MAP (the 

Manufacturing Automation Protocol). 

The first step is the overall specification of the object to be 

designed: the modern. In the second step a block diagram of the modern 

is derived. Specification of the interfaces and the functions of the 

individual blocks of this diagram cornpletes the second design step. 

Elaboration of the individual blocks is the next step in the design 

procedure. Those blocks which transfarm analog to digital signals, the 

data detection and the clock recovery block, are the most cornplicated 

of all. 

Two different rnethods of irnplernentation are available and analysis has 

to show which one fits best the requirernents. One rnethod is used in 

the Motorola MAP modern, the MC68194. The other is proposed by Philips. 

By rneans of sirnulation rnodels these rnethods have to be cornpared with 

each other. 

Cornparison is based on the assurnption that there are no disturbances 

within the clock recovery and data detection blocks and that there is 

only a lirnited set of disturbances outside these blocks. 

Sirnulations under ideal conditions, i.e. no disturbances at all, show 

the validity of both theoretical rnodels that are used to design the 

rnethods. Both rnodels used are valid according to the sirnulation 

results. Sirnulations under non-ideal conditions show that the Motorola 

clock recovery is quite vulnerable for large disturbances as 

contrasted with the Philips clock recovery. In accordance with these 

results, it can be concluded that the Philips rnethod fits best the 

requirernents. 

i i ICE88104 surnrnary 



Nederlandse Philips Bedrijven B.V. 

Nederlandse Philips Bedrijven B.V.· Postbus 218 · 5600 MD Eindhoven 

Professor Ir. M.P.J. Stevens 
Technische Universiteit Eindhoven 
Groep EB 

onderw. re. 
conc. betr. 

Geachte Professor Stevens. 

doorkiesnummer in-dialling 
accès intern dir. durchwahl 

040-722888 

Eindhoven 
Nederland 

PHILIPS 

afd. dept. abt.lref. zeichen 

PCALE 
BES 

datum, date 

11-08-88 

Een van Uw studenten, Eric Roelofs, studeert bij Philips Components 
Application Labaratory Eindhoven af op het onderwerp 

"Ontwerp van een modem voor MAP". 
De basis van dit ontwerp is een ongebruikelijke wijze van fazefout
meting in de terugkoppellus van een 'phase-locked-loop'. 
Deze methode is aangemeld bij de octrooiafdeling van Philips voor 
onderzoek naar de octrooiwaardigheid ervan. Door omstandigheden kan 
deze afdeling pas in Aug. 1988 aan dit onderzoek beginnen. 
Ik wil U daarom verzoeken het afstudeerverslag van Eric Roelafs 
getiteld, 

"Design of a modem for MAP (The initial steps)", 

tot 1 Sept. 1989 onder embargo te houden. 

Ook i.v.m. deze octrooiaanvrage is, in overleg met Dr. v.Putten, de 
openbaarheid van de voordracht van Eric Roelafs over dit afstudeer
onderwerp enigszins beperkt. De beperking houdt in dat 

- er geen openbare aankondiging van de voordracht wordt gedaan, 
maar dat personen die mogelijk geinteresseerd zijn persoonlijk 
worden uitgenodigd, 

- van de 'slides' welke ter illustratie vertoond zullen worden 
geen kopieën in gedrukte vorm aan de aanwezigen ter hand zullen 
worden gesteld. 

Uit gesprekken met U en Dr. v.Putten is mij gebleken dat de 
Technische Universiteit Eindhoven in het verleden, in vergelijkbare 
situaties, medewerking heeft willen verlenen aan geheimhouding voor 
een beperkte tijd. Ik hoop daarom dat U ook voor dit geval Uw mede
werking zult willen geven. 

Hoogachtend 

.... c·~~}\~ 
--~ . -~/~'-\ 

C. Schuur 

Kopie: Hr. H.E. v.Brück, Ir. R.P. de Jong, Dr. J.Lohstroh 
Hr. E. Roelofs, Dr. A.F.P. v.Putten, Ir. H.H v.d.Ven 

PCALE, 
TUE. 

Handelsregister Eindhoven no. 8551 

telegr.: Philips Eindhoven 
telex: 35000 ph te n I 
teLcentrale nat. (040) 79 11 11 
tel.zentr.exch. int. +3140 791111 


